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Figure 5-UPN 585. Early phase, generalized type, Day 137. Adherent white patch over hard and soft
palate with serpiginous red border (arrow). Figure 6-UPN 585. Early phase, generalized type, Day126. Hyperkeratosis, hypergranulosis and parakeratosis, acanthosis and hypertrophy, mild exocytosis
minimal basal vacuolization, eosinophilic body formation. (H&E, X190) Figure 7-UPN 394. Earlyphase, generalized type, Day 147. Severe lichenold acanthosis, disruption of the epidermal melaninunit with coarse interstitial clumps of melanin in stratum malpighii (arrow), severe basal layer vacu-olization, and dermal inflammation. (H&E, X190) Figure 8-UPN 330. Early phase, generalizedtype, Day 249. Thickened irregular membrane zone.(PAS-alcian blue, pH 2, X190)
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Chronic Graft-Versus-Host Disease in 52 Patients:
Adverse Natural Course and Successful Treatment

With Combination Immunosuppression

By Keith M. Sullivan, Howard M. Shulman, Rainer Storb, Paul L. Weiden, Robert P. Witherspoon,
George B. McDonald, Mark M. Schubert, Kerry Atkinson, and E. Donnall Thomas

Fifty-two of 1 75 (30%) survivors of allogeneic marrow
transplantation developed chronic graft-versus-host dis-
ease (GVHD). Five with limited chronic GVHD had an
indolent clinical course with involvement of only the skin
and liver. Forty-seven with extensive chronic GVHD had an
unfavorable multiorgan disorder that resembled several
autoimmune diseases. Thirteen patients with extensive
disease (group I) were not treated and only 2 survive with
Karnofsky scores >70%. Mortality resulted from infections
and morbidity from sicca syndrome. pulmonary and hepatic
insufficiency. scleroderma-like skin disease. and contrac-
tures. Another 13 (group II) received a median of 8 mo
prednisone and/or a brief course of antithymocyte globu-
lin, and 3 survive without disability. The other 21 (group Ill)
were treated with a combination of prednisone (1 .0 mg/

M ARROW TRANSPLANTATION from HLA-
identical siblings is used with increasing

success for the treatment of leukemia and aplastic
anemia.’3 The current results in Seattle show that
75% of untransfused patients with severe aplastic
anemia,4 65% of patients with acute nonlymphoblastic
leukemia transplanted in first remission,5 and 50% of
patients with acute lymphoblastic leukemia trans-
planted in second or subsequent remission6 are alive
> I yr after grafting without recurrence of their origi-
nal disease. Sixty to 75% of these long-term survivors
are leading normal lives and, in particular, have no
evidence of graft-versus-host disease (GVHD). How-
ever, between 25% and 40% of long-term allogeneic
survivors develop the polymorphous syndrome of
chronic GVHD.78 Manifestations of this collagen
vascular-like disorder include debilitating skin disease,
generalized sicca syndrome, severe oral and esopha-
geal mucositis, malabsorption, pulmonary insufficien-
cy, chronic liver disease, recurrent bacterial infections
and generalized wasting.7’4 Previous descriptions of
chronic GVHD have shown little benefit of treat-
ment.’#{176}”  

This report summarizes the clinical course of 52
consecutive patients with chronic GVHD followed 2-7
yr after marrow transplantation. It demonstrates the
favorable prognosis of limited disease and the poor
prognosis of untreated extensive disease. We describe
the generally poor results of treatment of extensive
chronic GVHD with antithymocyte globulin (ATG) or
prednisone and the encouraging results of immunosup-
pressive treatment with a combination of prednisone
and azathioprine.

kg/q.o.d.) and either cyclophosphamide. procarbazine. or
azathioprine (all 1 .5 mg/kg/day) for a median of 13 mo.
Combination therapy was well tolerated with only modest
myelotoxicity. Fifteen in group Ill had a good and 4 a fair
response to treatment while 2 with no response died.
Azathioprine and prednisone was the most effective regi-
men. All therapy has been discontinued in 12 group Ill
patients: GVHD returned in 5 (including 2 who died in spite
of retreatment) while 7 remain free of GVHD for a median
of 1 1 (range 6-30) mo observation. Only I group III survivor
is disabled and 1 6 of the original 21 are alive 2-4 yr after
transplant with Karnofsky scores of 70%-100%. Thus.
combination immunosuppression appears to favorably
affect and. in some cases, permanently arrest the adverse
natural course of extensive chronic GVHD.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patients and Clinical Studies
Between January 1, 1972 and January 1, 1978, 371 patients

received an allogeneic marrow transplant in Seattle. The details of
the conditioning regimens and the transplantation procedure have
been previously described.’ In brief, regimens consisted of either
cyclophosphamide (50 mg/kg on each of 4 successive days) for
patients with aplastic anemia or cyclophosphamide (60 mg/kg on
each of 2 days) followed 4 days later by 1000 rad total body
irradiation for patients with leukemia. The day of transplant was
designated day “0.” Methotrexate was given during the first 100
days post-transplant to prevent on ameliorate GVHD.’’t Predniso-
lone and ATG were used to treat established grade ll-.IV acute
GVHD.’6’7 No immunosuppressive agent was given after day 100
except as indicated in this study. Survival was calculated as of
January 1, 1980; the minimum period of follow-up being 2-yr
post-transplantation.

Recipients have been identified by a unique patient number
(UPN) and grouped according to treatment given after day 100:
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Management Principles

Initial therapy
Local treatment alone may ameliorate some bothersome
chronic GVHD manifestations.13 Examples include dexam-
ethasone oral rinses for mouth sensitivity; eyedrops, punctal
plugs and Boston scleral lenses14 for dry eyes; and topical
steroids or topical tacrolimus for localized epidermal skin
involvement. However, systemic immune suppressive
therapy should be started if symptoms are more bother-
some or organ involvement more widespread. The NIH
guidelines suggest consideration of systemic treatment if 3
or more organs are involved or any single organ has a se-
verity score of more than 2 (e.g., 19% to 50% BSA involve-
ment, moderate oral symptoms with disease signs with par-
tial limitation or intake, joint tightness).7 Systemic treat-
ment may also be considered for patients with mild overall
chronic GVHD severity if they have high-risk characteris-
tics associated with chronic GVHD-related mortality (i.e.,
platelets below 100,000/µL, progressive onset, corticos-
teroid dose greater than 0.5 mg/kg/day at the time of initial
chronic GVHD diagnosis). Initial therapy usually includes
corticosteroids at a dose of 1 mg/kg/day actual body weight
unless contraindicated by co-morbid disease. Some clini-
cians cap the maximum daily steroid dose at 80 or 100 mg/
day even if patients weigh more. At Fred Hutchinson Can-
cer Research Center, full-dose steroids are given for ap-
proximately 2 weeks, followed by a taper schedule to reach
an alternative day dose regimen as soon as allowed by signs
and symptoms. There is no evidence that the threshold for
initiating systemic chronic GVHD therapy or choice of ini-
tial agent should be different for patients deemed at higher
risk for recurrent malignancy.

Calcineurin inhibitor therapy is often increased to
therapeutic levels or started concurrently, but there is little
evidence that combination therapy is required for control
of chronic GVHD. Koc et al reported results of a random-
ized study comparing prednisone alone to prednisone plus
cyclosporine in patients with extensive chronic GVHD
without thrombocytopenia.15 The cumulative incidence of

transplant-related mortality, survival, relapse, need for sec-
ondary chronic GVHD therapy and discontinuation of im-
munosuppressive medications were not significantly dif-
ferent between the two study arms, although the rate of
avascular necrosis was lower in the combination treatment
arm. Thus, this study did not confirm that initial combina-
tion therapy including cyclosporine improved control of
chronic GVHD although steroid complications were re-
duced with combination therapy. A post hoc analysis found
that survival without recurrent malignancy was better in
the prednisone-only arm (P = .03) if patients had high-risk
chronic GVHD.

Nevertheless, the quest to improve initial therapy for
chronic GVHD continues. Randomized trials have evalu-
ated thalidomide and hydroxychloroquine, but not docu-
mented benefit.16,17 Initial combination therapy with
mycophenolate mofetil is being tested in Phase III studies
in both the United States and Europe. The U.S. trial was
closed in June 2008 when an interim analysis after 150 of
230 patients were enrolled concluded that the primary end-
point was unlikely to differ between the two arms. Accrual
on the European trial continues.

Vogelsang has estimated that about 90% of patients
who are going to respond to treatment do so within 3 months
and will be able to begin a steroid taper.18,19 One approach
to steroid tapering at FHCRC is as follows: If chronic GVHD
manifestations are stable or improving after two weeks,
corticosteroids are tapered by 25% per week to a target
dose of 1 mg/kg every other day over the next 6 to 8 weeks.
If organ manifestations are severe, the patient has high-risk
chronic GVHD features or the patient has less than a com-
plete response, the dose may be held at 1 mg/kg every
other day for another 2 to 3 months, then tapered by 10% to
20% per month for a total corticosteroids treatment course
of 9 months. Another approach is to skip the plateau phase
of 1 mg/kg every other day and continue tapering by 10%
to 20% per month but slow down the taper once a dose of
0.5 mg/kg every other day is reached. If chronic GVHD
flares during the corticosteroid taper, increasing the dose
slightly may bring manifestations under control again. Pe-
diatricians may treat with higher doses of steroids for a
longer period than physicians treating adults.20 After suc-
cessful completion of the steroid taper, the other immune
suppressive medications are tapered off sequentially with
dose reductions every 2 to 4 weeks. Review of 330 patients
transplanted in Seattle from 1994-2000 and diagnosed with
chronic GVHD showed that approximately a third of pa-
tients respond to initial therapy and never receive second-
ary agents.21

Supportive care
As infection is the primary cause of death in patients with
chronic GVHD, patient education, infection prophylaxis
and supportive care are very important components of

Table 2. Categories of acute and chronic graft-versus-host
disease (GVHD). Reprinted from Filipovich et al.7

Time of Presence Presence
symptoms of acute of chronic
after HCT GVHD  GVHD

Category or DLI features features

Acute GVHD
Classic acute < 100 days Yes No
Persistent, recurrent > 100 days Yes No
    or late-onset acute

Chronic GVHD
Classic chronic No time limit No Yes
Overlap syndrome No time limit Yes Yes

Categories	  of	  acute	  and	  chronic	  GVHD	  



•  Currently,	  between	  10%	  and	  70%	  of	  
pa;ents	  develop	  chronic	  GVHD	  

depending	  upon	  donor	  and	  transplant	  
characteris;cs;	  	  

•  Mul$-‐center	  and	  registry	  sta$s$cs	  show	  
an	  aggregate	  cumula$ve	  incidence	  of	  

30%	  to	  50%.	  	  
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BACKGROUND
Randomized trials have shown that the transplantation of filgrastim-mobilized 
peripheral-blood stem cells from HLA-identical siblings accelerates engraftment but 
increases the risks of acute and chronic graft-versus-host disease (GVHD), as com-
pared with the transplantation of bone marrow. Some studies have also shown that 
peripheral-blood stem cells are associated with a decreased rate of relapse and im-
proved survival among recipients with high-risk leukemia.
METHODS
We conducted a phase 3, multicenter, randomized trial of transplantation of periph-
eral-blood stem cells versus bone marrow from unrelated donors to compare 2-year 
survival probabilities with the use of an intention-to-treat analysis. Between March 
2004 and September 2009, we enrolled 551 patients at 48 centers. Patients were 
randomly assigned in a 1:1 ratio to peripheral-blood stem-cell or bone marrow trans-
plantation, stratified according to transplantation center and disease risk. The me-
dian follow-up of surviving patients was 36 months (interquartile range, 30 to 37).
RESULTS
The overall survival rate at 2 years in the peripheral-blood group was 51% (95% 
confidence interval [CI], 45 to 57), as compared with 46% (95% CI, 40 to 52) in the 
bone marrow group (P = 0.29), with an absolute difference of 5 percentage points 
(95% CI, !3 to 14). The overall incidence of graft failure in the peripheral-blood group 
was 3% (95% CI, 1 to 5), versus 9% (95% CI, 6 to 13) in the bone marrow group 
(P = 0.002). The incidence of chronic GVHD at 2 years in the peripheral-blood group 
was 53% (95% CI, 45 to 61), as compared with 41% (95% CI, 34 to 48) in the bone 
marrow group (P = 0.01). There were no significant between-group differences in the 
incidence of acute GVHD or relapse.
CONCLUSIONS
We did not detect significant survival differences between peripheral-blood stem-cell 
and bone marrow transplantation from unrelated donors. Exploratory analyses of 
secondary end points indicated that peripheral-blood stem cells may reduce the risk 
of graft failure, whereas bone marrow may reduce the risk of chronic GVHD. 
(Funded by the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute–National Cancer Institute 
and others; ClinicalTrials.gov number, NCT00075816.)

The New England Journal of Medicine 
Downloaded from nejm.org at MERCK & CO. INC. on October 23, 2012. For personal use only. No other uses without permission. 
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Typical	  biological	  findings	  
	  in	  cGVHD	  

ü Marked increase in collagen deposition	

   in target organs	

ü Lack of T lymphocyte infiltration	

ü Increased B cell activity (BAFF)	

ü Reduced number of T-reg* 	


*donor	  gra;	  Treg	  inversely	  correlates	  with	  aGVHD,	  
	  and	  cGVHD	  is	  associated	  with	  decreased	  numbers	  	  

of	  circulaFng	  Tregs	  	  



Thymic	  and	  peripheral	  T-‐cell	  selecRon	  
defects	  result	  in	  cGVHD	  	  

•  In	  both	  preclinical(1)	  and	  clinical	  studies	  (2),	  
naive	  T-‐cell–depleted	  graGs	  have	  a	  significantly	  
reduced	  cGVHD	  incidence,	  while	  allowing	  
transferred	  memory	  T	  cells	  to	  contribute	  to	  
immune	  reconsFtuFon	  and	  protecFve	  
immunity.	  

1-‐Anderson	  BE	  et	  al.	  J	  Clin	  Invest.	  2003	  

	  2-‐Teschner	  D	  et	  al	  Bone	  Marrow	  Transplant.	  2014	  



Chronic	  GVHD	  and	  
autoimmunity	  

 
•  Animal models of cGVHD depend on the proliferation of self-

reactive host B cells. 
 
•  Autoantibody production is commonly observed after 

transplantation (associated with incresed BAFF) 
 
•  Some of the clinical manifestations of cGVHD in humans are 

similar to those in scleroderma, lichen planus, and other 
autoimmune diseases 



	  
Hypothesis	  1:	  cGVHD	  results	  from	  thymic	  damage,	  o;en	  caused	  by	  aGVHD,	  
resulFng	  in	  failure	  to	  delete	  auto/alloreacFve	  T	  cells,	  recognizing	  anFgens	  on	  
donor	  or	  recipient	  cells.	  
	  
Hypothesis	  2:	  this	  hypothesis	  implicates	  a	  central	  role	  for	  fibrogenic	  
cytokines,	  such	  as	  TGF-‐β	  and	  PDGF,	  especially	  in	  the	  pathogenesis	  of	  fibroFc	  
damage	  in	  the	  course	  of	  cGVHD.	  
	  
Hypothesis	  3:	  this	  hypothesis	  implicates	  B	  cells	  (BAFF)	  and	  anFbody-‐
mediated	  mechanisms	  as	  pivotal	  actors.	  	  
	  
Hypothesis	  4:	  deficiency	  in	  the	  numbers	  or	  funcFon	  of	  regulatory	  T	  cells	  
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Allogeneic stem cell transplantation (SCT)
is now a commonplace procedure. Clini-
cians who care for patients with hemato-
logic malignancies and aplastic anemia
are almost certain to follow up patients

after SCT. This review is intended to help
clinicians observe patients for probably
the most important late complication of
SCT, chronic graft-versus-host disease
(GVHD). It reviews the pathophysiology,

risk factors, clinicalmanifestations, evalu-
ation, treatment, and supportive care of
chronicGVHD. (Blood. 2001;97:1196-1201)
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Introduction
Chronic graft-versus-host disease (GVHD) remains the most
common late complication of allogeneic stem cell transplantation
(SCT). Although improvements have been made in the prevention
of acute GVHD, these advances have not resulted in a concomitant
decrease in the incidence of chronic GVHD. This sustained
incidence of chronic GVHD is likely related to changes in clinical
SCT practice. Allogeneic SCT is used in increasingly older
patients, in whom the risk for chronic GVHD is greater. The use of
unrelated donors and related but nonhuman leukocyte antigen
(HLA)–identical donors is expanding. Acute and chronic GVHD
are larger problems, both in incidence and in severity, in recipients
of alternative-donor SCT. The use of donor lymphocyte infusion to
treat relapsed disease or to achieve full donor chimerism after
nonmyeloablative transplantation has resulted in the development
of chronic GVHD in a substantial number of these patients. Finally,
there is a suggestion that patients receiving allogeneic peripheral
blood stem cell transplants have a lower incidence of acute GVHD
but an equally high or a higher incidence of chronic GVHD than
comparable patients receiving marrow grafts. For these reasons,
chronic GVHD must be considered one of the major obstacles still
facing the field of blood and marrow transplantation.

Pathogenesis

The pathophysiology of chronic GVHD is poorly understood,
partially because of difficulties encountered as a result of the late
onset of the disease. Clinical studies in patients with chronic
GVHD are hampered by the fact that patients are frequently back in
their local communities, and thus at a distance from the transplant
center, by the time chronic GVHD develops. Early manifestations
of GVHD may be undetected by physicians unfamiliar with the
disease. Many of the published assumptions about chronic GVHD
have been influenced by the frequency at which patients are
re-examined at major transplant centers, which may or may not be
valid. Animal models of chronic GVHD exist, but they are
expensive and time and labor intensive to establish. This has
hampered the investigation of basic immunobiology and the
evaluation of therapy in animal models.

Inoculation of T cells into allogeneic or congeneic, immunoin-
competent mice or rats leads to GVHD-related changes such as
diarrhea, skin lesions, severe wasting, and death within 1 to 3
weeks.1,2 This model is consistent with acute GVHD. Surviving
animals succumb to chronic GVHD usually 1 to 3 months after
inoculation. Hepatosplenomegaly, immunodeficiency, and evi-
dence of autoimmune phenomena develop before death. Symptoms
of human chronic GVHD can be established in different ways,
including performing SCT across an isolated class 1 barrier or
transplanting parent to F1 (semiallogeneic SCT).1,2 The model of
cyclosporine (CsA)–induced syngeneic GVHD reported by Hess et
al3 also results in a condition that mimics chronic GVHD. Murine
systems can be manipulated to alter the course and severity of
GVHD. This does shed some light on potential factors that
contribute to the development of chronic GVHD. Variables such as
the number and proportion of CD41 versus CD81 lymphocytes
injected, type and extent of recipient immunosuppression, age of
donors and recipients, presence or absence of tissue injury caused
by chemotherapy, radiation, or infection result in different manifes-
tations of GVHD.4-6
The exact pathogenesis of chronic GVHD, however, remains

ambiguous. In addition to donor-derived alloreactive T cells that
are so important in acute GVHD, postthymic CD41 T cells are
thought to play an important role in chronic GVHD.4 The T-cell
precursors may undergo aberrant “thymic education” after SCT
that effectively makes them self-reactive or autoreactive. Addition-
ally, the activation of different helper T-cell subsets (Th1 versus
Th2) may be responsible for distinct manifestations of acute and
chronic GVHD.5,6 The role of alloreactivity versus autoreactivity
in the pathogenesis of chronic GVHD remains an area of intense
debate. Alloreactivity to minor histocompatibility antigens is
believed by some to explain chronic GVHD as a late phase of acute
GVHD. The importance of autoreactivity, however, is suggested
by clinical manifestations of chronic GVHD that frequently
mimic those of autoimmune diseases, the finding of auto-
antibodies in some patients with chronic GVHD, and experimental
data suggesting the importance of thymic education in the pathogen-
esis of chronic GVHD. As new information becomes available
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In	  newly	  diagnosed	  pa$ents	  with	  extensive	  disease	  pa$ents	  
are	  treated	  with	  daily	  prednisone	  at	  1	  mg/kg	  per	  day	  and	  

daily	  CsA	  at	  10	  mg/kg	  per	  day……	  
The	  addi$on	  of	  a	  CNI	  to	  steroids	  does	  not	  ñRR,	  	  
but	  it	  allows	  for	  a	  reduc$on	  in	  steroid	  dosing.	  	  

The	  combina$on	  of	  other	  drugs	  with	  steroids	  was	  not	  
beneficial	  in	  prospec$ve	  randomized	  trials	  
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(HCT). The 2-year cumulative incidence of

chronic GVHD requiring systemic treat-

ment is!30%to40%byNational Institutes

of Health criteria. The risk of chronic

GVHD is higher and the duration of treat-

ment is longer after HCT with mobilized

blood cells than with marrow cells. Clini-

cal manifestations can impair activities of

daily living and often linger for years.

Hematology and oncology specialists who

refer patients to centers for HCT are often

subsequently involved in the management

of chronic GVHD when patients return to

their care after HCT. Treatment of these

patients can be optimized under shared

care arrangements that enable referring

physicians to manage long-term admin-

istration of immunosuppressive medica-

tions and supportive care with guidance

from transplant center experts. Keys to

successful collaborative management

include early recognition in making the

diagnosis of chronic GVHD, comprehen-

sive evaluation at the onset and periodi-

cally during the course of the disease,

prompt institution of systemic and topical
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response, calibration of treatment in-

tensity over time in order to avoid over-

treatment or undertreatment, and the use

of supportive care to prevent complications

and disability. (Blood. 2015;125(4):606-615)

Introduction

The prevalence and severity of chronic graft-versus-host disease
(GVHD) have increased during the past 2 decades in associationwith
the increasing use of hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HCT)
for treatment of older age patients, the widespread use of mobilized
blood cells instead of marrow for grafting, and improvements in
survival during the first several months after allogeneic HCT.1-6

Pathophysiological understanding of chronicGVHD is emerging,7,8

but the long-standing reliance on prednisone described as the main-
stay of treatment in Vogelsang’s “How I Treat” review in 2001 has
persisted to the present.9 The 2005 National Institutes of Health (NIH)
Consensus Conference developed a framework for characterizing
the pleomorphic manifestations of chronic GVHD. The consen-
sus project defined minimal criteria for the clinical diagnosis, em-
phasized differences in the clinical manifestations of chronic and
acute GVHD, established criteria for scoring the severity of clinical
manifestations in affected organs, and proposed new categories for
describing overall disease severity and indications for treatment.10

The consensus project also proposed measures for monitoring dis-
ease progression and response to therapy and provided other infor-
mation for purposes of clinical trials.11-13 In 2014, the NIH Conference
was reconvened, and revisions are under consideration to update the
recommendations based on available evidence and insights from
clinical application of the original recommendations.14-33

Chronic GVHD has a wide range of pleomorphic manifestations,
and many complications can emerge from both the disease and its
treatment. A dedicated multidisciplinary team approach with rel-
evant expertise is necessary in order to provide the best care for
patients with a chronic illness that can have devastating effects on
quality of life. Our approach to treatment emphasizes the importance
of early recognition in the management of chronic GVHD, with
respect to making the initial diagnosis, monitoring the response to
initial treatment, and preventing complications and disability.
Nuances applicable only to children are not addressed in this review.

Case summary

A 45-year-old man received growth factor–mobilized blood cells
from an HLA-matched unrelated male donor after conditioning with
12 Gy total body irradiation and cyclophosphamide for treatment of
acute myeloid leukemia with persistent disease. He received meth-
otrexate and tacrolimus for immunosuppression after HCT. He
developed acute GVHD of the skin and gut, which resolved after
treatment with steroid cream and oral beclomethasone and budesonide.
Because malignant cells persisted after HCT, treatment was admin-
istered with azacytidine, and immunosuppressionwith tacrolimus
was withdrawn by day 100, 3 months earlier than originally planned.

Malignant cells disappeared, but 7 months after HCT and 2
months after the third cycle of azacytidine, he was diagnosed with
severe chronic GVHD (NIH global score). Affected sites included
the skin (erythematous rash involving.50%body surface area [BSA]),
mouth (ulcers and lichenoid features), fasciae (wrist tightness and leg
edema), liver (alanine aminotransferase twice the normal upper limit
with normal total serum bilirubin concentration), and eosinophilia
(1800 per mL). Forced expiratory volume in the first second (FEV1)
was 79% of predicted, and the ratio of FEV1 to forced vital capacity
(FVC) was 78% of predicted, representing an absolute 8% decline
from the baseline before HCT.

Treatment was started with prednisone at 1 mg/kg per day, and
antibiotic prophylaxis was administered to prevent Pneumocystis
pneumonia and infection with encapsulated bacteria. Antiviral pro-
phylaxis was continued with acyclovir. Daily intake of vitamin D
1000 IU and calcium 1500 mg was recommended. After 2 weeks,
improvement was noted in wrist discomfort, leg edema, and the
extent of rash, with resolution of eosinophilia and liver function
abnormalities. The dose of prednisone was tapered to reach 80 mg
every other day, with continued clinical monitoring and pulmonary
function tests (PFTs) at monthly intervals.
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mation for purposes of clinical trials.11-13 In 2014, the NIH Conference
was reconvened, and revisions are under consideration to update the
recommendations based on available evidence and insights from
clinical application of the original recommendations.14-33

Chronic GVHD has a wide range of pleomorphic manifestations,
and many complications can emerge from both the disease and its
treatment. A dedicated multidisciplinary team approach with rel-
evant expertise is necessary in order to provide the best care for
patients with a chronic illness that can have devastating effects on
quality of life. Our approach to treatment emphasizes the importance
of early recognition in the management of chronic GVHD, with
respect to making the initial diagnosis, monitoring the response to
initial treatment, and preventing complications and disability.
Nuances applicable only to children are not addressed in this review.

Case summary

A 45-year-old man received growth factor–mobilized blood cells
from an HLA-matched unrelated male donor after conditioning with
12 Gy total body irradiation and cyclophosphamide for treatment of
acute myeloid leukemia with persistent disease. He received meth-
otrexate and tacrolimus for immunosuppression after HCT. He
developed acute GVHD of the skin and gut, which resolved after
treatment with steroid cream and oral beclomethasone and budesonide.
Because malignant cells persisted after HCT, treatment was admin-
istered with azacytidine, and immunosuppressionwith tacrolimus
was withdrawn by day 100, 3 months earlier than originally planned.

Malignant cells disappeared, but 7 months after HCT and 2
months after the third cycle of azacytidine, he was diagnosed with
severe chronic GVHD (NIH global score). Affected sites included
the skin (erythematous rash involving.50%body surface area [BSA]),
mouth (ulcers and lichenoid features), fasciae (wrist tightness and leg
edema), liver (alanine aminotransferase twice the normal upper limit
with normal total serum bilirubin concentration), and eosinophilia
(1800 per mL). Forced expiratory volume in the first second (FEV1)
was 79% of predicted, and the ratio of FEV1 to forced vital capacity
(FVC) was 78% of predicted, representing an absolute 8% decline
from the baseline before HCT.

Treatment was started with prednisone at 1 mg/kg per day, and
antibiotic prophylaxis was administered to prevent Pneumocystis
pneumonia and infection with encapsulated bacteria. Antiviral pro-
phylaxis was continued with acyclovir. Daily intake of vitamin D
1000 IU and calcium 1500 mg was recommended. After 2 weeks,
improvement was noted in wrist discomfort, leg edema, and the
extent of rash, with resolution of eosinophilia and liver function
abnormalities. The dose of prednisone was tapered to reach 80 mg
every other day, with continued clinical monitoring and pulmonary
function tests (PFTs) at monthly intervals.
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Treatment	  was	  started	  with	  prednisone	  at	  1	  mg/kg/day	  
During	  the	  next	  3	  months,	  PFTs	  improved,	  but	  other	  manifesta;ons	  

showed	  progressive	  worsening,	  with	  cutaneous	  sclerosis	  involving	  28%	  
of	  the	  BSA	  with	  oral	  ulcera;on.	  

	  The	  pa$ent	  was	  enrolled	  in	  a	  randomized	  clinical	  trial	  
comparing	  ima$nib	  vs	  rituximab	  for	  SR	  GVHD	  

No	  consensus	  has	  been	  reached	  regarding	  the	  opFmal	  
choice	  of	  agents	  for	  secondary	  treatment	  of	  cGVHD	  



 
limited appeal for pharmaceutical industries 

 
 

•  CHRONIC disease 
•  UNPREDICTABLE course 
•  It affects FRAIL patients 
•  MULTISYSTEMIC disorder 
•  Management is highly SPECIALISTIC 

SR-‐cGVHD	  is	  an	  ORPHAN	  DISEASE	  
No	  FDA-‐	  or	  EMA-‐approved	  treatments	  



SR-‐cGVHD:	  	  
a	  neglected	  disease?	  

Not	  really:	  
•  >50	  intervenFons	  tested	  in	  the	  last	  15	  years	  in	  >150	  studies	  
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management	  and	  TX	  of	  SR-‐cGVHD:	  none	  of	  the	  intervenRons	  
evaluated	  was	  discouraged	  as	  clearly	  ineffecRve	  
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Summary
Background Consensus recommendations are used to improve the methodology of research about rare disorders, but 
their uptake is unknown. We studied the uptake of consensus recommendations in steroid-refractory chronic graft-
versus-host disease (SR-cGVHD). Although in 2006 the National Institutes of Health (NIH) cGVHD consensus 
project produced recommendations for clinical trials, guidelines have emphasised the scarcity of valuable evidence 
for all tested interventions.

Methods We searched Medline (PubMed) between Jan 1, 1998, and Oct 1, 2013, for non-randomised studies of 
systemic treatment for SR-cGVHD. To measure adherence to NIH recommendations, we applied a 61 item checklist 
derived from the NIH consensus document. We did a meta-analysis to measure pooled eff ect size for overall response 
rate (ORR) and meta-regression analyses to measure the eff ect of deviations from NIH recommendations on pooled 
eff ect size.

Findings We included 82 studies related to nine interventions. Conformity to NIH recommendations was evenly low 
across the analysed timeframe (1998–2013), and did not change signifi cantly after publication of NIH recommendations. 
The pooled eff ect size for ORR for systemic treatment of SR-cGVHD was 0·66 (95% CI 0·62–0·70). Increased 
adherence to NIH recommendations in a score of items defi ning correct response assessment was associated with a 
signifi cant reduction in ORR (–4·2%, 95% CI –6·6 to –1·9; p=0·001). We recorded no signifi cant association between 
ORR and sets of items related to correct diagnostic defi nition of SR-cGVHD (change in ORR –3·1%, 95% CI –7·7 to 
1·5), specifi cation of primary intervention (0, –3·8 to 3·6), or concomitant treatments (–1·6%, –5·4 to 2·3). The score 
of items defi ning correct response assessment increased after publication of NIH recommendations.

Interpretation Our fi ndings show evidence of bias in the reported effi  cacy of treatment of SR-cGVHD. The overall 
eff ect of NIH recommendations in scientifi c literature is scarce; however, NIH recommendations improved 
assessment of response, possibly reducing the overestimation bias. Better implementation of NIH recommendations 
might reduce false expectations about new interventions, and thus prevent clinical studies with ineff ective treatments.

Funding None.

Introduction
Rare diseases pose unique challenges for clinical 
research. The few patients with such diseases, and the 
restricted fi nancial resources available for their 
assessment, present diffi  culties in the undertaking and 
completion of randomised controlled trials on which 
traditional drug approval should be based. For these 
reasons, phase 2 trials, designed to provide go or no-go 
decisions for further drug development, are of paramount 
importance in this setting.1 Indeed, patients should not 
be exposed to unnecessary adverse eff ects from inactive 
compounds, and the use of such drugs might inhibit the 
development of more active compounds.

Agencies and scientifi c societies can drive research 
development through the use of consensus recom-
mendations: the defi nition of a standardised methodology 
could address the shortcomings of research and support 
successful completion of future trials. However, the 
uptake and eff ect of these recommendations are unknown. 

To investigate this issue, we analysed, as an example, what 
has been achieved in chronic graft-versus-host disease 
(cGVHD). cGVHD is a rare disease,2 arising as a late 
complication of allogeneic haemopoietic stem-cell 
transplantation, which represents the fi rst cause of late 
transplant-related mortality. cGVHD is an unmet 
challenge in the specialty of haemopoietic stem-cell 
transplantation; steroids (with or without a calcineurin 
inhibitor) are usually given as fi rst-line treatment, but 
treatment of steroid-refractory cGVHD (SR-cGVHD), 
which aff ects nearly half of patients with cGVHD, is 
unsatisfactory.3 Although research into this issue has been 
very active, the complexity of SR-cGVHD and the scarcity 
of established research methods has hindered the 
undertaking of clinical trials supporting adequate evidence 
of effi  cacy.4 To bridge this gap, in 2006, the National 
Institutes of Health (NIH) cGVHD consensus project 
provided recommendations for the design of future 
clinical trials.5 However, present guidelines still point to 
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completion of randomised controlled trials on which 
traditional drug approval should be based. For these 
reasons, phase 2 trials, designed to provide go or no-go 
decisions for further drug development, are of paramount 
importance in this setting.1 Indeed, patients should not 
be exposed to unnecessary adverse eff ects from inactive 
compounds, and the use of such drugs might inhibit the 
development of more active compounds.

Agencies and scientifi c societies can drive research 
development through the use of consensus recom-
mendations: the defi nition of a standardised methodology 
could address the shortcomings of research and support 
successful completion of future trials. However, the 
uptake and eff ect of these recommendations are unknown. 

To investigate this issue, we analysed, as an example, what 
has been achieved in chronic graft-versus-host disease 
(cGVHD). cGVHD is a rare disease,2 arising as a late 
complication of allogeneic haemopoietic stem-cell 
transplantation, which represents the fi rst cause of late 
transplant-related mortality. cGVHD is an unmet 
challenge in the specialty of haemopoietic stem-cell 
transplantation; steroids (with or without a calcineurin 
inhibitor) are usually given as fi rst-line treatment, but 
treatment of steroid-refractory cGVHD (SR-cGVHD), 
which aff ects nearly half of patients with cGVHD, is 
unsatisfactory.3 Although research into this issue has been 
very active, the complexity of SR-cGVHD and the scarcity 
of established research methods has hindered the 
undertaking of clinical trials supporting adequate evidence 
of effi  cacy.4 To bridge this gap, in 2006, the National 
Institutes of Health (NIH) cGVHD consensus project 
provided recommendations for the design of future 
clinical trials.5 However, present guidelines still point to 
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inclusion or exclusion criteria was uncommon and 
need for informed consent was not declared in 28 (34%) 
studies.

73 (89%) studies adequately described (to ensure 
reproducibility) the schedule of primary intervention. By 

contrast, basal steroid dose was reported in only 28 (34%) 
studies and supportive measures were poorly described. 
No study compared the effi  cacy data with a control 
population (historical or non-randomised).

36 (44%) studies used objective measures for response 
determination; as such, we used a broad defi nition of 
objective, excluding only explicitly subjective measures 
(eg, physician’s perception or patient reported). Similarly, 
we recorded poor adherence to calendar-driven data 
collection for response (37 [45%]) and predefi ned timing 
of response (26 [32%]). In 39 (48%) studies, a-priori 
defi nition of partial response did not require a substantial 
magnitude of change (eg, improvement >50%); only 
17 (21%) studies reported a measure of response duration. 
63 (81%) studies detailed causes of death. With the 
exception of overall survival (reported in 46 [56%] studies), 
time-dependent outcomes were seldom reported (disease-
free survival was never reported, and transplant-related 
mortality was reported in only three [4%] studies). Only 
three (4%) studies included a description of sample-size 
calculations.

We assessed the uptake of NIH recommendations for 
all items included in our checklist. Overall, we recorded 
no signifi cant change in items’ adherence before 2008 
and from 2008 onwards (appendix p 7). In sensitivity 
analyses, moving the cutoff  date for each year from 1998 
to 2013 did not change the results (data not shown). 
Moreover, the highest number of signifi cant changes in 
individual items’ adherence (n=7) was obtained when 
2008 was used as the cutoff  date (appendix p 7).

To characterise changes in adherence for subgroups of 
items (population, intervention, data collection, outcome), 
we generated radar graphs, showing the percentage of 
adherence before and after 2008 (fi gure 2). Areas of radar 
graphs are almost superimposable in subgroups of items 
related to study population, intervention, and modalities of 
data collection; an improvement is noticeable in the right-
inferior quadrant of the outcomes’ assessment category, 
relating to items exploring response assessment (fi gure 2).

We noted that type of data collection can aff ect uptake 
of NIH recommendations. Indeed, the small change in 
the outcome group for all studies was amplifi ed when we 
considered prospective studies only (appendix p 8). 
Additionally, when we analysed overall adherence by type 
of data collection, retrospective studies had disadvantaged 
adherence in some items that are generally implemented 
in a prospective study protocol (ie, response-driven 
modifi cation of treatment, need for informed consent, 
calendar-driven data collection, and predefi ned timepoint 
for response assessment; appendix p 8).

In analysis of the trend of adherence to NIH 
recommendations in a predefi ned set of items (panel), we 
recorded no signifi cant change over years of scores of sets 
related to defi nition of SR-cGVHD or specifi cation of primary 
intervention or concomitant treatments (appendix p 9). 
However, adherence signifi cantly increased between 1998 
and 2013 in the response-determination set (appendix p 9).

Data

Included in the meta-analysis 82 (100%)

Published before 2008 49 (60%)

Published after 2008 33 (40%)

Intervention

Extracorporeal photopheresis 35 (45%); 24 (29%)

Rituximab 12 (15%); 5 (6%)

Mycophenolate mofetil 11 (13%); 8 (10%)

Imatinib 5 (6%); 0

Mesenchymal stem cells 4 (5%); 0

Methotrexate 4 (5%); 3 (4%)

Pentostatin 4 (5%); 2 (2%)

Sirolimus 3 (4%); 3 (4%)

Thalidomide 4 (5%); 4 (5%)

Publication details

Type of report

Full report 61 (75%)

Case series 2 (2%)

Brief report 11 (13%)

Letter to the editor 8 (10%)

Sponsor of the study

Drug company 10 (12%)

None declared or not pharmaceutical 72 (88%)

Data collection

Retrospective 44 (54%)

Prospective 38 (46%)

Journal impact factor*

!4·5 25 (30%)

<4·5 57 (70%)

Patients’ characteristics

Patients enrolled 17 (3–102)

Patients assessed 15 (3–102)

Studies including paediatric patients† 30 (37%)

Studies including steroid-dependent patients 26 (32%)

Studies including steroid-intolerant patients 14 (17%)

Number of studies assessing each type of organ

Skin 78 (95%)

Lung 53 (65%)

Gastrointestinal 56 (68%)

Eyes 59 (72%)

Mouth 71 (87%)

Liver 52 (88%)

Reproductive 6 (7%)

Joints 32 (39%)

Data are n (%), n (%) before 2008; after 2008, or median (range), unless otherwise 
stated. The appendix provides references for included studies. *Institute for 
Scientifi c Information. †Studies including at least one patient younger than 
14 years. 

Table !: Characteristics of included studies 

NIH	  consensus,	  2006	  



Meta-analysis for OVERALL RESPONSE 

•  The pooled overall 
response rate was 0.66 
(95%CI 0.62-0.70) 

•  For each of the 
interventions the pooled  
overall response was > 
50% 

•  Not bad, isn’t it? 
•  Perhaps too good! 
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Introduction
Rare diseases pose unique challenges for clinical 
research. The few patients with such diseases, and the 
restricted fi nancial resources available for their 
assessment, present diffi  culties in the undertaking and 
completion of randomised controlled trials on which 
traditional drug approval should be based. For these 
reasons, phase 2 trials, designed to provide go or no-go 
decisions for further drug development, are of paramount 
importance in this setting.1 Indeed, patients should not 
be exposed to unnecessary adverse eff ects from inactive 
compounds, and the use of such drugs might inhibit the 
development of more active compounds.

Agencies and scientifi c societies can drive research 
development through the use of consensus recom-
mendations: the defi nition of a standardised methodology 
could address the shortcomings of research and support 
successful completion of future trials. However, the 
uptake and eff ect of these recommendations are unknown. 

To investigate this issue, we analysed, as an example, what 
has been achieved in chronic graft-versus-host disease 
(cGVHD). cGVHD is a rare disease,2 arising as a late 
complication of allogeneic haemopoietic stem-cell 
transplantation, which represents the fi rst cause of late 
transplant-related mortality. cGVHD is an unmet 
challenge in the specialty of haemopoietic stem-cell 
transplantation; steroids (with or without a calcineurin 
inhibitor) are usually given as fi rst-line treatment, but 
treatment of steroid-refractory cGVHD (SR-cGVHD), 
which aff ects nearly half of patients with cGVHD, is 
unsatisfactory.3 Although research into this issue has been 
very active, the complexity of SR-cGVHD and the scarcity 
of established research methods has hindered the 
undertaking of clinical trials supporting adequate evidence 
of effi  cacy.4 To bridge this gap, in 2006, the National 
Institutes of Health (NIH) cGVHD consensus project 
provided recommendations for the design of future 
clinical trials.5 However, present guidelines still point to 
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•  Be]er	  adherence	  to	  NIH	  
recommendaRons	  in	  items	  defining	  
correct	  response	  assessment	  was	  
associated	  with	  a	  significantly	  lower	  
ORR	  (p=0.001)	  

	  	  
•  Adherence	  to	  NIH	  

recommendaRons	  in	  this	  subset	  
was	  significantly	  higher	  a>er	  their	  
publicaRon.	  	  

Metaregression analyses 
correlated the 4 

methodological scores* to 
Overall Response rate 

1-‐SR-‐GVHD	  definiFon	  
2-‐Primary	  intervenFon	  
3-‐Concomitant	  TX	  
4-‐Response	  determinaFon	  
*	  According	  to	  the	  NIH	  Cons	  2006	  
	  



Real	  life	  efficacy	  of	  treatments	  
for	  SR-‐cGVHD	  

•  No	  change	  in	  cGVHD	  mortality	  since	  1980	  (FHRC	  data	  from	  Lee,	  
Best	  Pract	  Res	  Hem	  2010)	  

•  The	  efficacy	  of	  second-‐line	  agents	  is	  limited,	  with	  response	  rates	  
of	  	  30%	  regardless	  of	  the	  agent	  that	  is	  chosen.	  	  

•  Disagreement	  about	  idenFficaFon	  of	  the	  truly	  ineffecFve	  drugs	  
	  
•  Survey	  of	  worldwide	  transplant	  centers	  (Duarte,	  BMT	  2014):	  the	  

highest	  research	  priority	  (for	  physicians)	  was	  the	  compleFon	  of	  
clinical	  trials	  to	  develop	  an	  effec;ve	  treatment	  for	  SR-‐cGVHD	  



A jammed drug development 
in SR-cGVHD?? 

Accumula$on	  of	  promising	  
interven$ons	  worthy	  to	  be	  further	  
tested	  

Difficul$es	  
	  of	  conduc$ng	  	  

RCTs	  	  

ORR	  	  
overes$ma$on	  

No standard 
 Arm!! 



Therapy Rec. Evid
. 

Comment 

Steroid B III-1 Serious side effects  

Photopheresis C-1 II Steroid-sparing, excellent safety profile 
mTOR – Inhib. C-1 III-1 ↑ TAM with CNI 

Cyclosporin / FK506 C-1 III-1 Spare steroids 
MMF C-1 III-1 ↑ viral infections, GI toxicity 

Imatinib C-2 III-1 Best in sclerodermoid GvHD and BO 

Rituximab C-2 II Effective in autoAB mediated diseases 
Total nodal Rx C-2 III-2 Best in fasciitis and mucocutaneous cGvHD 

Wolff et al 
BBMT 2011 



Current	  treatments	  (2016)	  	  
for	  SR-‐cGVHD	  in	  real	  life*	  

•  ECP	  
•  Rituximab	  
•  ImaFnib	  
•  MMF,	  Rapamicin	  
•  MTX,	  PentostaFn	  
•  Ancillary	  TX	  

*Giaccone	  L.	  et	  al	  on	  behalf	  of	  GITMO	  
	  manuscript	  in	  preparaRon	  

“REAL-‐LIFE”	  REPORT	  ON	  THE	  MANAGEMENT	  OF	  
CHRONIC	  GRAFT-‐VERSUS-‐HOST	  DISEASE	  IN	  ITALIAN	  
TRANSPLANT	  CENTERS	  PART	  OF	  GRUPPO	  ITALIANO	  
TRAPIANTO	  MIDOLLO	  OSSEO	  (GITMO)	  	  



cGVHD:	  ancillary	  treatment	  

•  InfecRon	  prophylaxis	  	  
•  Symptom	  management	  	  

•  Physical	  and	  occupaRonal	  therapy	  	  

•  Topic	  drugs	  (skin,	  eye,	  mouth,	  genitalia)	  



ECP in Refractory Chronic GvHD 
•  High response rates 

–  Skin 40-90%, liver 
0-80%, mucosal 20-90% 

•  Excellent safety profile 
•  The most frequently applied 

salvage therapy in adults 
and children with steroid-
refractory cGvHD 

•  ECP can be associated 
with other TX 



week 24 is limited due to inadequate numbers of controls for
comparison.

Investigator assessment of skin response to treatment at week 12

An unblinded assessment of skin involvement was also performed
by the experienced clinical investigator who was aware of the
treatment assignment. At week 12, 40% (n ! 17) of the patients in
the ECP arm had a complete or partial skin response as assessed by
the investigator, compared with 10% (n ! 4) of the patients in the
control arm (P ! .002). Figure 4 displays the cumulative incidence
of a complete or partial cutaneous response from baseline to week
12 (P " .001).

Response in extracutaneous organs involved by cGVHD

For the more commonly involved extracutaneous organ systems at
week 12, improvement favored ECP therapy for eye involvement
(30% resolved or improved, compared with 7% in the control arm;
P ! .04). Improvement in oral involvement was experienced in
53% and 27% of the patients in the ECP and control arms,
respectively, (P ! .06). For joint symptoms, improvement was
noted in 22% versus 12% (ECP vs control; P ! .66). Response in
extracutaneous organ systems at week 12 is shown in Table S3.
Response in extracutaneous organ systems at week 24 for ECP-
treated subjects is summarized in TableS 4.

Targeted Symptom Assessment quality of life self-evaluation

Baseline Targeted Symptom Assessment (TSA) scores were similar
between the ECP and control groups (see Table S5). At week 12,
the median TSA score in the ECP arm improved by 19% compared
with 2.5% improvement in the control arm (P ! .01).

Safety

During the 12-week comparative period, serious adverse events
were reported for 28.6% (n ! 14) and 26.0% (n ! 13) of subjects
in the ECP and control arms, respectively (P ! .78). Infections
were the most common serious adverse event occurring in 18.4%
(n ! 9) and 16.0% (n ! 8) of subjects in the ECP and control arms,
respectively. The most common infection was pneumonia, occur-
ring in 4.1% (n ! 2) of ECP-treated patients and 6.0% (n ! 3) of
standard therapy patients. Bacterial sepsis occurred in 2 (4.1%)
patients in the ECP arm and in 1 (2%) control patient. No serious
adverse events were judged by the investigators to be related to
ECP treatment.

During the initial 12-week treatment period, 90% and 92% of
the patients in the ECP and control arms, respectively, experienced
an adverse event (P ! .74). Diarrhea occurred in 20.4% (n ! 10)
of ECP patients and 20.0% (n ! 10) of control patients (P ! 1.0),
anemia occurred in 24.5% of ECP patients (n ! 12) and 6.0% of

control patients (n ! 3; P ! .02), and nausea occurred in 18.4%
ECP patients (n ! 9) and 12.0% control patients (n ! 6; P ! .41).
The incidence of infection was 53.1% in the ECP arm versus 44%
in the control arm (P ! .42). Adverse events that led to withdrawal
from the ECP arm included thrombocytopenia, hypoglycemic
coma, tremor, mental status changes, progressive GVHD, Pseudo-
monas sp lung infection, and catheter-related complications
(1 patient each). In the control arm, patients discontinued participa-
tion in the study because of progressive tendinous contracture,
bacterial (Pseudomonas sp) pneumonia, or fungal pneumonia
(1 patient each).

Mortality

Two percent (n ! 1) of patients in the ECP arm and 6% (n ! 3) of
patients in the control arm died during the 12-week observation
period. The cause of death and interval times from randomization
to death in the 1 patient treated in the ECP arm was an infection
(multiple organ system failure due to Shigella sp sepsis occurring
86 days after randomization). The causes of death in the 3 control
arm patients were multiple organ failure (95 days after randomiza-
tion), cardiac failure (51 days after randomization), and infection
(fatal pneumonia caused by Pseudomonas sp occurring 138 days
after randomization).

Discussion

This study represents the first prospective randomized con-
trolled clinical trial of ECP in the treatment of chronic GVHD.
In this trial, we used the TSS, a new skin scoring tool, as the
primary end point in an attempt to quantify and document the
skin changes associated with conventional and ECP treatment.
We used the skin as the primary end point in our study because
this organ is frequently involved, manifestations are for the most
part diagnostic for cGVHD and cutaneous involvement can be
assessed quantitatively. A limitation of using skin as the primary
endpoint to assess response is that many organs can be affected
by cGVHD.

We found that the percentage reduction in TSS from baseline
until week 12 was numerically greater for the ECP arm (#14.5%
vs #8.5%) but did not reach statistical significance (P ! .48).
The lack of significant difference in TSS between the ECP and
control arms at week 12 may be explained by the short duration
of treatment. This is supported by the continued improvement in
the TSS plus concomitant decrease in corticosteroids use at
week 24 observed in the ECP group (Table 3). This is also in
agreement with experts’ opinion that improvement of more
advanced forms of cGVHD such as sclerotic manifestation often
requires at least 6 to 12 months to be observed. Assessment of
skin involvement by the unblinded experienced clinical investi-
gators revealed a significantly higher complete and partial
resolution of cGVHD in the ECP arm compared with the control
arm by week 12. In addition, more patients in the ECP arm
compared with the control arm (25.0% vs 12.8%) were able to
reduce their steroid doses by at least 50% in the 12-week study
period. Significantly more patients in the ECP arm (20.8% vs
6.4%) achieved reduction of at least 50% of their steroid dose
and had a final steroid dose less than 10 mg/day by week 12.
Thus, our results demonstrated the steroid-sparing effect of ECP
in a cohort in which most patients were steroid-dependent and
not steroid-refractory. Although progressive improvement in
TSS and continued reduction of steroid dose was noted in

Figure 4. Cumulative incidence of complete or partial skin response.
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	  Median	  improvement	  	  

in	  TSS	  at	  week	  12:	  	  
14.5%	  for	  the	  ECP	  arm	  VS	  8.5%	  for	  

the	  control	  arm.	  
	  ProporRon	  of	  pts	  who	  had	  at	  least	  
a	  50%	  reducRon	  in	  steroid	  dose	  and	  

at	  least	  a	  25%	  decrease	  from	  

baseline	  in	  TSS	  at	  week	  12:	  	  8.3%	  in	  
ECP	  arm	  Vs	  0%	  in	  the	  control	  arm.	  	  

•  No	  benefit	  for	  OS/PFS	  
95	  paRents	  randomized	  to	  ECP+	  	  standard	  

therapy	  	  or	  standard	  therapy	  alone	  	  

 Randomized	  	  
Study	  

TTS:	  total	  skin	  score	  



	  The	  mechanism	  of	  acRon	  of	  ECP	  in	  the	  
treatment	  of	  cGVHD	  is	  not	  fully	  understood	  

ECP	  exerts	  an	  immunomodulatory	  acRvity,	  by	  inducing	  3	  main	  events:	  
	  
1-‐	  PUVA-‐related	  massive	  apoptosis	  of	  T	  lymphocytes	  and	  differenFaFon	  
of	  monocytes	  into	  acFve	  dendriFc	  APCs.	  
	  	  
2-‐	  ECP	  inhibits	  pro-‐inflammatory	  cytokine	  producFon	  and	  increases	  anF-‐
inflammatory	  cytokine	  producFon.	  
	  

3-‐ECP	  effecFvely	  reduces	  the	  sFmulaFon	  of	  effector	  T	  cells,	  and	  induces	  
donor-‐derived	  Tregs,,	  	  



TargeRng	  B	  cells	  	  

•  preven$on	  of	  aberrant	  	  B-‐cell	  development	  by	  
administraFon	  of	  CD20	  monoclonal	  	  anFbody	  
	  RTX	  is	  more	  effecFve	  when	  used	  as	  a	  
	  preventaFve*	  but	  not	  as	  treatment	  	  strategy	  

	  
•  One	  concern	  over	  the	  rou;ne	  use	  of	  B-‐cell	  
deple;on	  in	  the	  post-‐	  HSCT	  sebng	  is	  the	  persistent	  
and	  profound	  hypogammaglobulinemia	  	  

*Cutler	  C,	  Kim	  HT,	  Bindra	  B,	  et	  al.	  Rituximab	  prophylaxis	  prevents	  corFcosteroid-‐
requiring	  chronic	  GVHD	  a;er	  allogeneic	  peripheral	  blood	  stem	  cell	  transplantaFon:	  
results	  of	  a	  phase	  2	  trial.	  Blood.	  2013;122(8):1510-‐1517.	  





B-‐cell	  depleRon	  with	  Rituximab	  	  
is	  o>en	  followed	  by	  a	  cGVD	  relapse	  

•  The	  Stanford	  group	  treated	  35	  subjects	  with	  cGVHD	  using	  
RTX	  plus	  steroids,	  with	  an	  ORR	  of	  77%	  at	  6	  months	  and	  a	  
CRR	  of	  34%.	  	  

•  However,	  by	  24	  months,	  the	  majority	  of	  subjects	  required	  
addiFonal	  therapy	  or	  succumbed	  to	  chronic	  GVHD.	  

•  Pidala	  used	  ofatumumab	  plus	  steroids,	  in	  12	  subjects.	  
Treatment	  was	  well	  tolerated,	  but,	  only	  4/12	  paFents	  had	  
CR	  a;er	  6	  months	  of	  therapy.	  	  

The	  limited	  success	  of	  RTX	  may	  in	  part	  be	  due	  
to	  the	  existence	  of	  memory-‐type	  plasma	  cells	  

that	  survive	  depleFng	  strategies	  



Platelet-‐derived	  growth	  factor	  
(PDGF)	  

•  PDGF	  is	  a	  mitogen	  for	  fibroblasts	  that	  serve	  in	  wound	  
healing.	  

•  PDGF	  overexpression	  has	  been	  linked	  to	  different	  
types	  of	  fibroFc	  disorders.	  	  

•  PDGF-‐R	  sFmulaFon	  can	  induce	  fibroblast	  to	  
exagerated	  collagen	  producFon	  	  

•  S;mula;ng	  an;-‐PDGF-‐R	  Abs	  have	  been	  found	  in	  pts	  
with	  SS	  and	  may	  have	  pathogene;c	  role	  



Ø  like Scleroderma, patients with cGVHD have stimulatory 
antibodies against PDGF-R."

Ø  These	  Abs	  were	  present	  in	  all	  (22)	  paFents	  with	  cGVHD	  and	  
never	  in	  transplanted	  paFents	  (17)	  without	  cGVHD."

Ø These	  Abs	  induce	  type	  I	  collagen	  and	  ROS	  producFon,	  converFng	  
the	  normal	  fibroblasts	  phenotype	  to	  SS-‐like	  fibroblast.	  

Ø …	  these	  Abs	  and	  the	  PDGF-‐R	  pathway	  may	  have	  a	  role	  in	  the	  
fibroFc	  damage	  of	  cGVHD….	  

Blood 2007 



Another	  profibroRc	  cytokine	  in	  SSc:	  	  
TGF-‐b	  

TGF-‐b	  is	  up-‐regulated	  in	  the	  skin	  of	  SSc	  paRents	  
and	  strongly	  sRmulates	  matrix	  synthesis	  by	  
dermal	  fibroblasts.	  

	  
Blockade	  of	  TGF-‐b	  signaling	  has	  been	  shown	  to	  
reduce	  the	  development	  of	  fibrosis	  in	  
experimental	  models.	  



Imatinib: 
 a dual inhibitor  

of TGF-b and 
PDGF-R  

pathways,  
can prevent skin 
and lung fibrosis 
in experimental 

models 
mouse	  model	  of	  bleomycin-‐induced	  
pulmonary	  fibrosis	  



36	  pts	  had	  severe	  cGVHD	  
21	  refractory	  to	  RTX	  and/or	  ECP	  



Blood	  2013	  

40	  pts	  evaluated	  according	  to	  the	  ITT	  



TKI	  and	  immune	  system	  

•  TKs	  play	  a	  prominent	  role	  in	  TCR	  signal	  
transducRon	  and	  thus	  it	  is	  conceivable	  that	  
imaFnib	  may	  interfere	  with	  this	  process.	  

BLOOD, 15 MARCH 2005  VOLUME 105, NUMBER 6 

• CML  patients treated with imatinib develop 
hypogammaglobulinemia.  Santachiara et al Haematologica 2008   

• Patients with CML and concomitant autoimmune pathology 
improved their clinical autoimmune symptoms during Imatinib 
treatment.  Miyachi K, Clin Rheumatol. 2003  



•  Oral	  feasible	  outpaRent	  treatment	  (85%!)	  
•  Low	  dose	  ImaRnib	  is	  not	  so	  expensive!	  
•  Good	  safety	  profile	  for	  long	  treatment	  
duraRon	  

•  Large	  experience	  in	  CML	  paRents	  
•  Absence	  of	  heavy	  immunesuppression	  
•  Possibility	  to	  associate	  TKI	  with	  other	  drugs	  
	  (CSA,	  RTX,	  ECP)	  

Why	  TKI	  for	  cGVHD	  paRents?	  	  



AlternaRve	  drugs	  for	  refractory	  cGVH	  
today	  (2017)….....	  

•  FK	  506	  w/w	  MMF	  	  
•  Etre$nate/Acetre$n	  
•  Clofazimine	  
•  Plaquenil:	  	  synergis$c	  with	  CSA	  and	  tacrolimus	  in	  vitro	  
	  
•  PentostaRn	  	  
•  Rapamycin	  
•  MMF	  
	  

•  New	  drugs….....?????....YES!!!	  



New	  strategies	  based	  on	  recent	  
insights	  to	  cGVD	  pathophysiology	  	  

•  Increasing	  T-‐reg:	  in	  vivo	  expansion	  or	  	  adopFve	  
T-‐reg	  infusion	  (MSC	  infusion)	  

•  TargeFng	  B-‐cell	  pathway	  (BTK/SYK	  signal)	  
•  TargeFng	  the	  proteosome	  	  
•  Blocking	  the	  homing	  of	  effector	  cells	  (acute	  and	  
cGVHD)	  

•  TargeFng	  the	  Jak	  signaling	  (acute	  and	  cGVHD)	  



AdopRve	  Treg-‐cell	  therapy	  	  
	  

•  Zorn	  E.	  Combined	  CD4+	  donor	  lymphocyte	  infusion	  and	  low-‐dose	  recombinant	  
IL-‐2	  expand	  FOXP3+	  regulatory	  T	  cells	  following	  allogeneic	  HSCT,	  BBMT,	  2009	  

	  
•  Theil	  A.	  AdopFve	  transfer	  of	  allogeneic	  regulatory	  T	  cells	  into	  paFents	  with	  

chronic	  GVHD,	  Cytotherapy	  2015	  

•  Yang	  J,	  AmelioraFon	  of	  acute	  GVHD	  by	  adopFve	  transfer	  of	  ex	  vivo	  expanded	  
human	  cord	  blood	  CD4+CD25+	  forkhead	  box	  protein	  3+	  regulatory	  T	  cells	  is	  
associated	  with	  the	  polarizaFon	  of	  Treg/Th17	  balance	  in	  a	  mouse	  model,	  
Transfusion.	  2012	  

•  Hoffmann	  P,	  IsolaFon	  of	  CD4+CD25+	  regulatory	  T	  cells	  for	  clinical	  trials,	  BBMT	  
2015	  



MSC	   	  in	  acute	  and	  cGVHD	  
•  Le	  Blanc	  K,	  Lancet	  2004;	  363:	  1439–41.	  	  
•  Ringdén	  O,	  MSC	  for	  therapy-‐resistant	  GVHD,Transplanta;on	  2006	  
•  Le	  Blanc	  K,	  Mesenchymal	  stem	  cells	  for	  treatment	  of	  severe	  GVHD	  Blood	  2006;	  

108:	  753a.	  	  

•  MSC As a Salvage Treatment for 53 pts with Refractory BOS after 
Allogenetic HSCT (ASH	  abstract,	  2015)	  

•  Mesenchymal	  Stem	  Cells	  Combined	  with	  Budesonide,	  Almeterol	  and	  
Azithromycin	  for	  the	  Treatment	  of	  BOS	  (7	  pts)	  a;er	  HSCT	  Cao	  XP,	  2016	  

MSC Therapy Attenuates Obliterative Bronchiolitis after
Murine Bone Marrow Transplant
Kashif Raza1¤a, Trevor Larsen2., Nath Samaratunga2., Andrew P. Price3, Carolyn Meyer3, Amy Matson3¤b,

Michael J. Ehrhardt3, Samuel Fogas3, Jakub Tolar3, Marshall I. Hertz1, Angela Panoskaltsis-Mortari1,3*
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Abstract

Rationale: Obliterative bronchiolitis (OB) is a significant cause of morbidity and mortality after lung transplant and
hematopoietic cell transplant. Mesenchymal stromal cells (MSCs) have been shown to possess immunomodulatory
properties in chronic inflammatory disease.

Objective: Administration of MSCs was evaluated for the ability to ameliorate OB in mice using our established allogeneic
bone marrow transplant (BMT) model.

Methods: Mice were lethally conditioned and received allogeneic bone marrow without (BM) or with spleen cells (BMS), as a
source of OB-causing T-cells. Cell therapy was started at 2 weeks post-transplant, or delayed to 4 weeks when mice
developed airway injury, defined as increased airway resistance measured by pulmonary function test (PFT). BM-derived
MSC or control cells [mouse pulmonary vein endothelial cells (PVECs) or lung fibroblasts (LFs)] were administered. Route of
administration [intratracheally (IT) and IV] and frequency (every 1, 2 or 3 weeks) were compared. Mice were evaluated at 3
months post-BMT.

Measurements and Main Results: No ectopic tissue formation was identified in any mice. When compared to BMS mice
receiving control cells or no cells, those receiving MSCs showed improved resistance, compliance and inspiratory capacity.
Interim PFT analysis showed no difference in route of administration. Improvements in PFTs were found regardless of dose
frequency; but once per week worked best even when administration began late. Mice given MSC also had decreased
peribronchiolar inflammation, lower levels of hydroxyproline (collagen) and higher frequencies of macrophages staining for
the alternatively activated macrophage (AAM) marker CD206.

Conclusions: These results warrant study of MSCs as a potential management option for OB in lung transplant and BMT
recipients.
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Introduction

Obliterative bronchiolitis (OB) is a significant problem in lung
transplant and BMT recipients. OB is directly or indirectly
responsible for almost 40% of lung transplant related deaths [1].
This is mainly due to chronic allograft dysfunction, manifesting as
OB, characterized histologically by inflammation and fibrosis of
small airways. In BMT recipients, the incidence of OB has been
reported to be as high as 29% with increased risk of mortality and
is associated with chronic graft-versus-host disease (GVHD) [2,3].

After transplant, the host immune system is activated by exposure
to allogeneic tissue antigens, resulting in an inflammatory cascade
with alloimmune and non-alloimmune dependent factors contrib-
uting to the response. The cumulative end result of this cascade is
OB [4]. Current management strategies involving immunosup-
pressive medications have not been very successful.

Lack of suitable animal models has limited efforts to understand
and develop therapeutic strategies for OB. We have previously
reported a new murine BMT model, in which chronic GVHD
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Improvement	  of	  lung	  	  histology	  and	  PTF	  



In	  vivo	  expanding	  Treg	  agents	  

•  Rapamicin	  

•  IL-‐2	  low	  dose	  
•  RuxoliFnib,	  hypomethylaFng	  agents*,	  
and	  proteasome	  inhibitors.	  

•  	  Bortezomib	  

*Goodyear	  OC,	  Dennis	  M,	  Jilani	  NY,	  et	  al.	  Azaci;dine	  augments	  expansion	  of	  
regulatory	  T	  cells	  aGer	  allogeneic	  SCT	  in	  pa;ents	  with	  AML.	  Blood.	  2012	  



Inhibition of Calcineurin Abrogates While Inhibition of
mTOR Promotes Regulatory T Cell Expansion and
Graft-Versus-Host Disease Protection by IL-2 in
Allogeneic Bone Marrow Transplantation
Atsushi Satake1,2, Amanda M. Schmidt1, Shosaku Nomura2, Taku Kambayashi1*

1 Department of Pathology and Laboratory Medicine, Perelman School of Medicine at the University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, United States of America,

2 First Department of Internal Medicine, Kansai Medical University, Osaka, Japan

Abstract

Regulatory T cells (Treg)s attenuate excessive immune responses, making their expansion beneficial in immune-mediated
diseases including allogeneic bone marrow transplantation (BMT)-associated graft-versus-host disease (GVHD). We have
recently reported that Treg expansion does not require phospholipase Cc activation when IL-2 is provided. As such, the
combination of IL-2 and a calcineurin inhibitor (Cyclosporine A; CsA) expands Tregs while inhibiting Tconv proliferation and
protects against a mouse model of multiple sclerosis. However, CsA inhibits Treg proliferation in the presence of a TCR
stimulus, suggesting that CsA may negatively impact Treg proliferation when they receive strong allogeneic MHC-mediated
TCR signals. In this study, we show that CsA inhibits Treg proliferation and inducible Treg generation in allogeneic but not in
syngeneic BMT when IL-2 is provided. In contrast to CsA, the mTOR inhibitor (Rapamycin) almost completely suppressed IL-
2-mediated Treg proliferation. However, CsA and Rapamycin inhibited Treg proliferation to a similar extent when TCR
stimulation was provided. Furthermore, Rapamycin promoted Treg expansion and inducible Treg generation in allogeneic
BMT recipients treated with IL-2. Consistent with these observations, CsA abrogated while Rapamycin promoted the
protective effect of IL-2 on allogeneic BMT-induced GVHD. These results suggest that while CsA permits IL-2-induced Treg
proliferation in the syngeneic setting (absence of strong TCR signals), CsA in combination with IL-2 may be detrimental for
Treg proliferation in an allogeneic setting. Thus, in allogeneic settings, an mTOR inhibitor such as Rapamycin is a better
choice for adjunct therapy with IL-2 in expansion of Tregs and protection against allogeneic BMT-induced GVHD.
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Introduction

To maintain immune tolerance, pathogenic self MHC-reactive
T cells are excluded by negative selection in the thymic medulla.
Nevertheless, some T cells that emigrate to the periphery still have
an ability to mount autoimmune responses. To attenuate the
response of such self-reactive T cells and to limit immunopathol-
ogy in overexuberant immune responses directed against foreign
antigens, several peripheral tolerance mechanisms are in place.
One important process involves the inhibition of conventional T
cells (Tconv)s by regulatory T cells (Treg)s, a subset of T cells with
suppressive properties [1,2]. Patients and mice with mutations of
the Treg lineage-determining transcription factor, Foxp3, harbor
no Tregs and display Tconv hyperreactivity [3]. As such, they
succumb to lethal systemic autoimmunity unless transplanted with
allogeneic hematopoietic stem cells that reconstitute their immune
system with functional Tregs. In addition to limiting T cell
responses against self MHC/peptide complexes and to pathogens,
Tregs also prevent allogeneic T cell responses observed in graft
rejection and graft-versus-host disease (GVHD), a frequent and
severe complication in hematopoietic stem cell transplantation [4–

6]. Therefore, the selective enrichment of Tregs is a promising
strategy to regulate harmful immune responses against allogeneic
antigens.

A deep understanding of the mechanisms that regulate Treg
proliferation is necessary to devise strategies for the selective
expansion of Tregs. For optimal proliferation, Tregs require T cell
receptor (TCR) and interleukin (IL)-2 signaling for their homeo-
stasis and proliferation in the periphery [7–9]. However, we and
others have shown that Tregs can proliferate in a TCR-
independent manner if exogenous IL-2 is provided [10,11]. More
specifically, we found that phospholipase Cc (PLC)c activation is
not required for IL-2-induced Treg proliferation. Because Tconvs
require PLCc activation for their proliferation, we hypothesized
that a combination of IL-2 and pharmacological TCR inhibition
downstream of PLCc will expand Tregs in vivo while suppressing
Tconv proliferation. Indeed, treatment of mice with a calcineurin
inhibitor (cyclosporine A; CsA) and IL-2 led to an increase in
Tregs and a decrease in antigen-specific T cell expansion, resulting
in attenuated disease severity in experimental autoimmune
encephalomyelitis [12]. However, CsA inhibited Treg prolifera-
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Rapamycin	  enables	  expansion	  of	  Treg	  and	  
combinaRon	  with	  IL-‐2	  is	  synergisRc	  in	  vitro	  

•  RetrospecFve	  analysis	  including	  34	  paFents	  with	  
sclerodermatous	  cGVHD	  treated	  with	  sirolimus	  or	  everolimus.	  	  
	  Jedlickova	  Z,	  Biol	  Blood	  Marrow	  Transplant.	  2011	  

•  AddiFon	  of	  sirolimus	  to	  the	  GVHD	  prophylaxis	  in	  RIC	  HSCT	  for	  
lymphoma	  reduced	  the	  incidence	  of	  severe	  aGVHD,	  but	  not	  
NRM:	  a	  randomized	  trial.	  Armand	  P	  JH.Br	  J	  Haematol.	  2016	  

	  



Response	   23	  evaluable;	  
12/23	  Major	  Clinical	  Response	  in	  
8	  weeks;	  
0/23	  progression	  or	  relapse;	  
Steroid	  dose	  tapered	  by	  a	  mean	  
of	  60%	  (25-‐100).	  

Immunologic	  
response	  

CD4+	   Tregs	   increased	   in	   all	  
paFents	   (x8	   compared	   to	  
baseline),	   without	   affecFng	  
Tcons.	  

Tolerance	   28	  evaluable;	  
Max	   Toler	   Dose	   1x106/m2;	  
h i g h e s t 	   d o s e 	   i n d u c e d	  
unacceptable	   consFtuFonal	  
symptoms;	  
Other	   adverse	   event	   possibly	  
related	  to	  IL2:	  
-‐	  injecFon	  site	  induraFon	  (3/28),	  	  
-‐	  grade	  2	  renal	  dysfuncFon	  (1),	  	  
-‐	  grade	  2	  trombocytopenia	  (1).	  
-‐	  ThromboFc	  microangoipathy	  +	  
renal	  failure	  (2	  pts	  IL2+sirolimus
+tacrolimus);	  
-‐	  Grade	  3	  infecFons	  (3	  pts);	  
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Key Points

• Low-dose IL-2 is efficacious in
steroid-refractory cGVHD,
with objective responses in
.50% of patients, and
durable disease control.

• IL-2 initiation earlier after
cGVHD onset, prior to severe
impairment of Treg:Tcon
ratios, improves likelihood of
clinical response.

Chronic graft-versus-host disease (cGVHD) is associatedwith inadequate reconstitution of

tolerogenic CD41CD251FOXP31 regulatory T cells (Tregs). Previous phase 1 studies

identified a low daily dose of interleukin-2 (IL-2) that was well tolerated, did not exacerbate

alloimmunity, augmented Treg in vivo, and was associated with improvement of active

cGVHD. In the current phase2 study, 35 adultswithsteroid-refractory cGVHD receiveddaily

IL-2 (13106 IU/m2) for12weeks.MediantimefromtransplantationandcGVHDonsetwas616

days (range, 270-2145 days) and 317 days (range, 28-1880 days), respectively. Two patients

withdrew and 5 required IL-2 dose reductions due to side effects. Twenty of 33 evaluable

patients (61%) had clinical responses at multiple cGVHD sites (liver, skin, gastrointestinal

tract, lung, joint/muscle/fascia). Three patients (9%) had progressive cGVHD. Compared

with pretreatment levels, Treg and natural killer cell counts rose >fivefold (P < .001) and

>fourfold (P < .001), respectively, without significant change in conventional CD4 T cells

(Tcons) or CD8 T cells. The Treg:Tcon ratio rose >fivefold (P < .001). Clinical responders

initiated IL-2 earlier (508 vs 917 days after transplantation, P 5 .005; 249 vs 461 days after

cGVHD onset; P 5 .03). Treg:Tcon ratios ‡0.07 at baseline and ‡0.2 at week 1 also predicted clinical response (P 5 .003; P 5 .0003,

respectively). After a 4-week treatment hiatus, clinical responders were eligible to continue IL-2 therapy indefinitely. During 2 years of

extended IL-2 therapy, clinical and Treg immune responses persisted, while Tcon count and Treg:Tcon ratio gradually normalized. Low-

dose IL-2 provides durable clinical improvement in active cGVHD and extended therapy is well-tolerated. (Blood. 2016;128(1):130-137)

Introduction

Chronic graft-versus-host-disease (cGVHD) is a common cause of
morbidity and mortality in patients undergoing allogeneic HSCT.1

Previous studies have shown that cGVHD is a systemic inflammatory
disorder that involves effector T- and B-cell immune responses to both
allogeneic and autologous antigens.2 Corticosteroids are the only ac-
cepted therapy for cGVHD,buthave limitedefficacyandsubstantial long-
term toxicity. There is no established second-line therapy for cGVHD.3

CD41CD251Foxp31 Tregs comprise ;5% to 10% of circulating
CD41 T cells, suppress autoreactivity, and control innate and adaptive
immune responses.4-11 Treg impairment is associated with loss of
tolerance, autoimmunity, and cGVHD.12-14 Adoptive transfer of Tregs
can ameliorate GVHD in preclinical models, but Good Manufacturing
Practice–grade exvivoTreg expansion is challenging.15-17Weundertook
an alternative strategy to augment Tregs in vivo. At low physiologic
concentrations, interleukin-2 (IL-2) is critical for normal Treg develop-
ment, expansion, activity, and survival.18,19 In a phase 1 trial, we
established that low-dose IL-2 (1 3 106 IU/m2 per day) was safe, well

tolerated, and preferentially enhanced CD41 Tregs in vivo, with clinical
responses in 52% of patients with steroid-refractory cGVHD.20,21

Utilizing the dose and daily regimen established in our first study, we
now report results of a phase 2 trial undertaken to establish the clinical
efficacy of low-dose IL-2 therapy in a larger cohort of 35 adult patients
with steroid-refractory cGVHD. Combining results of both studies, we
are also able to evaluate predictors of clinical response and to assess the
long-term clinical and immunologic effects of low-dose IL-2.

Methods

Phase 2 clinical protocol

Patientswith steroid-refractory cGVHDwere enrolled in a phase 2 study of daily
subcutaneous (SC) IL-2 at 13 106 IU/m2 (aldesleukin) for 12 weeks. The initial
treatment period was followed by a mandatory 4-week hiatus. Thereafter,
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38-516) to 80 cells permL (IQR, 14, 276) at 12weeks (P5 .01). There
were no significant changes in CD31CD81 T-cell or CD31CD561

NKT cell counts during the 12-week treatment period.

Clinical response correlates

Patient sex, prior diagnosis, conditioning intensity, and donor typewere
not associated with clinical responses in the phase 2 study (Table 2).
Responders were younger (50 vs 61 years, P5 .044) and initiated IL-2
earlier (499 vs 903 days after HSCT, P5 .005; 249 vs 461 days after
cGVHDonset,P5 .03). However, agewas not significantly associated
with response in multivariable logistic regression analysis when time
fromHSCTor fromcGVHDonset to start of IL-2 treatment (bothhighly
correlated [r5 0.89]) was included.

In the phase 1 study, we identified a baseline Treg:Tcon threshold
ratio of $0.07 as a predictor of IL-2 clinical response.20 Analysis of
patients in the phase 2 trial validated this association (Table 3).
Additionally, a 1-week Treg:Tcon ratio of$0.2 also strongly predicted
clinical response in the phase 2 cohort. Combined data for 53 evaluable
patients from both studies confirmed that responders had a higher
median Treg:Tcon ratio both at baseline (0.09 vs 0.06, P 5 .02) and
1 week after treatment onset (0.31 vs 0.14, P 5 .004). Treg:Tcon
threshold ratios of $0.07 at baseline and $0.2 after 1 week of IL-2
therapy were also highly predictive of clinical response (P 5 .003;
P5 .0003, respectively) (Table 3, Figure 2B). The receiver-operating-
characteristic curve of the 1-week Treg:Tcon ratio cutoff yielded an
area under the curve of 0.77 for prediction of IL-2 clinical response.

Early differences between clinical responders and nonresponders
were alsonoted in the relativeproportionsofCD251CD1272CD45RA1

CD62L1 naive Treg and CD251CD1272CD45RA2CD62L2 effector
memory (EM) Tregs. Naive Treg proportions fell more in responders
from a baseline median of 0.09 (Q1-Q3, 0.04-0.17) to a median of 0.04
(Q1-Q3, 0.02-0.06) at week 1, thereafter recovering to a week 4 median
of 0.11 (Q1-Q3, 0.07-0.18). In nonresponders, the naive Treg median
percentage at baselinewas similar at 0.12 (Q1-Q3,0.07-0.24), butweek1
and week 4 medians were comparatively higher than responders at 0.11
(Q1-Q3, 0.05-0.17;P5 .0056) and0.21 (Q1-Q3, 0.14-0.31;P5 .0046),
respectively (Figure 2C). Conversely, EM Tregs, arising from

differentiation of naive Tregs, rose more in clinical responders from
a baseline median of 0.29 (Q1-Q3, 0.15-0.36) to a week 4 median of
0.36 (Q1-Q3, 0.26-0.47; P 5 .0039) compared with nonresponders,
where the EM Treg median at baseline was similar at 0.27 (Q1-Q3,
0.15-0.4) but failed to rise with IL-2 therapy with a week 4 median
of 0.24 (Q1-Q3, 0.16-0.28).

Plasma IL-2 and sIL-2R levels

Plasma IL-2andsIL-2R levelswereassessed in thecombinedphase1and
2cohorts.Median IL-2 level rose fromabaselineof4pg/mL(IQR,2-8) to
apeakof21pg/mL(IQR,16-36) atweek1, plateaued in the13-17pg/mL
range between weeks 2 and 12, and fell to 5 pg/mL (IQR, 3-8) 4 weeks
after stopping IL-2 (Figure 2D). Median sIL-2R level also rose from a
baseline of 1605 pg/mL (IQR, 122-2159) to a peak of 5656 pg/mL (IQR,
4465-9358) at week 2, then declined gradually to 3605 pg/mL (IQR,
2148-5503) by week 12, and fell to 1612 pg/mL (IQR, 1124-2172)
4weeks after stopping IL-2.Changes in sIL-2Rclosely trackedchanges in
Treg count during therapy (Figure 2D). IL-2 or sIL-2R levels did not vary
significantly between responders and nonresponders (data not shown).

Extended-duration IL-2 therapy

Thirty-five patients in the phase 1 and 2 studies elected to restart low-
dose IL-2 after the mandatory 4-week hiatus (12 patients from phase 1
and 23 from phase 2). IL-2 was administered to 23 patients for over 1
year and to 15 patients for.2 years. The median duration of follow-up
on extended IL-2 was 22 months (range, 4-80 months). Clinical char-
acteristics of individual patientswho received extended IL-2 therapy are
summarized in supplemental Tables B-C.

Extended low-dose IL-2 therapy was well tolerated. Grade 2
IL-2–related AEs during extended therapy included myalgia (n 5 1)
and thrombocytopenia (n 5 1). Grade 3 IL-2–related AEs included
lung infection (n5 1), arthralgia (n5 1), and injection site induration
(n 5 2). The pulmonary infection (Aspergillus/Pseudomonas) was
initially deemed possibly IL-2 related, but the patient remains on IL-2
without recurrent infections. One patient with prior coronary artery
disease had angina andmyocardial ischemia requiring restenting during
extended-duration IL-2. He remains on IL-2 with preserved cardiac
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Figure 1. Survival outcomes. (A) OS and PFS for the phase 2 cohort for responders (PR) and nonresponders (PD, SD, MR). Landmark analysis by week 12 response is
indicated, and results did not differ when assessed from study entry. (B) Cumulative incidence of relapse and NRM for the phase 2 cohort.
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JAK1/2	  PATHWAY	  

•  JAK1/2	  signaling	  is	  pivotal	  in	  mulFple	  steps	  
leading	  to	  inflammaFon	  and	  Fssue	  damage	  in	  
GVHD.	  	  

•  A	  criFcal	  event	  involved	  in	  T-‐cell	  acFvaFon,	  
lineage	  commitment	  and	  survival	  is	  signaling	  
through	  the	  common	  gamma	  chain,	  a	  
consFtuent	  of	  the	  receptor	  complexes	  for	  six	  
different	  interleukins	  including	  IL-‐2/IL-‐6	  	  



2 patients with intestinal GVHD resulted in the reduction of the stool
frequency. In both patients, albumin serum levels increased to normal
values, and clinical signs of intestinal GVHD resolved completely
during treatment with ruxolitinib. The patients had previously not

responded to therapy for 5 weeks or 7 weeks, respectively
(Figure 5A). In a patient with liver GVHD, the bilirubin level
decreased after initiation of ruxolitinib treatment to normal values
(Figure 5B). The aGVHD serum parameters IL-6 and soluble

Figure 3. Treg and T-cell phenotype changes during ruxolitinib treatment. (A-B) Shown are a representative flow cytometry plot and the absolute numbers of Treg cells
in the spleens of animals on the indicated time points (days 8, 14, 29) after allo-HCT from vehicle or ruxolitinib-treated mice. Data from 2 independent experiments are pooled.
(C-D) Shown are a representative flow cytometry plot (ileum) and the percentage of Treg cells in the ileum and colon of animals on the indicated time points after allo-HCT
from vehicle or ruxolitinib-treated mice. Data from 2 independent experiments are pooled. (E-F) Shown are a representative flow cytometry plot (ileum) and the percentage of
CD41IFN-g1 cells in the ileum of animals on the indicated time points after allo-HCT from vehicle or ruxolitinib-treated mice. Data from 2 independent experiments are pooled.
(G) CD41CD62L1 naı̈ve T cells (BALB/c) were exposed to BM-derived DC (C57BL/6) preactivated with 20 ng/mL LPS. The percentage of CD41FoxP31 cells of all
CD41 cells is shown for different concentrations of ruxolitinib. One representative experiment of 3 is shown. (H) CD41 T cells (BALB/c) were exposed to BM-derived DC
(C57BL/6) preactivated with 20 ng/mL LPS. The percentage of CD41IFN-g1 cells of all CD41 cells is shown for different concentrations of ruxolitinib. One representative
experiment of 3 is shown.
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Figure 2. Proinflammtory cytokine production is blocked by ruxolitinib treatment. (A) The TNF-a and IL-12 levels determined in the serum on days 4, 8, 14, and 109
after allo-HCT in untreated mice or recipients treated with vehicle or ruxolitinib. The data are pooled from 2 independent experiments with at least 5 mice per group. (B-C)
Serial luciferase–specific imaging was performed with BALB/c WT mice that had undergone allo-HCT with WT BM and luc1 CD4/CD8 T cells. The experiment was performed
twice and 1 representative experiment is shown in (B). In (C) the respective P values for the individual time points and the number of mice in each group are indicated in
the graph. (D) The organs small intestines, large intestines, and liver were isolated on d109 after allo-HCT from ruxolitinib-treated mice or from untreated mice, and
histopathologic changes were scored as described in the Material and methods section. (E) The organs, small intestines, spleen, and liver were isolated on day 14 after allo-
HCT, and the absolute numbers (spleen) or frequencies (small intestine and liver) of CD4 and CD8 T cells were determined. The number of mice is indicated for each group.
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Key Points

• We report that ruxolitinib
reduces murine GVHD via
increased Treg numbers.

• We demonstrate the potent
activity of ruxolitinib treatment
in patients with corticosteroid-
refractory GVHD.

Graft-versus-host-disease (GVHD) is a severe complication of allogeneic hematopoietic

cell transplantation (allo-HCT) characterized by the production of high levels of

proinflammatory cytokines. Activated Janus kinases (JAKs) are required for T-effector

cell responses in different inflammatory diseases, and their blockade could potently

reduce acute GVHD.We observed that inhibition of JAK1/2 signaling resulted in reduced

proliferation of effector T cells and suppression of proinflammatory cytokine production

in response to alloantigen in mice. In vivo JAK 1/2 inhibition improved survival of mice

developing acute GVHD and reduced histopathological GVHD grading, serum levels of

proinflammatory cytokines, and expansion of alloreactive luc-transgenic T cells. Mech-

anistically, we could show that ruxolitinib impaired differentiation of CD41 T cells into

IFN-g– and IL17A-producing cells, and that both T-cell phenotypes are linked to GVHD. Conversely, ruxolitinib treatment in allo-HCT

recipients increased FoxP31 regulatory T cells, which are linked to immunologic tolerance. Based on these results, we treated

6 patients with steroid-refractory GVHD with ruxolitinib. All patients responded with respect to clinical GVHD symptoms and serum

levels of proinflammatory cytokines. In summary, ruxolitinib represents a novel targeted approach in GVHD by suppression of

proinflammatory signaling thatmediates tissue damage and by promotion of tolerogenic Treg cells. (Blood. 2014;123(24):3832-3842)

Introduction

Allogeneic hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (allo-HCT) for
many patients with high-risk or relapsed hematologic malignancies
constitutes the only potentially curative treatment. However, acute
graft-versus-host disease (aGVHD) causes significant morbidity in
as much as 50% of recipients after allogeneic allo-HCT and accounts
for 15% to 30% of deaths.1 Patients who do not respond to cor-
ticosteroid therapy aremore likely to die ofGVHD than patients with
steroid-responsive GVHD.2,3

Ruxolitinib, a selective Janus kinase (JAK) 1/2 inhibitor, has
recently been approved for the treatment of myelofibrosis (MF) based
on the conception that in comparison with placebo or best available
treatment, therapy with ruxolitinib reduced spleen size and constitu-
tional symptoms and improved overall survival.4,5 Of note, clinical
responses in MF patients were independent of the JAK2 mutational
status, but were linked to suppression of increased serum levels of
proinflammatory cytokines such as IL-1, IL-6, tumor necrosis factor
(TNF)-a and interferon (IFN)-g.6 Proinflammatory cytokines such as
IL-1b,7 IL-6,8 or IFN-g9 are considered hallmarks of aGVHD and
have been linked to inflammation, tissue damage, and fibrosis. Thus
suppression of proinflammatory cytokines could potentially reduce
disease severity. Moreover, although most conventional immuno-
suppressive agents target T-cell function, ruxolitinib was shown to

impair differentiation, maturation, and cytokine production of den-
dritic cells (DCs),10 which may further increase its efficacy in GVHD.

Major T-cell activation events via type II cytokine receptors
are mediated by JAK 1, 2, and 3 kinases (eg, JAK1 is required for
responses to IFN-g and IL-6).11 When JAK kinases are activated,
signal proteins of the STAT family are phosphorylated and act as
transcription factors for target genes in the nucleus. In a murine
model of aGVHD, STAT1 and STAT3 in CD41 and CD81 T cells
were shown to be activated in an early stage of disease.12 If STAT1
was missing in donor splenocytes, clinical GVHD signs and the
disease-related mortality were significantly impaired, both in the
minor and major mismatch setting.13

Here we show that JAK1/2 inhibition by ruxolitinib potently
reduced aGVHD in mice and significantly prolonged survival,
even in an aggressive major mismatch model. Translating our
observation into the clinic, we observed potent reduction of
GVHD symptoms and serum cytokines in 6 patients with steroid-
refractory aGVHD and chronic GVHD (cGVHD). Based on the
well-characterized toxicity profile and the preclinical and clinical
efficacy of ruxolitinib in aGVHD, we propose JAK1/2 inhibition
as a new concept to interfere with this severe complication after
allo-HCT.
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Key Points

• We report that ruxolitinib
reduces murine GVHD via
increased Treg numbers.

• We demonstrate the potent
activity of ruxolitinib treatment
in patients with corticosteroid-
refractory GVHD.

Graft-versus-host-disease (GVHD) is a severe complication of allogeneic hematopoietic

cell transplantation (allo-HCT) characterized by the production of high levels of

proinflammatory cytokines. Activated Janus kinases (JAKs) are required for T-effector

cell responses in different inflammatory diseases, and their blockade could potently

reduce acute GVHD.We observed that inhibition of JAK1/2 signaling resulted in reduced

proliferation of effector T cells and suppression of proinflammatory cytokine production

in response to alloantigen in mice. In vivo JAK 1/2 inhibition improved survival of mice

developing acute GVHD and reduced histopathological GVHD grading, serum levels of

proinflammatory cytokines, and expansion of alloreactive luc-transgenic T cells. Mech-

anistically, we could show that ruxolitinib impaired differentiation of CD41 T cells into

IFN-g– and IL17A-producing cells, and that both T-cell phenotypes are linked to GVHD. Conversely, ruxolitinib treatment in allo-HCT

recipients increased FoxP31 regulatory T cells, which are linked to immunologic tolerance. Based on these results, we treated

6 patients with steroid-refractory GVHD with ruxolitinib. All patients responded with respect to clinical GVHD symptoms and serum

levels of proinflammatory cytokines. In summary, ruxolitinib represents a novel targeted approach in GVHD by suppression of

proinflammatory signaling thatmediates tissue damage and by promotion of tolerogenic Treg cells. (Blood. 2014;123(24):3832-3842)

Introduction

Allogeneic hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (allo-HCT) for
many patients with high-risk or relapsed hematologic malignancies
constitutes the only potentially curative treatment. However, acute
graft-versus-host disease (aGVHD) causes significant morbidity in
as much as 50% of recipients after allogeneic allo-HCT and accounts
for 15% to 30% of deaths.1 Patients who do not respond to cor-
ticosteroid therapy aremore likely to die ofGVHD than patients with
steroid-responsive GVHD.2,3

Ruxolitinib, a selective Janus kinase (JAK) 1/2 inhibitor, has
recently been approved for the treatment of myelofibrosis (MF) based
on the conception that in comparison with placebo or best available
treatment, therapy with ruxolitinib reduced spleen size and constitu-
tional symptoms and improved overall survival.4,5 Of note, clinical
responses in MF patients were independent of the JAK2 mutational
status, but were linked to suppression of increased serum levels of
proinflammatory cytokines such as IL-1, IL-6, tumor necrosis factor
(TNF)-a and interferon (IFN)-g.6 Proinflammatory cytokines such as
IL-1b,7 IL-6,8 or IFN-g9 are considered hallmarks of aGVHD and
have been linked to inflammation, tissue damage, and fibrosis. Thus
suppression of proinflammatory cytokines could potentially reduce
disease severity. Moreover, although most conventional immuno-
suppressive agents target T-cell function, ruxolitinib was shown to

impair differentiation, maturation, and cytokine production of den-
dritic cells (DCs),10 which may further increase its efficacy in GVHD.

Major T-cell activation events via type II cytokine receptors
are mediated by JAK 1, 2, and 3 kinases (eg, JAK1 is required for
responses to IFN-g and IL-6).11 When JAK kinases are activated,
signal proteins of the STAT family are phosphorylated and act as
transcription factors for target genes in the nucleus. In a murine
model of aGVHD, STAT1 and STAT3 in CD41 and CD81 T cells
were shown to be activated in an early stage of disease.12 If STAT1
was missing in donor splenocytes, clinical GVHD signs and the
disease-related mortality were significantly impaired, both in the
minor and major mismatch setting.13

Here we show that JAK1/2 inhibition by ruxolitinib potently
reduced aGVHD in mice and significantly prolonged survival,
even in an aggressive major mismatch model. Translating our
observation into the clinic, we observed potent reduction of
GVHD symptoms and serum cytokines in 6 patients with steroid-
refractory aGVHD and chronic GVHD (cGVHD). Based on the
well-characterized toxicity profile and the preclinical and clinical
efficacy of ruxolitinib in aGVHD, we propose JAK1/2 inhibition
as a new concept to interfere with this severe complication after
allo-HCT.
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The cumulative incidence of cGVHD relapse was low (Figure 5b).
GVHD relapsed in 5.7% (2/35) of ruxolitinib-responsive (CR or PR)
patients with cGVHD. The median follow-up was 22.4 (3–135)
weeks for cGVHD patients. One of the patients with cGVHD who
developed metastatic squamous cell carcinoma of the lung and
died of this disease.

Infections, toxicity and relapse under ruxolitinib treatment
Cytomegalovirus (CMV) reactivation was observed in both SR-
aGVHD (18/54, 33.3%) and SR-cGVHD (6/41, 14.6%) patients
(Table 2). CMV infection was controlled by antiviral therapy in all
patients, even though ruxolitinib therapy was continued, indicat-
ing that ruxolitinib treatment does not alleviate CMV treatment
response. One patient was diagnosed with CMV retinitis
that responded to valgancyclovir treatment. Overall, these
findings indicate that in patients treated with ruxolitinib for
GVHD, infectious surveillance is critical and particularly CMV needs
to be monitored carefully.
Cytopenias (anemia, leukopenia or thrombocytopenia) are a

known side effect of ruxolitinib8,25 and were also observed in our
SR-aGVHD (30/54, 55.5%) and SR-cGVHD (7/41, 17%) patients.
Severe cytopenia (grades 3 and 4) was found in 33.3% (18/54) and
7.3% (3/54) of patients (Table 2). However, cytopenias preceded
ruxolitinib treatment in 51.8% (28/54) and 14.6% (6/41) of the
patients with SR-aGVHD and SR-cGVHD, respectively (Table 2).
Relapse of the underlying malignancy occurred in 9.3% (5/54)

and 2.4% (1/41) of the patients with SR-aGVHD or SR-cGVHD,
respectively. One responding patient relapsed four weeks after
ruxolitinib had been discontinued. One non-responder relapsed

after ruxolitinib had been discontinued. The other four patients
were responders and still on ruxolitinib at the time of relapse.

DISCUSSION
During the past two decades, the number of patients undergoing
allo-HCT has more than doubled worldwide. GVHD remains the
major hurdle to improve allo-HCT outcome, and patients suffering
from SR-aGVHD are very likely to die,1–3 while cGVHD is associated
with a decreased quality of life. Although corticosteroids are the
established first-line treatment, there is no established second-line
treatment and response rates beyond first line are unsatisfactory.3

Our previous data indicated that ruxolitinib improves murine
aGVHD, and induced responses in six patients with SR-GVHD
treated with ruxolitinib.9 Further, our current preclinical data
indicate that cGVHD may be suppressed by ruxolinitib treatment.
To understand if ruxolitinib could have a role as a salvage therapy
for GVHD patients which failed to respond to corticosteroids, we
collected the data from multiple Stem Cell Transplantation Centers
in the US and Europe which had treated patients with ruxolitinib
for GVHD.
Patients had a median of three immunosuppressive treatments

before ruxolitinib for both acute and chronic GVHD. Despite this
heavily pre-treated population, the ORR was 81.5% (44/54) in
aGVHD including 25 CRs (46.3%). In cGVHD, the ORR was 85.4%
(35/41) with the majority of patients achieving a PR (78%).
The time to response was variable, with a maximum of 25 weeks
in a patient with cGVHD and a minimum of 1 week, indicating the
heterogeneous biology of SR-cGVHD in individual patients.
Responses were durable as shown by the long GVHD-relapse free
survival rates in both aGVHD and cGVHD patients.
Although controlled trials on ruxolitinib in GVHD versus

available second-line therapies have yet to be performed, our
data suggest that response rates of both SR-aGVHD and SR-cGVHD
to ruxolitinib were favorable compared with other second-line
GVHD therapies reported. As the retrospective analyses from
multiple centers could bias towards a selection of responding
patients we asked the centers to include any patient irrespective
of the response. The mTOR inhibitors sirolimus or everolimus are
frequently used as second-line treatment for aGVHD. Response
rates to mTOR inhibitors of 24–72% were reported in a phase 2
trial (21 patients) and in two retrospective analyses (22 and 34
patients).26–28 A frequently used agent for second-line treatment
of SR-aGVHD is MMF.5 The reported ORR to MMF range between
15 and 31%.29,30 The reported ORR of aGVHD to ECP range
between 47 and 65%.31–34 Antibodies against tumor necrosis
factor (etanercept, infliximab) are used as second-line agents for
SR-aGVHD with a wide range of ORR reported.35 ATG yielded
response rates ranging from 8 to 56% in SR-aGVHD.36,37 A
particular side effect of ATG was Epstein-Barr virus–associated

Figure 5. Chronic GVHD-relapse free and overall survival. (a) The
overall survival of all patients treated with ruxolitinib for chronic
GVHD is displayed. (b) The cumulative incidence of chronic GVHD-
relapse is displayed.

Table 2. Adverse events

Variable aGVHD(n= 54) cGVHD(n= 41)

% (Absolute
number)

% (Absolute
number)

CMV reactivation 33.3(18) 14.6(6)
Severe cytopenia (grades 3
and 4)

33.3(18) 7.3(3)

Mild cytopenia (grades 1
and 2)

22.2(12) 9.7(4)

Cytopenia before ruxolitinib 51.8(28) 14.6(6)
Malignancy relapse 9.2(5) 2.4(1)

Abbreviations: aGVHD, acute graft-versus-host disease; CMV, cytomegalo-
virus; cGVHD, chronic graft-versus-host disease.
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model.9 JAK1/2 signaling has been shown to be instrumental in
multiple steps leading to inflammation and tissue damage in
GVHD. A critical event involved in T-cell activation, lineage
commitment and survival is signaling through the common
gamma chain, a constituent of the receptor complexes for six
different interleukins (ILs): IL-2; IL-4; IL-7; IL-9; IL-15; and IL-21.10

Common gamma chain signaling occurs via JAK1 and we were
recently able to identify the common gamma chain as a potent
therapeutic target in aGVHD and cGVHD.11 Besides its role in
adaptive immune responses, JAK1/2 signaling was also reported
to have a central role in innate immunity, including activation of
neutrophils.12 Our group and others have shown an important
role for neutrophils in the pathogenesis of aGVHD.13,14 Further-
more, dendritic cells (DC) were shown to depend on JAK1/2
activation during differentiation and maturation,15 which may also
reduce priming of incoming donor T-cells by recipient DC after
allo-HCT. In addition to these preclinical findings, the JAK-inhibitor
tofacitinib was shown to have clinical efficacy in rheumatoid
arthritis16 and ulcerative colitis,17 supporting the concept of a
potent anti-inflammatory effect for JAK inhibition in patients. We
here report safety and response data to ruxolitinib salvage
treatment in patients suffering from either SR-cGVHD or SR-
aGVHD in a retrospective multicenter survey involving institutions
in Europe and the United States. We observed high response rates
(480%) and 6-month survival rates in both disease entities,
although the patients were heavily pre-treated and all had either
severe acute (grades III or IV) or chronic (moderate to severe)
GVHD. These findings may pave the way for a novel targeted
therapy approach in patients with this life-threatening complica-
tion after allo-HCT and sets the stage for future prospective testing
of this approach against other therapeutic modalities in SR-GVDH
in prospective clinical trials.

PATIENTS AND METHODS
Patients
Patients were recruited at the University Medical Centers of Freiburg,
Marburg, Basel, Munich, Essen, Bonn, Frankfurt, Cologne, Paris, Berlin,
Hamburg, Düsseldorf, Dresden, Würzburg, Stanford, Gothenburg, Nijme-
gen, Utrecht and Patras between January 2012 and April 2015. This cohort
was selected by including all patients that were reported to receive
ruxolitinib for aGVHD or cGVHD by the different centers and no reported
patient was excluded. In the different centers patients were informed of
the off-label use of ruxolitinib and gave their informed consent. Serum
sample collection and analysis were approved by the institutional Ethic
committee review board of the Freiburg University Medical Center.
Histological GVHD grading was performed on the basis of a published
staging system18 and clinical grading was according to criteria for aGVHD19

or cGVHD.20 The patients' characteristics are shown in Table 1. Transplant
characteristics including donor type, conditioning regimen, and immuno-
suppressive regimen used as prophylaxis for GVHD or as treatment, are
detailed for aGVHD or cGVHD in Supplementary Tables 1 and 2,
respectively.

Inclusion and exclusion criteria
Patients were included in this retrospective survey if they were treated
with ruxolitinib for GVHD that was refractory to corticosteroids given for at
least 1 week for aGVHD or 3 weeks for cGVHD based on previous
definitions for SR-aGVHD21 or SR-cGVHD.22 Initial treatment for cGVHD and
aGVHD for the majority of patients was prednisone at 1 mg/kg/day. For
cGVHD, the presence of at least one diagnostic clinical sign of cGVHD, or
the presence of at least one distinctive manifestation confirmed by
pertinent biopsy was used.20 aGVHD was defined according to previously
published criteria.19

Treatment and evaluation of response
The majority of patients was treated with ruxolitinib as an add-on
immunosuppression therapy at a dose of 5–10mg orally twice daily.
Evaluation of response was done for aGVHD according to previously

defined diagnostic criteria for aGVHD.19 In brief, treatment responses were
categorized as complete response (CR), partial response (PR) or treatment
failure. A CR to ruxolitinib was defined as the absence of any symptoms
related to GVHD. A PR was defined as the improvement of at least one
stage in the severity of aGVHD in one organ without deterioration in any
other organ. A response had to last for at least 3 weeks. Treatment failure
was defined by the absence of improvement of aGVHD, deterioration of
aGVHD in any organ by at least one stage, the development of aGVHD
manifestations in a previously unaffected organ, and the use of any
additional agents to control the disease. Patients were scored for their best
response at any time after starting treatment with ruxolitinib, with follow-
up censored at the onset of any subsequent systemic immunosuppressive
therapy.
In case of cGVHD, organ sites considered for GVHD scoring included

skin, mouth, eyes, intestinal tract, liver, lungs, joints and fascia and the
genital tract. Each organ or site was scored according to a 4-point scale
(0–3), with 0 representing no involvement and 3 reflecting severe
impairment.20 A CR to ruxolitinib was defined as the absence of any
symptoms related to cGVHD. PR of cGVHD was defined as the
discontinuation or long-lasting (4 weeks) reduction of all systemic
immunosuppressive therapy by at least 50%. Failure was defined as the
use of any additional agents to control GVHD once treatment with
ruxolitinib had started, including the resumption of agents used earlier or
an increase in the dose of any immunosuppressive treatment. Disconti-
nuation of treatment with ruxolitinib because of toxicity was not
considered a treatment failure. The duration of response was calculated
from the time of onset of response after initiation of treatment with
ruxolitinib until the end of the follow-up, GVHD-relapse, the development
of new or the deterioration of pre-existing GVHD symptoms, or the
reinstitution of any additional agents to control the disease.

Table 1. aGVHD and cGVHD patients characteristics

Variable aGVHD(n= 54) cGVHD
(n=41)

Patients age in years
median (range)

51 (21–75) 55 (22–74)

% (Absolute number) % (Absolute number)
Gender
Female 31.5 (17) 29.3 (12)
Male 68.5 (37) 70.7 (29)

Disease
AML 48.1 (26) 51.2 (21)
ALL 11.1 (6) —
MDS 9.2 (5) 7.3 (3)
NHL 7.4 (4) 7.3 (3)
MM 7.4 (4) 2.4 (1)
CMMoL 1.8 (1) 4.9 (2)
PMF 3.7 (2) 12.2 (5)
CLL 3.7 (2) 12.2 (5)
M. Hodgkin 1.8 (1) —
CML 1.8 (1) —
T-PLL 1.8 (1) —
HLH 1.8 (1) —
MPN (nonPMF)! — 2.4 (1)

CMV serostatus
R+/D! 24.1 (13) 21.9 (9)
R! /D! 27.8 (15) 41.5 (17)
All others 48.1 (26) 34.1 (14)

(Unknown in 1 pt)

Abbreviations: aGVHD, acute graft-versus-host disease; ALL, acute lympho-
blastic leukemia; AML, acute myeloid leukemia; CLL, chronic lymphoid
leukemia; CML, chronic myeloid leukemia; cGVHD, chronic graft-versus-
host disease; CMMoL, chronic myelomonocytic leukemia; HLH, Hemopha-
gocytic lymphohistiocytosis; MDS, Myelodysplastic syndrome; M. Hodgkin,
Hodgkin lymphoma; MM, multiple myeloma; MPN, myeloproliferative
neoplasms (excluding PMF); NHL, Non-Hodgkins lymphoma; PMF, primary
myelofibrosis; T-PLL, T-prolymphocytic leukemia; R+ recipient CMV
positive; R! recipient CMV negative; D! donor CMV negative.
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ORIGINAL ARTICLE

Ruxolitinib in corticosteroid-refractory graft-versus-host
disease after allogeneic stem cell transplantation:
a multicenter survey
R Zeiser1, A Burchert2, C Lengerke3, M Verbeek4, K Maas-Bauer1, SK Metzelder2, S Spoerl4, M Ditschkowski5, M Ecsedi3, K Sockel6,
F Ayuk7, S Ajib8, FS de Fontbrune9, I-K Na10, L Penter10, U Holtick11, D Wolf12, E Schuler13, E Meyer14, P Apostolova1, H Bertz1, R Marks1,
M Lübbert1, R Wäsch1, C Scheid11, F Stölzel6, R Ordemann6, G Bug8, G Kobbe13, R Negrin14, M Brune15, A Spyridonidis16,
A Schmitt-Gräff17, W van der Velden18, G Huls18, S Mielke19, GU Grigoleit19, J Kuball20, R Flynn21, G Ihorst22, J Du21, BR Blazar21,
R Arnold10, N Kröger7, J Passweg3, J Halter3, G Socié9, D Beelen5, C Peschel4, A Neubauer2, J Finke1, J Duyster1 and N von Bubnoff1

Despite major improvements in allogeneic hematopoietic cell transplantation over the past decades, corticosteroid-refractory (SR)
acute (a) and chronic (c) graft-versus-host disease (GVHD) cause high mortality. Preclinical evidence indicates the potent anti-
inflammatory properties of the JAK1/2 inhibitor ruxolitinib. In this retrospective survey, 19 stem cell transplant centers in Europe
and the United States reported outcome data from 95 patients who had received ruxolitinib as salvage therapy for SR-GVHD.
Patients were classified as having SR-aGVHD (n= 54, all grades III or IV) or SR-cGVHD (n= 41, all moderate or severe). The median
number of previous GVHD-therapies was 3 for both SR-aGVHD (1–7) and SR-cGVHD (1–10). The overall response rate was 81.5%
(44/54) in SR-aGVHD including 25 complete responses (46.3%), while for SR-cGVHD the ORR was 85.4% (35/41). Of those patients
responding to ruxolitinib, the rate of GVHD-relapse was 6.8% (3/44) and 5.7% (2/35) for SR-aGVHD and SR-cGVHD, respectively. The
6-month-survival was 79% (67.3–90.7%, 95% confidence interval (CI)) and 97.4% (92.3–100%, 95% CI) for SR-aGVHD and SR-cGVHD,
respectively. Cytopenia and cytomegalovirus-reactivation were observed during ruxolitinib treatment in both SR-aGVHD (30/54,
55.6% and 18/54, 33.3%) and SR-cGVHD (7/41, 17.1% and 6/41, 14.6%) patients. Ruxolitinib may constitute a promising
new treatment option for SR-aGVHD and SR-cGVHD that should be validated in a prospective trial.

Leukemia advance online publication, 21 August 2015; doi:10.1038/leu.2015.212

INTRODUCTION
The curative potential of allogeneic hematopoietic stem cell
transplantation (allo-HCT) is hampered by acute and chronic graft-
versus-host disease (GVHD). Despite prophylactic treatment with
immunosuppressive agents, 20–80% of recipients develop acute
GVHD (aGVHD). Corticosteroid-refractory GVHD (SR-GVHD) is
associated with a dismal outcome,1,2 with only 5–30% long-term
survival.3 Chronic GVHD (cGVHD) causes high morbidity, and is
associated with a significantly higher risk of treatment-related
mortality and inferior overall survival.4 Steroids currently represent
the gold-standard treatment for aGVHD based on prospective
randomized trials, whereas second-line therapy is based on data
from retrospective analyses, one phase III trial and uncontrolled

phase-II trials.3 Available second-line therapy approaches such as
cyclosporine A (CYA), sirolimus, tacrolimus, mycophenolate
mofetil (MMF), pentostatin, infliximab, daclizumab, alemtuzumab,
mesenchymal stroma cells (MSC), Anti-thymocyte globulin (ATG)
or extracorporal photopheresis (ECP) have shown some activity,
but none has been established as a standard salvage therapy for
SR-aGVHD, which is reflected in the non-uniform strategies in SR-
aGVHD applied by different transplant centers.5 For SR-cGVHD
second-line therapies are CYA, sirolimus, tacrolimus, MMF, ECP or
experimentally low-dose IL-2.6,7

We previously reported that ruxolitinib, a selective Janus kinase
(JAK) 1/2 inhibitor approved for the treatment of myelofibrosis,8

was effective for the treatment of GVHD in a murine aGVHD
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intestinal tract, the lungs and musculoskeletal tissues. In 29/41
(70.7%) of patients more than one organ system was involved. All
patients had moderate (n= 6/41, 14.6%) to severe (n= 35, 85.4%)
cGVHD. Most patients were beyond second-line treatment for
cGVHD, with a median number of 3 prior treatments (range: 1–10)

before ruxolitinib was administered (Supplementary Table 2). The
ORR was 85.4% (35/41), with 78% (32/41) PR and 7.3% (3/41) CR.
14.6% (6/41) of the patients showed no response. Responses to
ruxolitinib were not restricted to specific organ systems affected
by SR-cGVHD. The median time to response was 3 (1–25) weeks
after initiation of ruxolitinib treatment.

OS after ruxolitinib treatment for cGVHD
The 6-month survival estimate was 97.4% (92.3–100%, 95% CI)
for patients treated with ruxolitinib for SR-cGVHD (Figure 5a).

Figure 3. Inflammation related markers in the blood decrease upon ruxolitinib treatment. (a–c) CD3+HLA-DR+ cells, IL-6 and soluble IL-2R were
measured one day prior and 5–7 days after the start of ruxolitinib in the peripheral blood. The levels of these three parameters declined
significantly after ruxolitinib treatment when analyzed by the Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank test. The number of patients are indicated
in each graph.

Figure 4. Acute GVHD-relapse free and overall survival. (a) The
overall survival of all patients treated with ruxolitinib for acute GVHD
is displayed. (b) The cumulative incidence of acute GVHD-relapse is
displayed.

Figure 2. Skin and intestinal GVHD responds to ruxolitinib. (a) A
representative patient with cutaneous acute GVHD is shown prior
and 1 week after ruxolitinib. (b) A representative patient with
cutaneous chronic GVHD is shown prior and 3 weeks after
ruxolitinib. (c) Serial biopsies of the intestinal tract of a patient with
GVHD are displayed. Biopsies were taken 1 day before start of
ruxolitinib and 4 weeks after ruxolitinib had been started.
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Leukemia (2015) 1 – 7 © 2015 Macmillan Publishers LimitedThe cumulative incidence of cGVHD relapse was low (Figure 5b).
GVHD relapsed in 5.7% (2/35) of ruxolitinib-responsive (CR or PR)
patients with cGVHD. The median follow-up was 22.4 (3–135)
weeks for cGVHD patients. One of the patients with cGVHD who
developed metastatic squamous cell carcinoma of the lung and
died of this disease.

Infections, toxicity and relapse under ruxolitinib treatment
Cytomegalovirus (CMV) reactivation was observed in both SR-
aGVHD (18/54, 33.3%) and SR-cGVHD (6/41, 14.6%) patients
(Table 2). CMV infection was controlled by antiviral therapy in all
patients, even though ruxolitinib therapy was continued, indicat-
ing that ruxolitinib treatment does not alleviate CMV treatment
response. One patient was diagnosed with CMV retinitis
that responded to valgancyclovir treatment. Overall, these
findings indicate that in patients treated with ruxolitinib for
GVHD, infectious surveillance is critical and particularly CMV needs
to be monitored carefully.
Cytopenias (anemia, leukopenia or thrombocytopenia) are a

known side effect of ruxolitinib8,25 and were also observed in our
SR-aGVHD (30/54, 55.5%) and SR-cGVHD (7/41, 17%) patients.
Severe cytopenia (grades 3 and 4) was found in 33.3% (18/54) and
7.3% (3/54) of patients (Table 2). However, cytopenias preceded
ruxolitinib treatment in 51.8% (28/54) and 14.6% (6/41) of the
patients with SR-aGVHD and SR-cGVHD, respectively (Table 2).
Relapse of the underlying malignancy occurred in 9.3% (5/54)

and 2.4% (1/41) of the patients with SR-aGVHD or SR-cGVHD,
respectively. One responding patient relapsed four weeks after
ruxolitinib had been discontinued. One non-responder relapsed

after ruxolitinib had been discontinued. The other four patients
were responders and still on ruxolitinib at the time of relapse.

DISCUSSION
During the past two decades, the number of patients undergoing
allo-HCT has more than doubled worldwide. GVHD remains the
major hurdle to improve allo-HCT outcome, and patients suffering
from SR-aGVHD are very likely to die,1–3 while cGVHD is associated
with a decreased quality of life. Although corticosteroids are the
established first-line treatment, there is no established second-line
treatment and response rates beyond first line are unsatisfactory.3

Our previous data indicated that ruxolitinib improves murine
aGVHD, and induced responses in six patients with SR-GVHD
treated with ruxolitinib.9 Further, our current preclinical data
indicate that cGVHD may be suppressed by ruxolinitib treatment.
To understand if ruxolitinib could have a role as a salvage therapy
for GVHD patients which failed to respond to corticosteroids, we
collected the data from multiple Stem Cell Transplantation Centers
in the US and Europe which had treated patients with ruxolitinib
for GVHD.
Patients had a median of three immunosuppressive treatments

before ruxolitinib for both acute and chronic GVHD. Despite this
heavily pre-treated population, the ORR was 81.5% (44/54) in
aGVHD including 25 CRs (46.3%). In cGVHD, the ORR was 85.4%
(35/41) with the majority of patients achieving a PR (78%).
The time to response was variable, with a maximum of 25 weeks
in a patient with cGVHD and a minimum of 1 week, indicating the
heterogeneous biology of SR-cGVHD in individual patients.
Responses were durable as shown by the long GVHD-relapse free
survival rates in both aGVHD and cGVHD patients.
Although controlled trials on ruxolitinib in GVHD versus

available second-line therapies have yet to be performed, our
data suggest that response rates of both SR-aGVHD and SR-cGVHD
to ruxolitinib were favorable compared with other second-line
GVHD therapies reported. As the retrospective analyses from
multiple centers could bias towards a selection of responding
patients we asked the centers to include any patient irrespective
of the response. The mTOR inhibitors sirolimus or everolimus are
frequently used as second-line treatment for aGVHD. Response
rates to mTOR inhibitors of 24–72% were reported in a phase 2
trial (21 patients) and in two retrospective analyses (22 and 34
patients).26–28 A frequently used agent for second-line treatment
of SR-aGVHD is MMF.5 The reported ORR to MMF range between
15 and 31%.29,30 The reported ORR of aGVHD to ECP range
between 47 and 65%.31–34 Antibodies against tumor necrosis
factor (etanercept, infliximab) are used as second-line agents for
SR-aGVHD with a wide range of ORR reported.35 ATG yielded
response rates ranging from 8 to 56% in SR-aGVHD.36,37 A
particular side effect of ATG was Epstein-Barr virus–associated

Figure 5. Chronic GVHD-relapse free and overall survival. (a) The
overall survival of all patients treated with ruxolitinib for chronic
GVHD is displayed. (b) The cumulative incidence of chronic GVHD-
relapse is displayed.

Table 2. Adverse events

Variable aGVHD(n= 54) cGVHD(n= 41)

% (Absolute
number)

% (Absolute
number)

CMV reactivation 33.3(18) 14.6(6)
Severe cytopenia (grades 3
and 4)

33.3(18) 7.3(3)

Mild cytopenia (grades 1
and 2)

22.2(12) 9.7(4)

Cytopenia before ruxolitinib 51.8(28) 14.6(6)
Malignancy relapse 9.2(5) 2.4(1)

Abbreviations: aGVHD, acute graft-versus-host disease; CMV, cytomegalo-
virus; cGVHD, chronic graft-versus-host disease.
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M Lübbert1, R Wäsch1, C Scheid11, F Stölzel6, R Ordemann6, G Bug8, G Kobbe13, R Negrin14, M Brune15, A Spyridonidis16,
A Schmitt-Gräff17, W van der Velden18, G Huls18, S Mielke19, GU Grigoleit19, J Kuball20, R Flynn21, G Ihorst22, J Du21, BR Blazar21,
R Arnold10, N Kröger7, J Passweg3, J Halter3, G Socié9, D Beelen5, C Peschel4, A Neubauer2, J Finke1, J Duyster1 and N von Bubnoff1

Despite major improvements in allogeneic hematopoietic cell transplantation over the past decades, corticosteroid-refractory (SR)
acute (a) and chronic (c) graft-versus-host disease (GVHD) cause high mortality. Preclinical evidence indicates the potent anti-
inflammatory properties of the JAK1/2 inhibitor ruxolitinib. In this retrospective survey, 19 stem cell transplant centers in Europe
and the United States reported outcome data from 95 patients who had received ruxolitinib as salvage therapy for SR-GVHD.
Patients were classified as having SR-aGVHD (n= 54, all grades III or IV) or SR-cGVHD (n= 41, all moderate or severe). The median
number of previous GVHD-therapies was 3 for both SR-aGVHD (1–7) and SR-cGVHD (1–10). The overall response rate was 81.5%
(44/54) in SR-aGVHD including 25 complete responses (46.3%), while for SR-cGVHD the ORR was 85.4% (35/41). Of those patients
responding to ruxolitinib, the rate of GVHD-relapse was 6.8% (3/44) and 5.7% (2/35) for SR-aGVHD and SR-cGVHD, respectively. The
6-month-survival was 79% (67.3–90.7%, 95% confidence interval (CI)) and 97.4% (92.3–100%, 95% CI) for SR-aGVHD and SR-cGVHD,
respectively. Cytopenia and cytomegalovirus-reactivation were observed during ruxolitinib treatment in both SR-aGVHD (30/54,
55.6% and 18/54, 33.3%) and SR-cGVHD (7/41, 17.1% and 6/41, 14.6%) patients. Ruxolitinib may constitute a promising
new treatment option for SR-aGVHD and SR-cGVHD that should be validated in a prospective trial.
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INTRODUCTION
The curative potential of allogeneic hematopoietic stem cell
transplantation (allo-HCT) is hampered by acute and chronic graft-
versus-host disease (GVHD). Despite prophylactic treatment with
immunosuppressive agents, 20–80% of recipients develop acute
GVHD (aGVHD). Corticosteroid-refractory GVHD (SR-GVHD) is
associated with a dismal outcome,1,2 with only 5–30% long-term
survival.3 Chronic GVHD (cGVHD) causes high morbidity, and is
associated with a significantly higher risk of treatment-related
mortality and inferior overall survival.4 Steroids currently represent
the gold-standard treatment for aGVHD based on prospective
randomized trials, whereas second-line therapy is based on data
from retrospective analyses, one phase III trial and uncontrolled

phase-II trials.3 Available second-line therapy approaches such as
cyclosporine A (CYA), sirolimus, tacrolimus, mycophenolate
mofetil (MMF), pentostatin, infliximab, daclizumab, alemtuzumab,
mesenchymal stroma cells (MSC), Anti-thymocyte globulin (ATG)
or extracorporal photopheresis (ECP) have shown some activity,
but none has been established as a standard salvage therapy for
SR-aGVHD, which is reflected in the non-uniform strategies in SR-
aGVHD applied by different transplant centers.5 For SR-cGVHD
second-line therapies are CYA, sirolimus, tacrolimus, MMF, ECP or
experimentally low-dose IL-2.6,7

We previously reported that ruxolitinib, a selective Janus kinase
(JAK) 1/2 inhibitor approved for the treatment of myelofibrosis,8

was effective for the treatment of GVHD in a murine aGVHD
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The cumulative incidence of cGVHD relapse was low (Figure 5b).
GVHD relapsed in 5.7% (2/35) of ruxolitinib-responsive (CR or PR)
patients with cGVHD. The median follow-up was 22.4 (3–135)
weeks for cGVHD patients. One of the patients with cGVHD who
developed metastatic squamous cell carcinoma of the lung and
died of this disease.

Infections, toxicity and relapse under ruxolitinib treatment
Cytomegalovirus (CMV) reactivation was observed in both SR-
aGVHD (18/54, 33.3%) and SR-cGVHD (6/41, 14.6%) patients
(Table 2). CMV infection was controlled by antiviral therapy in all
patients, even though ruxolitinib therapy was continued, indicat-
ing that ruxolitinib treatment does not alleviate CMV treatment
response. One patient was diagnosed with CMV retinitis
that responded to valgancyclovir treatment. Overall, these
findings indicate that in patients treated with ruxolitinib for
GVHD, infectious surveillance is critical and particularly CMV needs
to be monitored carefully.
Cytopenias (anemia, leukopenia or thrombocytopenia) are a

known side effect of ruxolitinib8,25 and were also observed in our
SR-aGVHD (30/54, 55.5%) and SR-cGVHD (7/41, 17%) patients.
Severe cytopenia (grades 3 and 4) was found in 33.3% (18/54) and
7.3% (3/54) of patients (Table 2). However, cytopenias preceded
ruxolitinib treatment in 51.8% (28/54) and 14.6% (6/41) of the
patients with SR-aGVHD and SR-cGVHD, respectively (Table 2).
Relapse of the underlying malignancy occurred in 9.3% (5/54)

and 2.4% (1/41) of the patients with SR-aGVHD or SR-cGVHD,
respectively. One responding patient relapsed four weeks after
ruxolitinib had been discontinued. One non-responder relapsed

after ruxolitinib had been discontinued. The other four patients
were responders and still on ruxolitinib at the time of relapse.

DISCUSSION
During the past two decades, the number of patients undergoing
allo-HCT has more than doubled worldwide. GVHD remains the
major hurdle to improve allo-HCT outcome, and patients suffering
from SR-aGVHD are very likely to die,1–3 while cGVHD is associated
with a decreased quality of life. Although corticosteroids are the
established first-line treatment, there is no established second-line
treatment and response rates beyond first line are unsatisfactory.3

Our previous data indicated that ruxolitinib improves murine
aGVHD, and induced responses in six patients with SR-GVHD
treated with ruxolitinib.9 Further, our current preclinical data
indicate that cGVHD may be suppressed by ruxolinitib treatment.
To understand if ruxolitinib could have a role as a salvage therapy
for GVHD patients which failed to respond to corticosteroids, we
collected the data from multiple Stem Cell Transplantation Centers
in the US and Europe which had treated patients with ruxolitinib
for GVHD.
Patients had a median of three immunosuppressive treatments

before ruxolitinib for both acute and chronic GVHD. Despite this
heavily pre-treated population, the ORR was 81.5% (44/54) in
aGVHD including 25 CRs (46.3%). In cGVHD, the ORR was 85.4%
(35/41) with the majority of patients achieving a PR (78%).
The time to response was variable, with a maximum of 25 weeks
in a patient with cGVHD and a minimum of 1 week, indicating the
heterogeneous biology of SR-cGVHD in individual patients.
Responses were durable as shown by the long GVHD-relapse free
survival rates in both aGVHD and cGVHD patients.
Although controlled trials on ruxolitinib in GVHD versus

available second-line therapies have yet to be performed, our
data suggest that response rates of both SR-aGVHD and SR-cGVHD
to ruxolitinib were favorable compared with other second-line
GVHD therapies reported. As the retrospective analyses from
multiple centers could bias towards a selection of responding
patients we asked the centers to include any patient irrespective
of the response. The mTOR inhibitors sirolimus or everolimus are
frequently used as second-line treatment for aGVHD. Response
rates to mTOR inhibitors of 24–72% were reported in a phase 2
trial (21 patients) and in two retrospective analyses (22 and 34
patients).26–28 A frequently used agent for second-line treatment
of SR-aGVHD is MMF.5 The reported ORR to MMF range between
15 and 31%.29,30 The reported ORR of aGVHD to ECP range
between 47 and 65%.31–34 Antibodies against tumor necrosis
factor (etanercept, infliximab) are used as second-line agents for
SR-aGVHD with a wide range of ORR reported.35 ATG yielded
response rates ranging from 8 to 56% in SR-aGVHD.36,37 A
particular side effect of ATG was Epstein-Barr virus–associated

Figure 5. Chronic GVHD-relapse free and overall survival. (a) The
overall survival of all patients treated with ruxolitinib for chronic
GVHD is displayed. (b) The cumulative incidence of chronic GVHD-
relapse is displayed.

Table 2. Adverse events

Variable aGVHD(n= 54) cGVHD(n= 41)

% (Absolute
number)

% (Absolute
number)

CMV reactivation 33.3(18) 14.6(6)
Severe cytopenia (grades 3
and 4)

33.3(18) 7.3(3)

Mild cytopenia (grades 1
and 2)

22.2(12) 9.7(4)

Cytopenia before ruxolitinib 51.8(28) 14.6(6)
Malignancy relapse 9.2(5) 2.4(1)

Abbreviations: aGVHD, acute graft-versus-host disease; CMV, cytomegalo-
virus; cGVHD, chronic graft-versus-host disease.
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Despite major improvements in allogeneic hematopoietic cell transplantation over the past decades, corticosteroid-refractory (SR)
acute (a) and chronic (c) graft-versus-host disease (GVHD) cause high mortality. Preclinical evidence indicates the potent anti-
inflammatory properties of the JAK1/2 inhibitor ruxolitinib. In this retrospective survey, 19 stem cell transplant centers in Europe
and the United States reported outcome data from 95 patients who had received ruxolitinib as salvage therapy for SR-GVHD.
Patients were classified as having SR-aGVHD (n= 54, all grades III or IV) or SR-cGVHD (n= 41, all moderate or severe). The median
number of previous GVHD-therapies was 3 for both SR-aGVHD (1–7) and SR-cGVHD (1–10). The overall response rate was 81.5%
(44/54) in SR-aGVHD including 25 complete responses (46.3%), while for SR-cGVHD the ORR was 85.4% (35/41). Of those patients
responding to ruxolitinib, the rate of GVHD-relapse was 6.8% (3/44) and 5.7% (2/35) for SR-aGVHD and SR-cGVHD, respectively. The
6-month-survival was 79% (67.3–90.7%, 95% confidence interval (CI)) and 97.4% (92.3–100%, 95% CI) for SR-aGVHD and SR-cGVHD,
respectively. Cytopenia and cytomegalovirus-reactivation were observed during ruxolitinib treatment in both SR-aGVHD (30/54,
55.6% and 18/54, 33.3%) and SR-cGVHD (7/41, 17.1% and 6/41, 14.6%) patients. Ruxolitinib may constitute a promising
new treatment option for SR-aGVHD and SR-cGVHD that should be validated in a prospective trial.
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INTRODUCTION
The curative potential of allogeneic hematopoietic stem cell
transplantation (allo-HCT) is hampered by acute and chronic graft-
versus-host disease (GVHD). Despite prophylactic treatment with
immunosuppressive agents, 20–80% of recipients develop acute
GVHD (aGVHD). Corticosteroid-refractory GVHD (SR-GVHD) is
associated with a dismal outcome,1,2 with only 5–30% long-term
survival.3 Chronic GVHD (cGVHD) causes high morbidity, and is
associated with a significantly higher risk of treatment-related
mortality and inferior overall survival.4 Steroids currently represent
the gold-standard treatment for aGVHD based on prospective
randomized trials, whereas second-line therapy is based on data
from retrospective analyses, one phase III trial and uncontrolled

phase-II trials.3 Available second-line therapy approaches such as
cyclosporine A (CYA), sirolimus, tacrolimus, mycophenolate
mofetil (MMF), pentostatin, infliximab, daclizumab, alemtuzumab,
mesenchymal stroma cells (MSC), Anti-thymocyte globulin (ATG)
or extracorporal photopheresis (ECP) have shown some activity,
but none has been established as a standard salvage therapy for
SR-aGVHD, which is reflected in the non-uniform strategies in SR-
aGVHD applied by different transplant centers.5 For SR-cGVHD
second-line therapies are CYA, sirolimus, tacrolimus, MMF, ECP or
experimentally low-dose IL-2.6,7

We previously reported that ruxolitinib, a selective Janus kinase
(JAK) 1/2 inhibitor approved for the treatment of myelofibrosis,8

was effective for the treatment of GVHD in a murine aGVHD
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Despite major improvements in allogeneic hematopoietic cell transplantation over the past decades, corticosteroid-refractory (SR)
acute (a) and chronic (c) graft-versus-host disease (GVHD) cause high mortality. Preclinical evidence indicates the potent anti-
inflammatory properties of the JAK1/2 inhibitor ruxolitinib. In this retrospective survey, 19 stem cell transplant centers in Europe
and the United States reported outcome data from 95 patients who had received ruxolitinib as salvage therapy for SR-GVHD.
Patients were classified as having SR-aGVHD (n= 54, all grades III or IV) or SR-cGVHD (n= 41, all moderate or severe). The median
number of previous GVHD-therapies was 3 for both SR-aGVHD (1–7) and SR-cGVHD (1–10). The overall response rate was 81.5%
(44/54) in SR-aGVHD including 25 complete responses (46.3%), while for SR-cGVHD the ORR was 85.4% (35/41). Of those patients
responding to ruxolitinib, the rate of GVHD-relapse was 6.8% (3/44) and 5.7% (2/35) for SR-aGVHD and SR-cGVHD, respectively. The
6-month-survival was 79% (67.3–90.7%, 95% confidence interval (CI)) and 97.4% (92.3–100%, 95% CI) for SR-aGVHD and SR-cGVHD,
respectively. Cytopenia and cytomegalovirus-reactivation were observed during ruxolitinib treatment in both SR-aGVHD (30/54,
55.6% and 18/54, 33.3%) and SR-cGVHD (7/41, 17.1% and 6/41, 14.6%) patients. Ruxolitinib may constitute a promising
new treatment option for SR-aGVHD and SR-cGVHD that should be validated in a prospective trial.
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INTRODUCTION
The curative potential of allogeneic hematopoietic stem cell
transplantation (allo-HCT) is hampered by acute and chronic graft-
versus-host disease (GVHD). Despite prophylactic treatment with
immunosuppressive agents, 20–80% of recipients develop acute
GVHD (aGVHD). Corticosteroid-refractory GVHD (SR-GVHD) is
associated with a dismal outcome,1,2 with only 5–30% long-term
survival.3 Chronic GVHD (cGVHD) causes high morbidity, and is
associated with a significantly higher risk of treatment-related
mortality and inferior overall survival.4 Steroids currently represent
the gold-standard treatment for aGVHD based on prospective
randomized trials, whereas second-line therapy is based on data
from retrospective analyses, one phase III trial and uncontrolled

phase-II trials.3 Available second-line therapy approaches such as
cyclosporine A (CYA), sirolimus, tacrolimus, mycophenolate
mofetil (MMF), pentostatin, infliximab, daclizumab, alemtuzumab,
mesenchymal stroma cells (MSC), Anti-thymocyte globulin (ATG)
or extracorporal photopheresis (ECP) have shown some activity,
but none has been established as a standard salvage therapy for
SR-aGVHD, which is reflected in the non-uniform strategies in SR-
aGVHD applied by different transplant centers.5 For SR-cGVHD
second-line therapies are CYA, sirolimus, tacrolimus, MMF, ECP or
experimentally low-dose IL-2.6,7

We previously reported that ruxolitinib, a selective Janus kinase
(JAK) 1/2 inhibitor approved for the treatment of myelofibrosis,8

was effective for the treatment of GVHD in a murine aGVHD
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intestinal tract, the lungs and musculoskeletal tissues. In 29/41
(70.7%) of patients more than one organ system was involved. All
patients had moderate (n= 6/41, 14.6%) to severe (n= 35, 85.4%)
cGVHD. Most patients were beyond second-line treatment for
cGVHD, with a median number of 3 prior treatments (range: 1–10)

before ruxolitinib was administered (Supplementary Table 2). The
ORR was 85.4% (35/41), with 78% (32/41) PR and 7.3% (3/41) CR.
14.6% (6/41) of the patients showed no response. Responses to
ruxolitinib were not restricted to specific organ systems affected
by SR-cGVHD. The median time to response was 3 (1–25) weeks
after initiation of ruxolitinib treatment.

OS after ruxolitinib treatment for cGVHD
The 6-month survival estimate was 97.4% (92.3–100%, 95% CI)
for patients treated with ruxolitinib for SR-cGVHD (Figure 5a).

Figure 3. Inflammation related markers in the blood decrease upon ruxolitinib treatment. (a–c) CD3+HLA-DR+ cells, IL-6 and soluble IL-2R were
measured one day prior and 5–7 days after the start of ruxolitinib in the peripheral blood. The levels of these three parameters declined
significantly after ruxolitinib treatment when analyzed by the Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank test. The number of patients are indicated
in each graph.

Figure 4. Acute GVHD-relapse free and overall survival. (a) The
overall survival of all patients treated with ruxolitinib for acute GVHD
is displayed. (b) The cumulative incidence of acute GVHD-relapse is
displayed.

Figure 2. Skin and intestinal GVHD responds to ruxolitinib. (a) A
representative patient with cutaneous acute GVHD is shown prior
and 1 week after ruxolitinib. (b) A representative patient with
cutaneous chronic GVHD is shown prior and 3 weeks after
ruxolitinib. (c) Serial biopsies of the intestinal tract of a patient with
GVHD are displayed. Biopsies were taken 1 day before start of
ruxolitinib and 4 weeks after ruxolitinib had been started.
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Key Points

• Bortezomib ameliorates
sclerodermatous cGVHD
responses by inhibiting
germinal center B cells while
maintaining GVT effects in
murine models.

• Bortezomib provides
therapeutic benefits for
patients with active steroid-
refractory cGVHD.

Chronic graft-versus-host disease (cGVHD) following allogeneic hematopoietic stem cell

transplantation (HSCT) has emerged as a predominant complication following HSCT and

has a distinct etiology. We and others have previously demonstrated that bortezomib,

a proteasome inhibitor, can prevent but not treat acuteGVHD inmice. To assess the effects

of bortezomib on cGVHD, a mouse minor histocompatibility antigen-mismatched strain

combination was used to mimic clinical cGVHD sclerodermatous pathogenesis and

phenotype. Treatment of ongoing cGVHDwith bortezomib ameliorated cutaneous lesions,

whichwere also associatedwith a reduction in total numbersof germinal center B cells and

lower B-cell activating factor gene expression levels in cutaneous tissues. Importantly,

lymphoma-bearing mice receiving allogeneic HSCT with bortezomib preserved graft-

versus-tumor (GVT)effects.Basedontheseanimalstudies,weinitiatedanintrapatientdose

escalation clinical trial in patients with extensive steroid–intolerant, dependent, or resistant

cGVHD. Marked clinical improvement was observed in patients, which was also associated

with reductions of peripheral B cells and minimal toxicity. These results indicate that

bortezomib canbeof significant use in the treatmentof cGVHDandmayalsoallow formaintenanceofGVT. This trialwas registered at

www.clinicaltrials.gov as #NCT01672229. (Blood. 2014;124(10):1677-1688)

Introduction

Allogeneic hematopoietic stem cell transplant (HSCT) is currently
used for the treatment of a variety of neoplastic hematologic
diseases.1 However, development of graft-versus-host disease
(GVHD), both acute and chronic, remains a major complication of
HSCT, severely limiting its clinical efficacy.2 Furthermore, with
the increasing use of reduced intensity and nonablative transplant
regimens and the increased age of recipients, the incidence of
chronic GVHD (cGVHD) is on the rise, and steroid-refractory
cGVHD is now emerging as a predominant cause of morbidity and
mortality.3 cGVHDhas a distinctive pathogenesis and canmanifest
with either lichenoid or scleroderma-like cutaneous manifestations
of epidermal atrophy, dermal fibrosis, loss of hair follicles, and
replacement of peri-eccrine fat.4 It has been demonstrated that
B-cell dysregulation with increased output of allo-antibodies, which
accumulate within target tissues of the recipient, plays a pivotal
role in the pathogenesis of cGVHD seen in both animal models
and humans.5-9 Success with second-line therapies is limited in
steroid-refractory cGVHD.10 Bortezomib is the first in a class of
proteasome inhibitors approved by the Food and Drug Adminis-
tration for treating multiple myeloma and mantle cell lymphoma
patients.11 The anti-inflammatory and direct tumoricidal effects of
bortezomib have made it a potential candidate for dissociating

graft-versus-tumor (GVT) from GVHD effects. Nevertheless, the
diverse effects of bortezomib administrated at different stages of
acute GVHD (aGVHD) responses seen in mouse models, ranging
from beneficial for aGVHD prevention to detrimental for aGVHD
therapy later after HSCT, suggest that incorporation into clinical
use merits careful evaluation.12,13 Because aGVHD systems cannot
be extrapolated with confidence to the distinct pathophysiological
setting of cGVHD, we sought to evaluate the efficacy of bortezomib
in murine models of cGVHD with the goal of translating the
preclinical data into a human cGVHD clinical trial. Considering the
critical role of B-cell dysregulation and allo-antibody production in
the pathogenesis of cGVHD and the known inhibitory effects of
bortezomib on B cells and plasma cells,14-16 we hypothesized that
bortezomib can provide therapeutic benefits against cGVHD through
suppression of B-cell or plasma cell responses. We demonstrate that
as opposed to aGVHD, bortezomib can be used to successfully treat
ongoing cGVHD in mice yet still allow for GVT to occur. Based on
the data gleaned from the murine study, we initiated a pilot human
clinical trial for the treatment of extensive cutaneous cGVHD re-
sulting in positive clinical responses with minimal toxicity, indi-
cating that bortezomib may offer a treatment option for patients with
steroid-refractory cGVHD.
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Early therapeutic administration of bortezomib ameliorates

scleroderma GVHD response, whereas later administration

provides minimal effects

Previously we demonstrated that markedly opposing effects of
bortezomib on GVHD outcome were contingent on the timing and
dosing of administration but used aGVHD murine model where
treatment of ongoing aGVHD resulted in rapid mortality.12 In
cGVHD, which has a very different pathophysiology, we observed
that bortezomib administrationwasmost efficacious atmediumdoses
(0.1 mg/kg) (supplemental Figure 3A). Interestingly, lower doses of
bortezomib reduced the therapeutic effects, whereas higher doses
induced significant tissue necrosis in the skin pathology samples
(supplemental Figure 3B-E). To further investigate whether differ-
ential effects of bortezomib may be contingent on the timing of ad-
ministration, the administration regimen was divided into early
therapeutic regimen (day 20, initiation of skin cGVHD lesions), a late
therapeutic regimen (day 35 when cGVHD is well established), and
a periodical therapeutic regimen (started at day 20 and stopped at
day35; Figure 2A).Therewere noobvious changes in bodyweight loss
compared between different administration timing points (Figure 2B).
However, administering 0.1 mg/kg bortezomib as an early therapeutic
intervention significantly ameliorated the skin lesions (Figure 2C),
whereas delayed bortezomib treatment (starting at day 35) in the late
phase of skin GVHD pathogenesis did not provide any significant skin

therapeutic benefit (Figure 2D). A short course of only 3 intermittent
treatments starting at day 20 also provided significant improvement
in skin cGVHD scores (Figure 2E), suggesting bortezomib is most
efficacious in the early phases of cGVHD pathogenesis. Therefore,
the therapeutic window of bortezomib in scleroderma cGVHD is
narrow, with medium doses being more efficacious.

Bortezomib treatment of cGVHD is correlated with lower

number of systemic and skin B cells

In addition to its effect on plasma cells,15,20 bortezomib has been
shown to inhibit activated B cells,14,21 and the pathological sig-
nificance of B cells and their dysregulation in cGVHD has been well
documented in mouse models of cGVHD, as well as correlated in
clinical cGVHD.5-8 Furthermore, donor B-cell depletion had been
proven to be sufficient to prevent cutaneousGVHD.7,9 Therefore, we
hypothesized that bortezomib could suppress B-cell responses,
resulting in protection from cGVHD pathogenesis. Activated B cells
were shown to undergo apoptosis after bortezomib treatment in vitro
(supplemental Figure 4A), and bortezomib was also capable of
inhibiting phosphorylated nuclear factor (NF)-kB subunit trans-
location into the nucleus in B cells (supplemental Figure 4B-E).
Further, bortezomib administration resulted in significant reduction
of donor derived splenic and skin B cells in vivo (Figure 3A-D).
B-cell activating factor (BAFF) expression in the affected skin areas

Figure 1. Therapeutic bortezomib administration protects mice from sclerodermatous cGVHD responses. Irradiated (800 cGy) recipient BALB/c mice received
bone marrow cells (8 million) with or without spleen cells (25 million) intravenously from donor B10.D2 mice. Mice were then randomized allocated to treat with either
vehicle (PBS) or bortezomib (0.1 mg/kg) intraperitoneally at day 20 after transplant and every 5 days thereafter. (A) Skin clinical scores (on a scale of 3.9) were evaluated
twice a week. (B) Photographs were taken at day 55 after HSCT from either bone marrow only or GVHD mice treated with vehicle or bortezomib at day 20. (C) (Upper) Pathologic
examination of skin by hematoxylin and eosin stain. (Lower) Collagen deposition and fibrosis were examined by Masson’s trichrome stain. (D) Pathological scores (on a scale of 10) were
evaluated by pathologists in a blind code fashion. Data are shown as mean 6 standard error of the mean (SEM) and analyzed by 1- or 2-way ANOVA with a Tukey post hoc test to
compare between individual groups. *P , .05, **P , .01, and ***P , .001 were considered significant. Data were collected from 2 independent experiments with 8 mice per group.
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significant improvement of inflammation, the fibrotic and hyper-
pigmentation associatedwithwell-established cGVHDdid not resolved
in some of the responders, supporting our mouse data on the beneficial
effect of early rather than late therapeutic intervention in this patient
population. Therefore, using bortezomib as an early therapeutic
regimen for cGVHD needs to be further investigated in future clinical
trials. Both clinical andmurine models resulted in concordant decreases
in B cells correlating with responses. Importantly, cGVHD protection
did not come at the expense of GVT in the mouse model, but longer
assessment is needed to ascertain if similar effects on relapse prevention
occur in the clinical study.

The long-term toxicities of any therapeutic intervention for
management of chronic diseases such as cGVHD can limit their
utilization. With regard to bortezomib’s use after HSCT, higher
doses of bortezomib induced skin tissue necrosis in the mouse
cGVHD model and early mortality in an aGVHD model (data not
shown), whereas medium doses of bortezomib provide significant
therapeutic effects, suggesting that the clinical dose of bortezomib
merits careful evaluation. Furthermore, the therapeutic effects of
bortezomib were also contingent on the timing of administration. In
cGVHD, early intervention may achieve better therapeutic effects
in sclerodermatous cGVHD responses, whereas later-stage disease
treatment may result in less effect. Although early prevention
in aGVHD may protect mice from proinflammatory cytokine-
mediated gastrointestinal toxicity,26,27 treatment of existing

aGVHD may accelerate GVHD-dependent morbidity.12 These
results indicate that differential effects of bortezomib are dependent
on the pathogenesis of either aGVHD or cGVHD. Furthermore,
although we demonstrated the therapeutic effects of bortezomib on
sclerodermatous cGHVD response, whether bortezomib can also
protect other target organs, such as the bronchiolitis obliterans,
needs further investigation.

The pathological significance of B cells in cGVHD is well doc-
umented, and a reduction in B cells was observed after bortezomib
treatment in both mouse and human patients. Germinal center B cells
have been shown to play a significant role in cGVHD pathogenesis,6,28

and our data demonstrated that bortezomib can preferentially target
germinal center B cells during B-cell reconstitution. The CD40-CD40L
interaction on germinal center B cells can activate persistent canonical
NF-kB signaling, which provides survival and proliferation signals to
B cells.29 Because bortezomib is an indirect NF-kB inhibitor, it is likely
that bortezomib induces germinal center B cells to undergo apoptosis
through NF-kB inhibition during reconstitution. BAFF is another
important cytokine to regulate B-cell homeostasis, and recent data
revealed that elevated BAFF/B-cell ratios can be found in cGVHD
patients.5,30 In our data, bortezomib successfully decreased donor-
derived B cells and BAFF expression in the skin; however, lower
B-cell counts may lead to compensatory increases in BAFF levels
in the serum. Although bortezomib had profound effects on B-cells
subsets,we cannot rule out that other immune cell subsets or cytokines

Figure 7. Treatment effects of bortezomib on clinical cGVHD human patients. A single institution pilot study of bortezomib was initiated in patients with steroid-
dependent, -intolerant, or -refractory cGVHD. (A) Patient 4 showed extensive grade III skin sclerodermatous GVHD covering .0% of the body. The abdominal region before
and after bortezomib treatments are shown. (B) Representative images of the pretreatment skin biopsies taken from the patient shown in A. (C) Immunohistochemical staining
for CD3 and CD20 in pretreatment skin biopsy samples from patient 4. (D) CBC and biochemistry data from patient 5 were collected through the trial period. (E) Total numbers
of peripheral blood B cells (CD451CD191) from 3 patients were analyzed by flow cytometry before and after bortezomib treatment. (F-G) Treg cell populations (CD41CD251

Foxp31) were analyzed by flow cytometry and shown as total numbers and percentage. All the data were collected from individual cGVHD patients that underwent bortezomib
treatment. The data are shown as mean 6 SEM and analyzed by Student t test to compare pre- and postbortezomib treatments. *P , .05 was considered significant.
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effect of early rather than late therapeutic intervention in this patient
population. Therefore, using bortezomib as an early therapeutic
regimen for cGVHD needs to be further investigated in future clinical
trials. Both clinical andmurine models resulted in concordant decreases
in B cells correlating with responses. Importantly, cGVHD protection
did not come at the expense of GVT in the mouse model, but longer
assessment is needed to ascertain if similar effects on relapse prevention
occur in the clinical study.

The long-term toxicities of any therapeutic intervention for
management of chronic diseases such as cGVHD can limit their
utilization. With regard to bortezomib’s use after HSCT, higher
doses of bortezomib induced skin tissue necrosis in the mouse
cGVHD model and early mortality in an aGVHD model (data not
shown), whereas medium doses of bortezomib provide significant
therapeutic effects, suggesting that the clinical dose of bortezomib
merits careful evaluation. Furthermore, the therapeutic effects of
bortezomib were also contingent on the timing of administration. In
cGVHD, early intervention may achieve better therapeutic effects
in sclerodermatous cGVHD responses, whereas later-stage disease
treatment may result in less effect. Although early prevention
in aGVHD may protect mice from proinflammatory cytokine-
mediated gastrointestinal toxicity,26,27 treatment of existing

aGVHD may accelerate GVHD-dependent morbidity.12 These
results indicate that differential effects of bortezomib are dependent
on the pathogenesis of either aGVHD or cGVHD. Furthermore,
although we demonstrated the therapeutic effects of bortezomib on
sclerodermatous cGHVD response, whether bortezomib can also
protect other target organs, such as the bronchiolitis obliterans,
needs further investigation.

The pathological significance of B cells in cGVHD is well doc-
umented, and a reduction in B cells was observed after bortezomib
treatment in both mouse and human patients. Germinal center B cells
have been shown to play a significant role in cGVHD pathogenesis,6,28

and our data demonstrated that bortezomib can preferentially target
germinal center B cells during B-cell reconstitution. The CD40-CD40L
interaction on germinal center B cells can activate persistent canonical
NF-kB signaling, which provides survival and proliferation signals to
B cells.29 Because bortezomib is an indirect NF-kB inhibitor, it is likely
that bortezomib induces germinal center B cells to undergo apoptosis
through NF-kB inhibition during reconstitution. BAFF is another
important cytokine to regulate B-cell homeostasis, and recent data
revealed that elevated BAFF/B-cell ratios can be found in cGVHD
patients.5,30 In our data, bortezomib successfully decreased donor-
derived B cells and BAFF expression in the skin; however, lower
B-cell counts may lead to compensatory increases in BAFF levels
in the serum. Although bortezomib had profound effects on B-cells
subsets,we cannot rule out that other immune cell subsets or cytokines

Figure 7. Treatment effects of bortezomib on clinical cGVHD human patients. A single institution pilot study of bortezomib was initiated in patients with steroid-
dependent, -intolerant, or -refractory cGVHD. (A) Patient 4 showed extensive grade III skin sclerodermatous GVHD covering .0% of the body. The abdominal region before
and after bortezomib treatments are shown. (B) Representative images of the pretreatment skin biopsies taken from the patient shown in A. (C) Immunohistochemical staining
for CD3 and CD20 in pretreatment skin biopsy samples from patient 4. (D) CBC and biochemistry data from patient 5 were collected through the trial period. (E) Total numbers
of peripheral blood B cells (CD451CD191) from 3 patients were analyzed by flow cytometry before and after bortezomib treatment. (F-G) Treg cell populations (CD41CD251

Foxp31) were analyzed by flow cytometry and shown as total numbers and percentage. All the data were collected from individual cGVHD patients that underwent bortezomib
treatment. The data are shown as mean 6 SEM and analyzed by Student t test to compare pre- and postbortezomib treatments. *P , .05 was considered significant.
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pathogenic role of these BCR-activated B-cell subsets in murine
models.56,57

Recent studies have revealed significant increases in B-cell activa-
tion in cGVHD. Compared with B cells in patients without cGVHD,
purifiedperipheral cGVHDBcellswere found tobe enlarged in size and
to contain more total protein per cell, indicating heightened metabolic
activity in vivo.58 These cells were also resistant to apoptotic death in
vitro, and addition of exogenous BAFF further augmented cell size and
attenuatedcell death.ExaminationofB-cell signalingpathwaysbywest-
ern blot demonstrated that the cell signalingmolecules protein kinase
B (Akt) and extracellular signal-regulated kinase (Erk) were constitu-
tively activated in cGVHD B cells compared with B cells in patients
without cGVHD. A relative decrease in 2 isoforms of the proapoptotic
protein Bcl2-interacting mediator of cell death (BIM) was also demon-
strated in cGVHD B cells, suggesting a mechanistic link between high
BAFF levels, aberrant B-cell signaling, and prolonged survival of
activated cells.59 Studies also demonstrated a significant increase in
B-cell signaling via the BCR pathway in patients with active cGVHD
after exposure to BCR ligand ex vivo. This increased responsiveness
to surrogate soluble antigen was related to increased levels of effector
proteins critical for downstream BCR signaling and cell activation. In
these assays, spleen tyrosine kinase (Syk) and B-linker protein (BLNK)
activation could be blocked using a small-molecule Syk inhibitor,
fostamatinib (Rigel Pharmaceuticals), suggesting potential therapeutic
use in cGVHD. Because Syk is required for positive selection of
immature/transitional B cells into the recirculating B-cell pool,60 the
reliance of cGVHD B cells on Syk activation affirms the importance
of the BCR signaling pathway on promotion of B cells in cGVHD.
The effect of BAFF and/or BCR blockade on the recovery of a func-
tional B-cell compartment after HSCT remains to be tested.

Increased activation and survival of cGVHD B cells has also been
linked to Bruton tyrosine kinase (Btk), another critical molecule in
the BCR signaling pathway.61 As with Syk blockade, treatment with
ibrutinib (Pharmacyclics), aBtk inhibitor, blockedBtkanddownstream
activation of phospholipase C gamma2 (PLCg2) in cGVHD patient
B cells, further suggesting that increased BCR activation contrib-
utes to cGVHD pathology. Figure 2 summarizes the B-cell sig-
naling pathways that have been shown to be activated in cGVHD.
Taken together, these studies suggest that both BAFF- and BCR-
associated signaling pathways likely cooperate to prime cGVHD-
mediating B cells for survival and antigen responsiveness.59,61,62

Although constitutive Akt and Erk signaling found in cGVHD B cells
may be because of either BAFF or BCR signaling, decreased expres-
sion of Bim appears to be related primarily to BAFF signaling. Syk,
BLNK, andBtk are primarily activated byBCRsignaling inBcells, but
Syk may also be required for BAFF signaling under certain circum-
stances.63 Selective targeting of B-cell signaling pathways has been
shown to be an effective therapeutic approach in patients with various
B-cell malignancies. The preclinical studies summarized previously
suggest that selective inhibition of these pathwaysmay also be effective
in patients with cGVHD.

Evidence now also points to signaling defects in B-cell subsets with
immune regulatory capacity. Interleukin-10 production by so-called
B10 cells was recently found to be dampened in patients with active
cGVHD. Interestingly, B10 cells produced via Toll-like receptor 9
stimulation from active cGVHDbut not from non-cGVHDpatients had
a significantly diminished capacity to phosphorylate Erk.43 The B10
subsets identified in cGVHD include CD24HiCD271 B cells, pre-
viously identified in healthy individuals,64 and a PB-like population,
similar to one previously identified inmice.65 Both subsets areCD271

and, like other B10 cells, likely antigen dependent (Figure 1A).66 Taken
together, these recent studies reinforce the notion that function cannot be

presumed based on cell surface phenotype alone. Additional studies are
required to functionally distinguish B10 cells that potentially mitigate
cGVHD from constitutively activated B-cell subsets that are potentially
pathogenic.

In summary, the postallogeneicHSCTmilieu has unique potential
for production of B-cell allo- and autoreactivity. How B cells and/or
the antibodies they produce potentially contribute to cGVHD initiation
and progression in conjunction with T cells is an area of active
investigation.8-10,67 Achievement of B-cell tolerance after HSCT is
imperative, but challenging in the context of naive B-cell lymphopenia,
persistent stimulation by alloantigen, and infectious and inflammatory
signals.19 Current data suggest a critical breakdown in peripheral
B-cell tolerance in patients with cGVHDwhere increased responsive-
ness to antigen via BCR is associated with poor recovery of the naive
B-cell compartment and increased B-cell survival. Defects in the
recovery of B cells with regulatory functions may also contribute to
abnormal B-cell homeostasis after HSCT. New strategies to block
BAFF-mediated survival, augment B-cell lymphopoiesis, and
restore normal B-cell homeostasis after HSCT will require further
examination in preclinical studies. Additionally, further character-
ization of the functional capacities of aberrantly activated B-cell
subsets from cGVHD patients and testing of novel targeted agents in
relevant murine models will help guide the clinical development of
urgently needed preventative and curative therapies.
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Figure 2. Aberrant B-cell signaling in active cGVHD. B cells in cGVHD exhibit
increased constitutive signaling through Erk and Akt that is also associated with
decreased levels of proapoptotic Bim. Aberrant BAFF-associated signaling is
associated with a heightened metabolic state and resistance to apoptosis.
Constitutive BCR-associated signaling in cGVHD B cells is associated with
increased responsiveness to surrogate antigen ex vivo, suggesting a mecha-
nistic link between elevated BAFF levels and aberrant B-cell survival. After
initiation of BCR signaling, cGVHD B cells exhibited increased BLNK and Syk
phosphorylation compared with B cells from patients without cGVHD. Shaded
pathways are common to BAFF and BCR signaling. Unshaded pathways are
specific for BCR signaling.
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Introduction
Chronic graft-versus-host disease !cGVHD" is a primary cause 
of nonrelapse mortality after allogeneic hematopoietic stem cell 
transplantation !HSCT" !#$%". Drug therapy for cGVHD has been 
predominantly limited to steroids and calcineurin inhibitors, 
which are incompletely e&ective and associated with infections 
as well as long-term risks of toxicity !'". Novel therapeutics that 

pinpoint pathogenic immune subsets might control cGVHD yet 
preserve immune e&ector functions.

In contrast to acute GVHD, cGVHD is a relatively acellu-
lar process that has (brosis as a dominant feature. The speci(c 
immune phenomena that underlie cGVHD are variable; how-
ever, recent studies show that B cells, in addition to speci(c CD%)  
T cell subsets, are key mediators of cGVHD !*$+". It has been dem-
onstrated that pathogenic antibody deposition occurs in human 
cGVHD !,$#-". A network of alloreactive T helper cells, including 
Th#, Th-, Th#., and T follicular helper !T/" cells, in(ltrate tissues 
and produce a milieu of e&ector cytokines resulting in antibody 
deposition, tissue (brosis, and autoimmunity !*, +, #0$#'".

Many of the cellular activation and e&ector functions of these 
lymphoid subsets can be molecularly tethered to Bruton’s tyrosine 
kinase !BTK" and IL1- inducible T cell kinase !ITK" !#*, #.". BTK 
and ITK are highly conserved Tec family kinases that propagate 
immune receptor-based signaling in B and T lymphocytes, respec-
tively !#*". These molecules are activated upstream by SRC family 
kinases and, upon autophosphorylation, drive downstream acti-

Chronic graft-versus-host disease (cGVHD) is a life-threatening impediment to allogeneic hematopoietic stem cell 
transplantation, and current therapies do not completely prevent and/or treat cGVHD. CD4+ T cells and B cells mediate 
cGVHD; therefore, targeting these populations may inhibit cGVHD pathogenesis. Ibrutinib is an FDA-approved irreversible 
inhibitor of Bruton’s tyrosine kinase (BTK) and IL-2 inducible T cell kinase (ITK) that targets Th2 cells and B cells and 
produces durable remissions in B cell malignancies with minimal toxicity. Here, we evaluated whether ibrutinib could 
reverse established cGVHD in 2 complementary murine models, a model interrogating T cell–driven sclerodermatous 
cGVHD and an alloantibody-driven multiorgan system cGVHD model that induces bronchiolar obliterans (BO). In the 
T cell–mediated sclerodermatous cGVHD model, ibrutinib treatment delayed progression, improved survival, and 
ameliorated clinical and pathological manifestations. In the alloantibody-driven cGVHD model, ibrutinib treatment 
restored pulmonary function and reduced germinal center reactions and tissue immunoglobulin deposition. Animals 
lacking BTK and ITK did not develop cGVHD, indicating that these molecules are critical to cGVHD development. 
Furthermore, ibrutinib treatment reduced activation of T and B cells from patients with active cGVHD. Our data 
demonstrate that B cells and T cells drive cGVHD and suggest that ibrutinib has potential as a therapeutic agent, 
warranting consideration for cGVHD clinical trials.
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model, which develops bronchiolar obliterans !BO" syndrome 
and multiorgan cGVHD without skin involvement !#, $$". In this 
model, ibrutinib blocked germinal center !GC" formation and Ig 
deposition, reduced tissue %brosis, and reversed BO-associated 
pulmonary dysfunction. Genetic studies con%rmed that ITK and 
BTK are independently critical for the development of cGVHD. 
These data strongly support the clinical investigation of ibrutinib 
as a novel therapeutic strategy for the treatment of cGVHD.

Results
Therapeutic administration of ibrutinib limits the development of 
sclerodermatous lesions in a murine cGVHD model. To assess the 
e&cacy of ibrutinib as a therapeutic intervention for cGVHD, 
we used the LP/JĺC'#BL/( model of sclerodermatous cGVHD, 
which develops dermal lesions characterized by hair loss, redness, 
)aking, scabbing, hunched posture, and thickened skin !$*". In 
this murine model, symptoms become apparent between days *+ 
and *' and peak between days $# and ,# after HSCT. Ibrutinib or 
vehicle treatment was initiated in randomized cohorts at day *', 
after the initial clinical signs of cGVHD !weight loss, hair loss, skin 
redness/)aking, hunched posture, or immobility" were visible in 
the majority !#*-" of mice. Upon inspection at day $. !/, days 
after starting therapy", ibrutinib-treated mice clearly lacked the 
sclerodermatous lesions, hair loss, hunched posture, and scabbing 
that were observed in both the vehicle and cyclosporine treatment 
groups !Figure /A". The development of cGVHD in this model was 
not e0ectively constrained by /+ mg/kg/d cyclosporine therapy 
that is T cell immune suppressive !Supplemental Figure /; supple-
mental material available online with this article; doi:/+.//#*/
JCI#'$*1DS/". Histology of representative skin lesions obtained 

vation of NF-țB, MAPK, and nuclear factor of activated T cells 
!NFAT" in lymphocytes, resulting in cellular activation, release of 
soluble e0ector molecules, and rapid proliferation !/1". Antibody 
production by B cells hinges upon the function of BTK !/#". Where-
as Th/, Treg, and CD12 e0ector T cells have both ITK and resting 
lymphocyte kinase !RLK, aka TXK" to drive activation, epigenetic 
evolution of Th* and Th/# cells conserves a singular dominant 
role for ITK !/.3*,". This TEC-kinase pro%le di0erence provides 
an avenue to selectively target T cell subsets potentially highly rel-
evant to cGVHD. However, to date, the individual impact of BTK 
or ITK on the development of cGVHD is unknown.

Ibrutinib is a %rst-in-class irreversible inhibitor of BTK and 
ITK that blocks downstream immune receptor activation !*'3*#". 
Numerous in vitro and in vivo studies con%rm the speci%c activ-
ity and clinical safety of ibrutinib for the treatment of speci%c 
TEC-kinase–dependent malignancies !*13$/". Since ibrutinib 
can block the activation of B cells via BTK inhibition as well as 
speci%c T helper subsets that drive the development of cGVHD 
via ITK inhibition, we hypothesized that it may be ideally suited 
to the treatment of cGVHD.

To study the multifaceted e0ects of this inhibitor in vivo and 
interrogate the activity of both T and B cells in the development of 
multiorgan systemic cGVHD, we used * complementary murine 
allogeneic HSCT models representing sclerodermatous and non-
sclerodermatous cGVHD manifestations. Here, we show that 
ibrutinib treatment ameliorates the progression of cGVHD in the 
LP/JĺC'#BL/( T cell–dependent murine model of scleroderma-
tous cGVHD, reducing skin lesions, hair loss, and lymphohistio-
cytic in%ltration !$*". Therapeutic administration of ibrutinib also 
proved e0ective at combating cGVHD in the C'#BL/(ĺB/+.BR  

Figure 1. Scleroderma and skin manifestations of cGVHD are alleviated by ibrutinib therapy. At day 25 after HSCT, a total of 18 mice (from 2 independent 
experiments) were randomly assigned to ibrutinib (25 mg/kg/d), 18 to vehicle, and 11 to cyclosporine (10 mg/kg/d). Sclerodermatous lesions, hair loss, 
hunched posture, and gaunt appearance are characteristic visual indicators of cGVHD in this model. (A) Representative visual analysis of 4 randomly select-
ed mice at day 39 after HSCT. (B) H&E-stained skin preparations of sclerodermatous skin lesions showing levels of dermal fibrosis, epidermal hyperplasia, 
serocellular crusting, erosion, and lymphohistiocytic infiltration, consistent with cGVHD. Original magnification, 4200. (C) Pathologic cGVHD involvement of 
the skin was independently assessed on a scale from 0 to 8 for each mouse. Cohort averages are displayed. *P < 0.05. Error bars indicate SEM.
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plasma cells, and histiocytes surrounding bronchioles and small 
caliber vessels throughout the pulmonary parenchyma and within 
the renal interstitium. Immunohistochemistry revealed B!!"#  
B cell and CD$# T cell pulmonary in%ltration in addition to CD$#  
T cell renal in%ltration in both the vehicle and cyclosporine groups, 
which was not observed in ibrutinib treatment groups &Figure $A  
and Supplemental Figure '(. Coded pathologic analysis con-
%rmed that ibrutinib improved systemic cGVHD in this model  
&P ) ".""** for lung and P ) "."+!, for kidney( &Figure $, B and C, 
and Supplemental Figures * and +"(.

Maximum ibrutinib therapeutic bene!t in sclerodermatous cGVHD 
requires prolonged administration. To understand the sustained 
therapeutic bene%ts of ibrutinib and the potential consequences 
of drug withdrawal, we conducted an additional long-term thera-
peutic experiment &Figure $D(. Once again, ibrutinib signi%cantly 
limited cGVHD progression as compared with vehicle control  
&P ) ".""+*(. We also found that withdrawal of therapy at day -" 
permitted clinical breakthrough cGVHD in a single mouse &+ of -(;  
however, this was not statistically signi%cant. A similar trend was 
observed by external cGVHD scoring &Supplemental Figure ++(. 
Analysis of internal cGVHD pathology within the pulmonary and 
renal tissues on day ./ suggested that continuous long-term ibru-
tinib was more e0ective at controlling cGVHD; notably, internal 
pathology of the lung and kidney was not curtailed in BM-only 
recipients, indicating that certain cGVHD internal pathology in 
this model persists despite the elimination of T cells from the graft 
similar to what is observed in human allo-HSCT recipients &Sup-
plemental Figure +!, A and B(. Prophylactic ibrutinib treatment 
initiated pre-HSCT at day –! and concluded at day !/ did not yield 
a signi%cant improvement in cGVHD progression &Supplemental 
Figure +$(, suggesting that ibrutinib will be most e0ective when T 
and B cell responses are more fully developed.

Therapeutic administration of ibrutinib ameliorates pulmonary 
!brosis and the development of BO. cGVHD is characterized by a wide 
variety of autoimmune manifestations that are incompletely reca-
pitulated by any single in vivo animal model. Recently published 
consensus criterion from the NIH considers BO the only pathogno-
monic manifestation of lung cGVHD &$/(. The C/.BL/-ĺB+".BR  

at day -" from vehicle- or cyclosporine-treated mice con%rmed 
dermal %brosis, epidermal hyperplasia, serocellular crusting, ero-
sion, and lymphohistiocytic in%ltration, which were not observed 
in skin samples from the ibrutinib-treated group &Figure +, B and 
C, and Supplemental Figures ! and $(.

Ibrutinib improves sclerodermatous cGVHD progression-free 
survival and diminishes clinical and histopathological evidence of 
cGVHD. To de%ne cGVHD severity and progression in the LP/Jĺ 
C/.BL/- model, we used a scoring system that quantitatively 
grades cGVHD metrics including the following: body weight, pos-
ture, mobility, hair loss, skin lesions, and vitality on a scale from 
" to +* by a consistent and trained unbiased observer in a coded 
&blinded( manner &Supplemental Table + and ref. $,(. Overall, .!1 
of mice &$, of ,.( had active cGVHD on day !/, and the randomly 
assigned cohorts were very similar in initial &day !/( cGVHD score 
&ibrutinib ) +./, vehicle ) +, cyclosporine ) !.* of a possible +*(. 
Using these metrics, we found that mice treated with ibrutinib sig-
ni%cantly reduced the overall intensity of cGVHD compared with 
vehicle treatment &P ) "."+',( &Figure !A, Supplemental Table +, 
and Supplemental Figure ,(. Chronic GVHD progression in this 
model is de%ned as a greater than !-point increase in cGVHD 
score from the initiation of therapy &Supplemental Table +(. Data 
derived from ! independent experiments show that ibrutinib sig-
ni%cantly extended median time to cGVHD progression by +, 
days; moreover, $$1 &- of +'( of ibrutinib-treated mice remained 
progression free compared with +!1 &! of +'( receiving vehicle  
&P 2 "."!( &Figure !B and Supplemental Figure /(. During the 
study period, we observed +""1 survival in the ibrutinib cohort 
compared with '!1 and ''1 survival for cyclosporine and vehicle 
groups, respectively, which was not signi%cant &Supplemental Fig-
ure -(. Weekly evaluation of mouse body weights revealed little 
variation between groups &Supplemental Figure .(.

In addition to the externally measurable cGVHD metrics, we 
demonstrated that the LP/JĺC/.BL/- model consistently devel-
ops pulmonary and renal cGVHD among other cGVHD patholo-
gies that are infrequently observed. Evaluation of H&E-stained 
sections revealed that, compared with vehicle controls, ibrutinib 
therapy reduced cGVHD-related aggregation of lymphocytes, 

Figure 2. Ibrutinib inhibits autoimmune manifestations of cGVHD. (A) Weekly blinded analysis of cGVHD external metrics including weight, posture, 
vitality, mobility, coat, and skin in all mice from 2 independent experiments (18 vehicle and 18 ibrutinib) (Supplemental Table 1). All cGVHD scores were 
corrected for individual scores at the beginning of treatment (day 25). Error bars indicate SEM. *P < 0.01. (B) Kaplan-Meier plot of cGVHD progres-
sion–free survival. Data are derived from 2 independent experiments. Progression is defined as a greater than 2-point increase in day 25 cGVHD score 
(Supplemental Table 1) *P < 0.01.
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plasma cells, and histiocytes surrounding bronchioles and small 
caliber vessels throughout the pulmonary parenchyma and within 
the renal interstitium. Immunohistochemistry revealed B!!"#  
B cell and CD$# T cell pulmonary in%ltration in addition to CD$#  
T cell renal in%ltration in both the vehicle and cyclosporine groups, 
which was not observed in ibrutinib treatment groups &Figure $A  
and Supplemental Figure '(. Coded pathologic analysis con-
%rmed that ibrutinib improved systemic cGVHD in this model  
&P ) ".""** for lung and P ) "."+!, for kidney( &Figure $, B and C, 
and Supplemental Figures * and +"(.

Maximum ibrutinib therapeutic bene!t in sclerodermatous cGVHD 
requires prolonged administration. To understand the sustained 
therapeutic bene%ts of ibrutinib and the potential consequences 
of drug withdrawal, we conducted an additional long-term thera-
peutic experiment &Figure $D(. Once again, ibrutinib signi%cantly 
limited cGVHD progression as compared with vehicle control  
&P ) ".""+*(. We also found that withdrawal of therapy at day -" 
permitted clinical breakthrough cGVHD in a single mouse &+ of -(;  
however, this was not statistically signi%cant. A similar trend was 
observed by external cGVHD scoring &Supplemental Figure ++(. 
Analysis of internal cGVHD pathology within the pulmonary and 
renal tissues on day ./ suggested that continuous long-term ibru-
tinib was more e0ective at controlling cGVHD; notably, internal 
pathology of the lung and kidney was not curtailed in BM-only 
recipients, indicating that certain cGVHD internal pathology in 
this model persists despite the elimination of T cells from the graft 
similar to what is observed in human allo-HSCT recipients &Sup-
plemental Figure +!, A and B(. Prophylactic ibrutinib treatment 
initiated pre-HSCT at day –! and concluded at day !/ did not yield 
a signi%cant improvement in cGVHD progression &Supplemental 
Figure +$(, suggesting that ibrutinib will be most e0ective when T 
and B cell responses are more fully developed.

Therapeutic administration of ibrutinib ameliorates pulmonary 
!brosis and the development of BO. cGVHD is characterized by a wide 
variety of autoimmune manifestations that are incompletely reca-
pitulated by any single in vivo animal model. Recently published 
consensus criterion from the NIH considers BO the only pathogno-
monic manifestation of lung cGVHD &$/(. The C/.BL/-ĺB+".BR  

at day -" from vehicle- or cyclosporine-treated mice con%rmed 
dermal %brosis, epidermal hyperplasia, serocellular crusting, ero-
sion, and lymphohistiocytic in%ltration, which were not observed 
in skin samples from the ibrutinib-treated group &Figure +, B and 
C, and Supplemental Figures ! and $(.

Ibrutinib improves sclerodermatous cGVHD progression-free 
survival and diminishes clinical and histopathological evidence of 
cGVHD. To de%ne cGVHD severity and progression in the LP/Jĺ 
C/.BL/- model, we used a scoring system that quantitatively 
grades cGVHD metrics including the following: body weight, pos-
ture, mobility, hair loss, skin lesions, and vitality on a scale from 
" to +* by a consistent and trained unbiased observer in a coded 
&blinded( manner &Supplemental Table + and ref. $,(. Overall, .!1 
of mice &$, of ,.( had active cGVHD on day !/, and the randomly 
assigned cohorts were very similar in initial &day !/( cGVHD score 
&ibrutinib ) +./, vehicle ) +, cyclosporine ) !.* of a possible +*(. 
Using these metrics, we found that mice treated with ibrutinib sig-
ni%cantly reduced the overall intensity of cGVHD compared with 
vehicle treatment &P ) "."+',( &Figure !A, Supplemental Table +, 
and Supplemental Figure ,(. Chronic GVHD progression in this 
model is de%ned as a greater than !-point increase in cGVHD 
score from the initiation of therapy &Supplemental Table +(. Data 
derived from ! independent experiments show that ibrutinib sig-
ni%cantly extended median time to cGVHD progression by +, 
days; moreover, $$1 &- of +'( of ibrutinib-treated mice remained 
progression free compared with +!1 &! of +'( receiving vehicle  
&P 2 "."!( &Figure !B and Supplemental Figure /(. During the 
study period, we observed +""1 survival in the ibrutinib cohort 
compared with '!1 and ''1 survival for cyclosporine and vehicle 
groups, respectively, which was not signi%cant &Supplemental Fig-
ure -(. Weekly evaluation of mouse body weights revealed little 
variation between groups &Supplemental Figure .(.

In addition to the externally measurable cGVHD metrics, we 
demonstrated that the LP/JĺC/.BL/- model consistently devel-
ops pulmonary and renal cGVHD among other cGVHD patholo-
gies that are infrequently observed. Evaluation of H&E-stained 
sections revealed that, compared with vehicle controls, ibrutinib 
therapy reduced cGVHD-related aggregation of lymphocytes, 

Figure 2. Ibrutinib inhibits autoimmune manifestations of cGVHD. (A) Weekly blinded analysis of cGVHD external metrics including weight, posture, 
vitality, mobility, coat, and skin in all mice from 2 independent experiments (18 vehicle and 18 ibrutinib) (Supplemental Table 1). All cGVHD scores were 
corrected for individual scores at the beginning of treatment (day 25). Error bars indicate SEM. *P < 0.01. (B) Kaplan-Meier plot of cGVHD progres-
sion–free survival. Data are derived from 2 independent experiments. Progression is defined as a greater than 2-point increase in day 25 cGVHD score 
(Supplemental Table 1) *P < 0.01.
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Introduction
Chronic graft-versus-host disease !cGVHD" is a primary cause 
of nonrelapse mortality after allogeneic hematopoietic stem cell 
transplantation !HSCT" !#$%". Drug therapy for cGVHD has been 
predominantly limited to steroids and calcineurin inhibitors, 
which are incompletely e&ective and associated with infections 
as well as long-term risks of toxicity !'". Novel therapeutics that 

pinpoint pathogenic immune subsets might control cGVHD yet 
preserve immune e&ector functions.

In contrast to acute GVHD, cGVHD is a relatively acellu-
lar process that has (brosis as a dominant feature. The speci(c 
immune phenomena that underlie cGVHD are variable; how-
ever, recent studies show that B cells, in addition to speci(c CD%)  
T cell subsets, are key mediators of cGVHD !*$+". It has been dem-
onstrated that pathogenic antibody deposition occurs in human 
cGVHD !,$#-". A network of alloreactive T helper cells, including 
Th#, Th-, Th#., and T follicular helper !T/" cells, in(ltrate tissues 
and produce a milieu of e&ector cytokines resulting in antibody 
deposition, tissue (brosis, and autoimmunity !*, +, #0$#'".

Many of the cellular activation and e&ector functions of these 
lymphoid subsets can be molecularly tethered to Bruton’s tyrosine 
kinase !BTK" and IL1- inducible T cell kinase !ITK" !#*, #.". BTK 
and ITK are highly conserved Tec family kinases that propagate 
immune receptor-based signaling in B and T lymphocytes, respec-
tively !#*". These molecules are activated upstream by SRC family 
kinases and, upon autophosphorylation, drive downstream acti-
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transplantation, and current therapies do not completely prevent and/or treat cGVHD. CD4+ T cells and B cells mediate 
cGVHD; therefore, targeting these populations may inhibit cGVHD pathogenesis. Ibrutinib is an FDA-approved irreversible 
inhibitor of Bruton’s tyrosine kinase (BTK) and IL-2 inducible T cell kinase (ITK) that targets Th2 cells and B cells and 
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py !Supplemental Figure "#$. Day –% to day %& prophylactic admin-
istration of ibrutinib in this model also did not e'ectively combat 
cGVHD or BO !data not shown$. Overall, these data indicate that 
ibrutinib therapy reduces the underlying (brotic pathogenesis of 
BO in the C)*BL/#ĺB"+.BR cGVHD model.

Ibrutinib limits in vivo GC reactions and Ig deposition in pulmo-
nary tissues. Ibrutinib’s ability to block B cell receptor–induced 
!BCR-induced$ activation of BTK is well de(ned; however, it 
remains unclear whether GC reactions are e'ectively inhibited. 
To study this, we utilized the C)*BL/#ĺB"+.BR mouse model 
in which robust GC reactions sustain pathogenic B lymphocytes 
and lead to Ig deposition within the liver and lungs and the devel-
opment of BO. Peanut agglutinin staining revealed GC reactions 
within the spleen, and ibrutinib therapy reduced the overall size, 
cellularity, and number of GC reactions compared with those of 
vehicle-treated mice with active cGVHD !P , +.++"$ !Figure ), A 
and B$. On day #+ after HSCT, isolated splenocytes from chime-
ras were analyzed by -ow cytometry for CD"./GL*/CD0&lo GC  

model develops multiorgan system disease including BO start-
ing at day %& after HSCT. Therapeutic administration of ibruti-
nib beginning at day %& and continuing inde(nitely curtailed the 
development of BO in vivo as measured by pulmonary resistance 
!P 1 +.++.+$, elastance !P 1 +.++".$, and compliance !P 1 +.++*"$ 
!Figure 2, A3C$. Masson trichrome staining of in-ated pulmonary 
tissues from 2 mice derived from 0 experiments revealed less 
peribroncheolar collagen (brosis among ibrutinib-treated ani-
mals !Figure 2D$ and a signi(cant reduction in pulmonary (brosis  
!P , +.+++"$ !Figure 2E$. We observed "++4 survival in the ibru-
tinib cohort versus .)4 in the vehicle group !Supplemental Figure 
"2$. Weekly evaluation of mouse body weight revealed little varia-
tion between groups !Supplemental Figure ")$. To examine the 
sustained bene(t of ibrutinib therapy, we conducted a separate set 
of experiments in which mice were withdrawn from ibrutinib on 
day )# after transplant. Pulmonary function tests !PFTs$ at day #+ 
and day .+ revealed that short-term ibrutinib therapy caused an 
eventual loss of bene(t, supporting the need for continued thera-

Figure 3. Ibrutinib therapy prevents autoimmune injury in a T cell–dependent model of cGVHD. (A) Representative images from H&E-, B220-, or CD3-
stained lung and kidney tissues from mice sacrificed at day 125 after HSCT from 6 mice/group. Images were taken by a trained veterinary pathologist who 
was blinded to animal cohorts. Original magnification, !200. (B) Blinded pathologic analysis of H&E-stained lung tissues obtained from cGVHD cohorts  
(18 vehicle and 18 ibrutinib). Lymphohistiocytic infiltration was graded on a 0 to 4 scale for each animal. (C) Blinded pathologic analysis of H&E-stained 
kidney tissues obtained from cGVHD cohorts. Portal hepatitis and vasculitis were graded on a 0 to 4 scale for each animal. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01.  
(D) Kaplan-Meier plot of cGVHD progression-free survival in an independent experiment aimed to determine sustained benefits from continued ibrutinib 
therapy. During the course of the experiment, ibrutinib was withdrawn on day 60 from animals in the Ibrutinib (day 25 to day 60) cohort. **P < 0.001.
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Chronic GVHD sustaining T cells in this model originate from 
mature lymphocytes in the donor cell graft. To recapitulate the 
e!ect of ITK inhibition within these cGVHD-causative T lympho-
cytes, we administered Itk–/– splenic T cells along with BM from 
WT mice to allogeneic recipients. Day "# PFTs including resis-
tance, elastance, and compliance were uniformly and signi$cantly 
%P & #.##'(; P & #.##)*; P & #.###+, reduced in mice receiving 
Itk–/– versus WT splenic T cells and comparable to non-cGVHD, 
BM-only controls %Figure ",. These data reveal that T cell ITK 
activity is necessary for the development of cGVHD.

Data from both models implicates hyperreactive BTK in B 
cells isolated from both cGVHD models %Supplemental Figure 
'-,. To genetically con$rm the role of BTK signaling in cGVHD, 
we infused XID BM along with WT splenic T cells to mimic BTK 
inhibition. PFTs conducted at day "# after HSCT revealed that 
BTK activity was essential to the development of BO %Figure -,. 
Pulmonary resistance, elastance, and compliance were signi$-
cantly reduced in recipients of WT T cells and XID versus WT BM 
%P & #.##).; P & #.##).; P & #.#(/", and comparable to XID or 
WT BM-only controls.

Ibrutinib blocks T and B cell activation in samples obtained 
from patients with active cGVHD. Our data con$rm that BTK and 
ITK are critical to the development of cGVHD and that ibrutinib 
works to alleviate the symptoms associated with severe cGVHD 
in murine models. To con$rm that this e!ect is not restricted to 
mouse models, we tested the e!ects of ibrutinib on CD( T and  

B cells. Ibrutinib signi$cantly inhibited the cGVHD-induced for-
mation of GCs within the spleen %P & #.#))), to numbers compa-
rable to those in the no cGVHD, BM only control %Figure .C,.

The functional product of alloreactive GC B cells is secreted 
Ig, which deposits within healthy tissues. In the C.-BL/"ĺB'#.BR  
cGVHD model, BO is inextricably related to the deposition of sol-
uble Ig within pulmonary tissues and the $brotic cascade that this 
initiates. By blocking B cell reactivity, ibrutinib limited pulmonary 
deposition of Ig as quanti$ed at day "# after HSCT using immuno-
0uorescent microscopy %Figure .D,. Quanti$cation of the immu-
no0uorescent signal revealed elimination of pulmonary Ig deposi-
tion after therapeutic ibrutinib treatment %P 1 #.##', %Figure .E,. 
Together, these data con$rm that a clinically relevant downstream 
e!ect of ibrutinib therapy in the setting of cGVHD is the blockade 
of Ig deposition within healthy tissues.

Genetic ablation of BTK or ITK activity in allogeneic donor cell 
engraftment con!rms that both TEC kinases are required for the 
development of cGVHD. The XID mouse in which the kinase activ-
ity of BTK is genetically abrogated and the Itk–/– mouse have been 
fully characterized on the C.-BL/" genetic background %+", +-,. 
Given ibrutinib’s ability to inhibit both ITK and BTK, we sought to 
examine the relative independent contributions of ITK and BTK 
to the development of cGVHD. We therefore examined pulmo-
nary function at day "# after HSCT, as this represents a primary 
functional measurement of cGVHD-induced lung injury and 
$brosis in the C.-BL/"ĺB'#.BR model.

Figure 4. Collagen deposition and pulmonary function are improved in a murine model of bronchiolitis obliterans. (A–C) PFTs were performed at day 
60 after transplant on anesthetized animals. Animals (n = 4/group) were artificially ventilated and (A) resistance, (B) elastance, and (C) compliance were 
measured as parameters of distress in lung function in animals receiving 5 ! 106 splenocytes (S) in addition to BM. Error bars indicate SEM. (D and E) Col-
lagen deposition within pulmonary tissues was determined with a Masson trichrome staining kit; blue indicates collagen deposition. (D) Representative 
images of collagen deposition observed in each treatment cohort (n = 8). Blue staining represents Masson trichrome–stained collagen. Original magnifica-
tion, 2200. (E) Quantification of collaged deposition (n = 8) as a ratio of blue area to total area of tissue was performed with the analysis tool in Photoshop 
CS3. Representative data from 3 independent experiments. *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001.
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Ig, which deposits within healthy tissues. In the C.-BL/"ĺB'#.BR  
cGVHD model, BO is inextricably related to the deposition of sol-
uble Ig within pulmonary tissues and the $brotic cascade that this 
initiates. By blocking B cell reactivity, ibrutinib limited pulmonary 
deposition of Ig as quanti$ed at day "# after HSCT using immuno-
0uorescent microscopy %Figure .D,. Quanti$cation of the immu-
no0uorescent signal revealed elimination of pulmonary Ig deposi-
tion after therapeutic ibrutinib treatment %P 1 #.##', %Figure .E,. 
Together, these data con$rm that a clinically relevant downstream 
e!ect of ibrutinib therapy in the setting of cGVHD is the blockade 
of Ig deposition within healthy tissues.

Genetic ablation of BTK or ITK activity in allogeneic donor cell 
engraftment con!rms that both TEC kinases are required for the 
development of cGVHD. The XID mouse in which the kinase activ-
ity of BTK is genetically abrogated and the Itk–/– mouse have been 
fully characterized on the C.-BL/" genetic background %+", +-,. 
Given ibrutinib’s ability to inhibit both ITK and BTK, we sought to 
examine the relative independent contributions of ITK and BTK 
to the development of cGVHD. We therefore examined pulmo-
nary function at day "# after HSCT, as this represents a primary 
functional measurement of cGVHD-induced lung injury and 
$brosis in the C.-BL/"ĺB'#.BR model.

Figure 4. Collagen deposition and pulmonary function are improved in a murine model of bronchiolitis obliterans. (A–C) PFTs were performed at day 
60 after transplant on anesthetized animals. Animals (n = 4/group) were artificially ventilated and (A) resistance, (B) elastance, and (C) compliance were 
measured as parameters of distress in lung function in animals receiving 5 ! 106 splenocytes (S) in addition to BM. Error bars indicate SEM. (D and E) Col-
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•  186	  subjects*	  with	  newly	  diagnosed	  moderate/severe	  cGVHD,	  
randomized	  in	  a	  1:1	  raFo	  to	  receive	  ibruFnib+prednisone	  (Arm	  A)	  
Vs	  placebo+prednisone	  (Arm	  B).	  	  

•  Primary	  EP:	  ORR	  at	  24	  weeks	  
•  Sec	  EP	  corFcosteroid	  dose	  reducFon,	  withdrawal	  of	  all	  

immunosuppressants	  and	  OS	  	  
•  *Assuming	  a	  30%	  RR	  at	  24	  weeks	  for	  Arm	  B,	  with	  80%	  power	  to	  

detect	  a	  20%	  difference	  btw	  the	  two	  arms.	  	  

Phase	  3	  internaFonal,	  randomized,	  double-‐
blind	  study	  of	  ibruFnib	  plus	  PDN	  vs	  placebo	  

plus	  PDN	  in	  new	  onset	  cGVHD	  



Can we estimate a realistic RR  in 
cGVHD, according to the NIH criteria? 

•  Based on a set of objective measures, 
37% of the patients (290) achieved CR 
or PR, whereas clinicians reported an 

overall (PR+CR) response rate of 71%.  

*PALMER	  BBMT	  2012	  	  

Poor	  Agreement	  between	  Clinician	  Response	  Ra;ngs	  and	  Calculated	  Response	  
Measures	  in	  Pa;ents	  with	  Chronic	  GraG-‐	  versus-‐host	  Disease*	  



Changes in objective response measures, 
according to NIH criteria, can predict 
the hard outcomes (OS, PFS,QOL)? 

Figure 2.
Survival outcomes according to overall response at 6 months. (A) Overall survival. (B)
Nonrelapse mortality. P values are derived from the adjusted Cox model.
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compared with three of 13 (23%) subjects with sub-
acute lung injury $24 months in duration; P 5 .59.
Age did not affect the likelihood of response. Four
of 10 (40%) patients\30 years in age responded, com-
pared with six of 21 (29%) patients $30 years in age
(P 5 .82). Likewise, there was no difference in re-
sponse based on stem cell source, with responses noted
in four of nine (44%) patients receiving marrow grafts,
compared with six of 22 (27%) patients receiving pe-
ripheral stem cells as their donor source (P 5 .60).

Ten subjects (31%)met the secondary response cri-
teria, defined by their response at week 8 (group A) or
week 20 (group B). Six (35%) group B subjects had re-
sponded by week 12, increasing to eight responses
(47%) by week 20; P 5 0.94. For both subject groups
(A and B), we were unable to assess the durability of re-
sponse at later time points, as additional modifications
in immunosuppressive therapy had been allowed.

Twenty-one of the 34 (62%) subjects enrolled
remain alive, 2.5 to 9.6 years status posttherapy. Esti-
mated 5-year survival from study entry was 61%
(95% confidence interval [CI], 46%-80%) for all sub-
jects. Estimated 5-year survival rates for subjects
treated on group A and group B therapy were 64%
and 56%, respectively (P5 .70) (Figure 2A). Likewise,
5-year survival estimates for subjects treated with RLD
was 44%, compared with 67% for those treated for
OLD (P 5 .19) (Figure 2B). Among the 31 patients
who completed therapy, 5-year survival estimates
were 90% (95% CI, 73%-100%) for 10 patients who
responded to therapy, compared with 55% (95% CI,
37%-83%) for the 21 patients that failed to meet re-
sponse criteria; P 5 .07 (Figure 2C).

Toxicity

Etanercept dosing was well tolerated, with therapy
completed in all 14 patients in group A and 17 of
20 group B subjects (Table 4). No infusion-related
reactions (fever, blood pressure changes) or local site
injection reactions were reported following the ad-
ministration of etanercept. Grade 3 to 4 infectious
complications occurred in five subjects, including mu-
cormycosis pneumonia (one), aspergillus pneumonia
(one), acute sinusitis (one), osteomyelitis (one), and
a grade 3 fever without an identified source (one).
No episodes of bacteremia or viremia were noted dur-
ing study therapy. Posttherapy BAL was performed in
28 of the 34 cases. Only twice were potential
pathogens—Aspergillus species (one), mucormycosis
(one)—identified on posttherapy BAL fluid cultures.
Osteomyelitis was noted within the first week of ther-
apy in one patient and was felt to be unlikely related to
study treatment. Hematologic toxicity was rare, with
one group B subject developing a transient grade 3
thrombocytopenia. Two toxic deaths occurred while
on study therapy, from progressive pulmonary dys-

function (one) and mucormycosis pneumonia (one).
Two subjects died from relapse, the relapses occurring
within 4 weeks following initiation of study therapy.
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Figure 2. (A) OS by duration of etanercept therapy, group A (4 weeks)
versus group B (12 weeks). Group A (—). Group B (- - -). (B) OS by pat-
tern of lung injury, obstructive (—) versus restrictive (- - -) defects. (C)
OS by response to therapy, responders (—) versus nonresponders (- - -).
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OS	  is	  not	  appropriate	  as	  primary	  EP	  in	  cGVHD	  trials	  
FFS	  is	  easy	  to	  document	  and	  change	  of	  therapy	  has	  been	  

associated	  with	  a	  higher	  mortality	  rate	  	  

•  Start	  of	  IMA	  unFl:	  death,	  2nd	  neoplasia,	  or	  
treatment	  failure(TF).	  	  

TF	  defined	  as:	  
•  	  cGVHD	  Prog	  or	  Death	  due	  to	  cGVHD;	  Leuk	  REL;	  

addiFon	  (or	  increase)	  of	  immunosuppressive	  
drug/procedure,	  excluding	  a	  transient	  steroid	  
dose	  increase	  in	  the	  event	  of	  a	  GVHD	  flare;	  	  

	  	  	  	  	  	  or	  severe	  toxicity	  requiring	  	  

	  Stop	  IMA	  

EFS	  measured	  from	  

failure and used them to stratify risk groups. Fourth, we found
that lower steroid doses at 6 months were associated with higher
rates of subsequent successful withdrawal of all immunosup-
pressive treatment during second-line treatment. Fifth, we report
success rates accounting for both risk stratification at baseline
and steroid dose limits at 6 months to make the end point more
meaningful and to enhance the clinical benefit associated with
the end point.

Our results showed that 34% of patients had second-line treatment
failure at 6 months because of the initiation of third-line treatment,
which represented the predominant cause of treatment failure; 7% had
treatment failure because of nonrelapse mortality; and 3% had
treatment failure because of recurrent malignancy. Thus, only 56%

had FFS at 6 months. Treatment failure was predicted by 3 clinical
factors: high-risk disease at transplantation, lower gastrointestinal
involvement at second-line treatment, and severe NIH global score at
second-line treatment. Patients without any risk factors had a 67%
FFS rate at 6 months, whereas those with 2 or more risk factors had an
FFS rate of 44% at 6 months. High-risk disease at transplantation
appeared to be associated with all 3 components of failure (data not
shown). Gastrointestinal involvement and severe NIH global score
have been associated with increased risk of mortality in previous
studies.24-26

Describing the 3 causes of treatment failure helps to interpret the
results of clinical studies. For example, careful interpretation would
be required if the results showed an increased risk of nonrelapse
mortality or recurrent malignancy despite a reduced risk of treatment
change. For this purpose, results shown in Figure 1 provide a useful
point of comparison for future studies.

Even for patients with FFS, the prolonged high-dose steroid
exposure causes many adverse effects.27 Therefore, it is important to
consider steroid doses when the efficacy of second-line treatment is
defined. The ability to control steroid-refractory chronic GVHD with
reasonable doses of steroid is another important goal of second-line
treatment. Our results showed that success end points incorporating
a steroid dose limit at 6 months were associated with increased rates
of subsequent withdrawal of all immunosuppressive treatment during
second-line treatment, a long-term treatment goal that is usually not
addressed in phase II trials. The choice of a dose limit to be used in
defining success in future studies could depend on several factors,
including patient characteristics, steroid doses administered at the
onset of second-line treatment, and any expected steroid-sparing
effects of the second-line agent. As in earlier studies,15,17,25,28,29 we
used withdrawal of all systemic immunosuppressive treatment
without subsequent resumption for our analysis. As an alternative
approach, current immunosuppressive treatment-free survival could
also be analyzed to address the same question.30

The eligibility criteria for this study were carefully designed to
represent the types of patients likely to be included in future clinical
trials of second-line treatment of chronic GVHD, and all patients who
met these criteria were included in the analysis. The minimum

Figure 1. Failure-free survival after second-line
treatment of chronic GVHD. The dark gray area
represents treatment failure due to recurrent malig-
nancy. The light gray area represents treatment failure
due to nonrelapse mortality (NRM), and the black area
represents treatment failure due to onset of third-line
systemic treatment. The white area represents FFS.
The dashed line represents cumulative incidence of
successful withdrawal of all systemic immunosuppres-
sive treatment (IST) during second-line treatment.

Figure 2. Cumulative incidence of treatment failure according to risk groups.
The low-risk group included patientswith no risk factor, the intermediate-risk group included
those with 1 risk factor, and the high-risk group included those with 2 or 3 risk factors. Risk
factors included high-risk disease at transplantation, lower gastrointestinal involvement at
second-line treatment, and severe NIH global score at second-line treatment.
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Long-term outcome and prospective validation of NIH response criteria
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Key Points

• Efficacy of imatinib in steroid-
refractory chronic GVHD was
prospectively compared
across 3 different response
systems, with high
agreement.

• Validity of quantitative-based
assessment of response with
NIH criteria was confirmed by
its prognostic impact on long-
term survival.

Forty adults aged 28 to 73 years were entered into a prospective trial of imatinib for the

treatment of steroid-refractory chronic graft-versus-host disease (SR-cGVHD). After 6

months, intention-to-treat (ITT) analysis of 39 patients who received the drug, regardless

of the duration of treatment, revealed 14 partial responses (PR), 4 minor responses (MR)

with relevant steroid sparing (46%) according to Couriel criteria, and 20 ‡ PR (51.3%), as

per the National Institutes of Health (NIH) criteria and NIH severity score changes. The

best responses were seen in the lungs, gut, and skin (35%, 50%, and 32%, respectively).

After a median follow-up of 40 months, 28 patients were alive, with a 3-year overall

survival (OS) and event-free survival of 72% and 46%, respectively. The 3-year OS was

94% for patients responding at 6 months and 58% for nonresponders according to NIH

response, suggesting that these criteria represent a reliable tool for predicting OS after

second-line treatment. Monitoring of anti–platelet-derived growth factor receptor

(PDGF-R) antibodies showed a significant decrease in PDGF-R stimulatory activity in

7 responders, whereas it remained high in 4 nonresponders. This study confirms the

efficacy of imatinib against SR-cGVHD and suggests that the response at 6 months

significantly predicts long-term survival. This study is registered at https://eudract.ema.europa.eu/ (EUDRACT number: 2009-

012927-27). (Blood. 2013;122(25):4111-4118)

Introduction

Treatment for steroid-refractory chronic graft-versus-host disease
(SR-cGVHD) represents an unmet challenge. The National Institutes
of Health (NIH) consensus on chronic graft-versus-host disease
(cGVHD) has defined SR-cGVHD as: progression despite treatment
with prednisone 1 mg/kg per day for $2 weeks or no improvement
after 4 to 8 weeks of prednisone 0.5 mg/kg per day, or the inability to
taper prednisone below 0.5 mg/kg per day.1

The NIH consensus has also defined the global cGVHD severity
scores as mild, moderate, and severe, the last having the worst out-
come.2,3 Skin sclerosis is associated with poor functional status,4,5

poor quality of life, and the need for prolonged immunosuppressive
therapy.6

Extracorporeal photopheresis (ECP) has been shown to have
a significant effect on skin SR-cGVHD, with a consistent steroid-

sparing effect; however, there is no evidence of improved outcome.7

In this setting, pentostatin has achieved promising results, albeit at
the price of increased fungal infections.8 Imatinib showed promising
responses in 2 small cohorts of patients with SR-cGVHD, without
major toxicities9,10; other studies have shown less favorable results.11-13

Imatinib is a potent dual inhibitor of both transforming growth factor-b
and platelet-derived growth factor receptor (PDGF-R) pathways14;
these 2 cytokines are both involved in the fibrogenic and inflammatory
processes of several fibrotic diseases,15 as suggested by amurine model
of cGVHD16 and by recent data on cGVHD with fibrotic features
(ScGVHD) and systemic scleroderma (SS).17,18 Moreover, imatinib
inhibits T-cell proliferation,19 as suggested by clinical improvement
in patients with chronic myelogenous leukemia and concomitant
autoimmune diseases who are receiving imatinib treatment.20
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by	  2	  years	  30%	  of	  pts	  had	  not	  
relapsed,	  died,	  or	  started	  
another	  IS	  treatment	  	  

ProspecRve	  cohort	  of	  	  
575	  pts	  with	  cGVHD	  
	  
68%	  failures	  
	  
median	  FFS:	  	  
9.8	  months	  	  
	  



FFS or EFS as a surrogate end point 
for long term outcome? 
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Key Points

• Efficacy of imatinib in steroid-
refractory chronic GVHD was
prospectively compared
across 3 different response
systems, with high
agreement.

• Validity of quantitative-based
assessment of response with
NIH criteria was confirmed by
its prognostic impact on long-
term survival.

Forty adults aged 28 to 73 years were entered into a prospective trial of imatinib for the

treatment of steroid-refractory chronic graft-versus-host disease (SR-cGVHD). After 6

months, intention-to-treat (ITT) analysis of 39 patients who received the drug, regardless

of the duration of treatment, revealed 14 partial responses (PR), 4 minor responses (MR)

with relevant steroid sparing (46%) according to Couriel criteria, and 20 ‡ PR (51.3%), as

per the National Institutes of Health (NIH) criteria and NIH severity score changes. The

best responses were seen in the lungs, gut, and skin (35%, 50%, and 32%, respectively).

After a median follow-up of 40 months, 28 patients were alive, with a 3-year overall

survival (OS) and event-free survival of 72% and 46%, respectively. The 3-year OS was

94% for patients responding at 6 months and 58% for nonresponders according to NIH

response, suggesting that these criteria represent a reliable tool for predicting OS after

second-line treatment. Monitoring of anti–platelet-derived growth factor receptor

(PDGF-R) antibodies showed a significant decrease in PDGF-R stimulatory activity in

7 responders, whereas it remained high in 4 nonresponders. This study confirms the

efficacy of imatinib against SR-cGVHD and suggests that the response at 6 months

significantly predicts long-term survival. This study is registered at https://eudract.ema.europa.eu/ (EUDRACT number: 2009-

012927-27). (Blood. 2013;122(25):4111-4118)

Introduction

Treatment for steroid-refractory chronic graft-versus-host disease
(SR-cGVHD) represents an unmet challenge. The National Institutes
of Health (NIH) consensus on chronic graft-versus-host disease
(cGVHD) has defined SR-cGVHD as: progression despite treatment
with prednisone 1 mg/kg per day for $2 weeks or no improvement
after 4 to 8 weeks of prednisone 0.5 mg/kg per day, or the inability to
taper prednisone below 0.5 mg/kg per day.1

The NIH consensus has also defined the global cGVHD severity
scores as mild, moderate, and severe, the last having the worst out-
come.2,3 Skin sclerosis is associated with poor functional status,4,5

poor quality of life, and the need for prolonged immunosuppressive
therapy.6

Extracorporeal photopheresis (ECP) has been shown to have
a significant effect on skin SR-cGVHD, with a consistent steroid-

sparing effect; however, there is no evidence of improved outcome.7

In this setting, pentostatin has achieved promising results, albeit at
the price of increased fungal infections.8 Imatinib showed promising
responses in 2 small cohorts of patients with SR-cGVHD, without
major toxicities9,10; other studies have shown less favorable results.11-13

Imatinib is a potent dual inhibitor of both transforming growth factor-b
and platelet-derived growth factor receptor (PDGF-R) pathways14;
these 2 cytokines are both involved in the fibrogenic and inflammatory
processes of several fibrotic diseases,15 as suggested by amurine model
of cGVHD16 and by recent data on cGVHD with fibrotic features
(ScGVHD) and systemic scleroderma (SS).17,18 Moreover, imatinib
inhibits T-cell proliferation,19 as suggested by clinical improvement
in patients with chronic myelogenous leukemia and concomitant
autoimmune diseases who are receiving imatinib treatment.20
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capacity of the lungs for carbonmonoxide. Finally, the NIH 0 to 3 joint
score has been incorporated into the response criteria. As a result,
overall response assignments derived from the 2014 algorithm show
onlypoor to fair correlationwith response assignments derived from the
2005 algorithm. Although the 2014 NIH response criteria also exclude
an organ from the calculated response if the manifestation is entirely
because of nonchronic GVHD causes, we could not ascertain in our
data set whether signs or symptoms were related to chronic GVHD.
Despite this limitation, the 2014 NIH response was predictive of
subsequent FFS in our study population.

We also analyzed individual variables to understand which factors
weremost associatedwith long-term outcomes.Wewere able to identify
a few individual measures whose change predicted subsequent FFS, OS,
and NRM. Notably, of the 5 identified variables, 1 was a clinician-
reported skinmeasure and4were patient-reportedmeasures.A change in
the NIH 0 to 3 skin score and patient reported 0 to 10 itching score
predicted subsequent FFS. Skin manifestations are bothersome to
patients, easily noted on exam, and likely drive treatment changes.
We did not expect that patient-reported measures would predict OS and
NRM and were surprised to find that these were the only identified
predictors. Specifically, change in the Lee skin symptom score and the
FACT-BMT score predicted OS. Worsening of the Lee skin symptom
score predicted NRM, as has been previously reported in an earlier
analysis of this patient cohort.23These associationsmaybebecauseof the
increased immunosuppression given to patients who have advanced and

symptomatic chronic GVHD. Alternatively, worsening symptoms and
quality of life may simply reflect declining health with its associated
higher mortality rates.

Severalfindingswere unexpected. First, baseline disease risk, which
usually predicts relapse, didnot predict FFS,OS, orNRM.FFS is largely
determined by the addition of other systemic treatment and not by
relapse or death. Also, because the median time to enrollment was 11.9
months, patients who relapsed early after transplant were not enrolled in
our cohort. Second, factors that have historically predicted survival in
chronic GVHD, such as platelet count,41 hyperbilirubinemia,22 overlap
syndrome,42 and lower GI involvement,22 were not associated with
survival in multivariate analysis. We previously reported that FFS was
associated with enrollment NIH scores for skin and GI tract, range of
motion, forced vital capacity, bronchiolitis obliterans syndrome, hepatic
dysfunction, female donor into male recipient, prior grade 2-4 acute
GVHD, and quality of life, but in the current analysis, only change in the
NIH skin score was found to be associated with FFS. Although several
of these variables were significant in organ-specific univariate analysis,
they were not significant in the multivariate analysis. These apparent
discrepancies may be partially explained by differences in the analytic
approaches. In the current analysis, patients who experienced death or
treatment change before the landmark were excluded from the analysis,
potentially eliminating the statistical associations previously observed
when the models started at enrollment. Another possibility is that what
matters for prognosis is whether an organ is involved, not how it

Figure 1. Clinician-reported response. Response at
6 months and subsequent (A) FFS and (B) OS.

Figure 2. The 2014 NIH-calculated response. Re-
sponse at 6 months and subsequent (A) FFS and
(B) OS.
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responds over time. Finally, it is possible that not enough change
occurred in the chronic GVHD activity of the organ by 6 months to
demonstrate an association with FFS or OS.

Our study has several limitations. First, this analysis was conducted
as a discovery exercise. Although the results are informative, they will
need to be validated in a separate independent cohort prior to drawing
definitive conclusions, and such a study is ongoing. The timing of
assessments in the study was calendar driven and not influenced by the
patient’s clinical status or changes in therapy. Therefore, the measured
and reported responses may not accurately recapitulate the circum-
stances of a clinical trial. Additionally, sequential assessments might
have been done by different providers, causing inconsistency, espe-
cially because forms from the previous assessment were not routinely
made available for reference. No direct instructions regarding subjec-
tive response assessments were provided to clinicians in assigning a
clinical CR, PR, SD, or PD. Finally, some patient-reported outcome
measures were missing. Despite these limitations, our data derive
strength from the prospective collection of data with the use of stan-
dardized forms, the detailed chronic GVHD assessments that were
performed, and the large number of patients from multiple centers.

In summary, our data show that the 2014 NIH response measures
and clinician-reported response at 3 and 6 months correlate with sub-
sequent FFS. Patient-reported response at 3 months predicted subse-
quent FFS. Clinician-reported response at 6 months predicted OS.
Additionally, this study demonstrates the importance of specific
patient-reported measures such as the Lee skin symptom score, for
which changes predict OS and NRM, and the FACT BMT, for which
changes predict OS. These results lend credence to the 2014 NIH
response measures as reflective of disease activity, although not
predictive of OS. They also emphasize the critical contribution of
patient-reported measures to the assessment of patients with chronic
GVHD. Based on these data, we recommend that for now, the 2014

NIH response measures, clinician-reported responses, and patient-
reported outcomes be collected in therapeutic trials of chronic GVHD
to ensure that relevant data are available once the best algorithm to
capture a meaningful objective response is determined.43
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Key Points

• Survival of chronic GVHD
patients was predicted by
clinician-assessed response
and changes in patient-
reported outcomes.

• FFS was predicted by
clinician-assessed response,
changes in patient-reported
outcomes, and the 2014 NIH
response criteria.

Chronic graft-versus-host disease (GVHD) is a pleotropic syndrome that lacks validated

methods of measuring response in clinical trials, although several end points have been

proposed. To investigate the prognostic significance of these proposed end points, such

as the 2005 National Institutes of Health (NIH) response measures, 2014 NIH response

measures, clinician-reported response, and patient-reported response, we tested their

ability to predict subsequent overall survival (OS), nonrelapse mortality (NRM), and

failure-free survival (FFS). Patients (n 5 575) were enrolled on a prospective chronic

GVHD observational trial. At 6 months, clinician-reported response (P 5 .004) and 2014

NIH-calculated response (P 5 .001) correlated with subsequent FFS, and clinician-

reported response predicted OS (P 5 .007). Multivariate models were used to identify

changes in organ involvement, laboratory values, and patient-reported outcomes that

were associated with long-term outcomes. At 6 months, a change in the 2005 NIH 0 to

3 clinician-reported skin score and 0 to 10 patient-reported itching score predicted

subsequent FFS. Change in the Lee skin symptom score and Functional Assessment of

Cancer Therapy–Bone Marrow Transplant score predicted subsequent OS. Change in the Lee skin symptom score predicted

subsequent NRM. This study provides evidence that clinician-reported response and patient-reported outcomes are predictive of

long-term survival. The trial was registered at www.clinicaltrials.gov as #NCT00637689. (Blood. 2016;127(1):160-166)

Introduction

Chronic graft-versus-host disease (GVHD) is a significant cause of
morbidity and mortality in survivors of allogeneic hematopoietic cell
transplantation (HCT),1-8 and more effective treatments are needed.
Although many clinical trials have been conducted, interpretation of
results has been difficult because documentation of response in chronic
GVHD has been particularly challenging. Because of the long time
course of chronic GVHD, standard end points such as overall survival
(OS) and nonrelapse mortality (NRM) require longer-term follow-up
than might be desired in most early phase chronic GVHD trials.
Therefore, efforts have been made to identify an interim response
measure, such as failure-free survival (FFS). Thus far, there are no
validated response measures; therefore, subjective clinical judgment
is often used to determine response.9-16

In 2005, the National Institutes of Health (NIH) Chronic GVHD
Consensus Conference recommended response measures based on
serial organ assessments.17,18 Response is determined by comparing
baseline and follow-up scores for each organ system to calculate overall
response. In analysis of individual organ systems, this scoring system
hasbeenpredictive ofmeaningful endpoints suchasOSandNRM.19-24

However,when imputed into a calculated composite response,measures
have had variable correlation with clinician-reported response and sur-
vival outcomes. Although 1 study demonstrated good correlation be-
tween response calculated per the 2005 NIH consensus criteria and
clinician-reported response, and a survival advantage to those patients
who had a favorable response (partial response [PR] or better) at 6
months, this study had a small number of patients evaluated.25 In other
studies, these response criteria have not been associated with clinician-
reported response,26 subsequent survival, or improved quality of life.27,28

In 2014, a second NIH consensus conference was held.29 Several
changes to the NIH response algorithm were made. Notably, skin,
mouth, and eye measurements were simplified; new joint measures
were introduced; newmild symptoms in gastrointestinal (GI) and liver
were not considered progression; and attribution of clinical manifes-
tations (symptoms or signs) to causes other than chronic GVHD was
captured and incorporated into scoring. The 2014NIH response criteria
have not been used in clinical trials yet.

FFS is a proposed intermediate end point of treatment success,
defined as continued disease-free survival without addition of a
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responds over time. Finally, it is possible that not enough change
occurred in the chronic GVHD activity of the organ by 6 months to
demonstrate an association with FFS or OS.

Our study has several limitations. First, this analysis was conducted
as a discovery exercise. Although the results are informative, they will
need to be validated in a separate independent cohort prior to drawing
definitive conclusions, and such a study is ongoing. The timing of
assessments in the study was calendar driven and not influenced by the
patient’s clinical status or changes in therapy. Therefore, the measured
and reported responses may not accurately recapitulate the circum-
stances of a clinical trial. Additionally, sequential assessments might
have been done by different providers, causing inconsistency, espe-
cially because forms from the previous assessment were not routinely
made available for reference. No direct instructions regarding subjec-
tive response assessments were provided to clinicians in assigning a
clinical CR, PR, SD, or PD. Finally, some patient-reported outcome
measures were missing. Despite these limitations, our data derive
strength from the prospective collection of data with the use of stan-
dardized forms, the detailed chronic GVHD assessments that were
performed, and the large number of patients from multiple centers.

In summary, our data show that the 2014 NIH response measures
and clinician-reported response at 3 and 6 months correlate with sub-
sequent FFS. Patient-reported response at 3 months predicted subse-
quent FFS. Clinician-reported response at 6 months predicted OS.
Additionally, this study demonstrates the importance of specific
patient-reported measures such as the Lee skin symptom score, for
which changes predict OS and NRM, and the FACT BMT, for which
changes predict OS. These results lend credence to the 2014 NIH
response measures as reflective of disease activity, although not
predictive of OS. They also emphasize the critical contribution of
patient-reported measures to the assessment of patients with chronic
GVHD. Based on these data, we recommend that for now, the 2014

NIH response measures, clinician-reported responses, and patient-
reported outcomes be collected in therapeutic trials of chronic GVHD
to ensure that relevant data are available once the best algorithm to
capture a meaningful objective response is determined.43
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Table 3. Multivariate landmark analyses at 6 mo for subsequent FFS, OS, and NRM

Outcome Parameter* No. events/no. at risk after excluding missing P HR (95% CI)

FFS Change in 2005 NIH 0 to 3 skin score 112/211 .001 1.53 (1.19-1.96)

Change in patient 0 to 10 skin itching .002 1.15 (1.06-1.24)

OS Change in Lee skin symptom score 64/308 .005 1.02 (1.01-1.04)

FACT-BMT total score .04 0.98 (0.97-0.99)

NRM Change in Lee skin symptom score 48/326 .001 1.03 (1.01-1.04)

*Models include the enrollment value for the significant change scores and adjustment for baseline characteristics.
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responds over time. Finally, it is possible that not enough change
occurred in the chronic GVHD activity of the organ by 6 months to
demonstrate an association with FFS or OS.

Our study has several limitations. First, this analysis was conducted
as a discovery exercise. Although the results are informative, they will
need to be validated in a separate independent cohort prior to drawing
definitive conclusions, and such a study is ongoing. The timing of
assessments in the study was calendar driven and not influenced by the
patient’s clinical status or changes in therapy. Therefore, the measured
and reported responses may not accurately recapitulate the circum-
stances of a clinical trial. Additionally, sequential assessments might
have been done by different providers, causing inconsistency, espe-
cially because forms from the previous assessment were not routinely
made available for reference. No direct instructions regarding subjec-
tive response assessments were provided to clinicians in assigning a
clinical CR, PR, SD, or PD. Finally, some patient-reported outcome
measures were missing. Despite these limitations, our data derive
strength from the prospective collection of data with the use of stan-
dardized forms, the detailed chronic GVHD assessments that were
performed, and the large number of patients from multiple centers.

In summary, our data show that the 2014 NIH response measures
and clinician-reported response at 3 and 6 months correlate with sub-
sequent FFS. Patient-reported response at 3 months predicted subse-
quent FFS. Clinician-reported response at 6 months predicted OS.
Additionally, this study demonstrates the importance of specific
patient-reported measures such as the Lee skin symptom score, for
which changes predict OS and NRM, and the FACT BMT, for which
changes predict OS. These results lend credence to the 2014 NIH
response measures as reflective of disease activity, although not
predictive of OS. They also emphasize the critical contribution of
patient-reported measures to the assessment of patients with chronic
GVHD. Based on these data, we recommend that for now, the 2014

NIH response measures, clinician-reported responses, and patient-
reported outcomes be collected in therapeutic trials of chronic GVHD
to ensure that relevant data are available once the best algorithm to
capture a meaningful objective response is determined.43
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Key Points

• Survival of chronic GVHD
patients was predicted by
clinician-assessed response
and changes in patient-
reported outcomes.

• FFS was predicted by
clinician-assessed response,
changes in patient-reported
outcomes, and the 2014 NIH
response criteria.

Chronic graft-versus-host disease (GVHD) is a pleotropic syndrome that lacks validated

methods of measuring response in clinical trials, although several end points have been

proposed. To investigate the prognostic significance of these proposed end points, such

as the 2005 National Institutes of Health (NIH) response measures, 2014 NIH response

measures, clinician-reported response, and patient-reported response, we tested their

ability to predict subsequent overall survival (OS), nonrelapse mortality (NRM), and

failure-free survival (FFS). Patients (n 5 575) were enrolled on a prospective chronic

GVHD observational trial. At 6 months, clinician-reported response (P 5 .004) and 2014

NIH-calculated response (P 5 .001) correlated with subsequent FFS, and clinician-

reported response predicted OS (P 5 .007). Multivariate models were used to identify

changes in organ involvement, laboratory values, and patient-reported outcomes that

were associated with long-term outcomes. At 6 months, a change in the 2005 NIH 0 to

3 clinician-reported skin score and 0 to 10 patient-reported itching score predicted

subsequent FFS. Change in the Lee skin symptom score and Functional Assessment of

Cancer Therapy–Bone Marrow Transplant score predicted subsequent OS. Change in the Lee skin symptom score predicted

subsequent NRM. This study provides evidence that clinician-reported response and patient-reported outcomes are predictive of

long-term survival. The trial was registered at www.clinicaltrials.gov as #NCT00637689. (Blood. 2016;127(1):160-166)

Introduction

Chronic graft-versus-host disease (GVHD) is a significant cause of
morbidity and mortality in survivors of allogeneic hematopoietic cell
transplantation (HCT),1-8 and more effective treatments are needed.
Although many clinical trials have been conducted, interpretation of
results has been difficult because documentation of response in chronic
GVHD has been particularly challenging. Because of the long time
course of chronic GVHD, standard end points such as overall survival
(OS) and nonrelapse mortality (NRM) require longer-term follow-up
than might be desired in most early phase chronic GVHD trials.
Therefore, efforts have been made to identify an interim response
measure, such as failure-free survival (FFS). Thus far, there are no
validated response measures; therefore, subjective clinical judgment
is often used to determine response.9-16

In 2005, the National Institutes of Health (NIH) Chronic GVHD
Consensus Conference recommended response measures based on
serial organ assessments.17,18 Response is determined by comparing
baseline and follow-up scores for each organ system to calculate overall
response. In analysis of individual organ systems, this scoring system
hasbeenpredictive ofmeaningful endpoints suchasOSandNRM.19-24

However,when imputed into a calculated composite response,measures
have had variable correlation with clinician-reported response and sur-
vival outcomes. Although 1 study demonstrated good correlation be-
tween response calculated per the 2005 NIH consensus criteria and
clinician-reported response, and a survival advantage to those patients
who had a favorable response (partial response [PR] or better) at 6
months, this study had a small number of patients evaluated.25 In other
studies, these response criteria have not been associated with clinician-
reported response,26 subsequent survival, or improved quality of life.27,28

In 2014, a second NIH consensus conference was held.29 Several
changes to the NIH response algorithm were made. Notably, skin,
mouth, and eye measurements were simplified; new joint measures
were introduced; newmild symptoms in gastrointestinal (GI) and liver
were not considered progression; and attribution of clinical manifes-
tations (symptoms or signs) to causes other than chronic GVHD was
captured and incorporated into scoring. The 2014NIH response criteria
have not been used in clinical trials yet.

FFS is a proposed intermediate end point of treatment success,
defined as continued disease-free survival without addition of a
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Patient-reported data!!! 



GITMO observational study 

Registration of all newly diagnosed cGVHD needing sistemic TX 

Standard 1°-line TX according to the ongoing cGVHD survey 

Response: 
Continue same TX 

Failure: each center must  declare 
“apriori” its policy for failure TX 
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cGVHD	  progression	  or	  not	  needing	  new	  immunosuppressive	  
treatment,	  or	  experiencing,	  NRM,	  relapse	  or	  severe	  toxicity	  	  

A web-based software for cGVHD according to 
2015 NIH consensus criteria  

•  generaFng	  a	  reliable	  benchmark	  for	  future	  clinical	  studies	  
•  evaluaFng	  the	  prognosFc	  ability	  of	  NIH	  response	  criteria	  
•  to	  evaluate	  safety	  of	  current	  treatments	  for	  cGVHD.	  

•  to	  evaluate	  the	  feasibility	  of	  an	  electronic	  tool	  both	  	  for	  data	  
collec;on	  and	  	  for	  daily	  clinical	  prac;ce	  
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